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The JPL Solar Thermal Power Systems Project is sponsored by the U,S, Depart-
ment of Energy and forms a part of the Solar Thermal Program to develop low-
cost solar thermal and electric power plants.
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States
Government. Neither the United States nor the United States Department of
Energy, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors,
or their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, swToduct or process disclosed, or represents that its use
would not infringe privy,
 O. ►wned rights,
Reference herein to ar ;jow. ac commercial product, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute
ABSTRACT
These proceedings present the papers and a panel discussion given at the
.Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program Review held in Atlanta,
Georgia, from December 8-10, 1981. It was sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) and conducted by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The primary objective of the review was to present the results of
activities of the Parabolic Dish Technology and Applications Development
element of DOE's Solar Thormal Energy Systems Program. Twenty-four papers
were presented on the subjects of development and testing of concentrators,
receivers, and power conversion units; system design and development for
engineering experiments; economic analysis and marketing assessment; and
advanced development activities. A panel discussion concerning industrial
support sector requirements was also held.
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APPENDIX
The Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program Review was held in
Atlanta, Georgian December 8-14, 1981.
	 The three-day review wasattended by
approximately 100 representatives from industry, universities, national
laboratories, the U,S, Department of Energy (DOE), and foreign research
institutes,
Introductory remarks were made by Charles Stein, member of the technical
staff at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Gerald Braun, director of the DOE
Division of Solar Thermal Technology; and Dr. Vincent Truscello, manager of
the Solar Thermal Power Systems Project at JPL.
Thirty papers were presented documenting the development and testing of
concentrators, receivers, power conversion units, and system level engineering 4
experiments.	 Also included were presentations on the development of
point-focusing technology in France and Germany, a panel discussion on
requirements of the industrial-support sector, and a session on the economic
considerations of the parabolic dish program.	 Tours of the Georgia Institute
of Technology Advanced Component Test Facility (ACTF) and the Solar Total
Energy Project (STEP) at the Georgia Power Company site in Shenandoah took
place on the final day.
a
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This paper summarizes the status of development of the 12 m. diameter parabolic
dish concentrator which is planned for use with the Small Community Solar Thermal
Power System under concurrent development by Ford Aerospace for the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. The PDC unit was designed by the General Electric Co.
and features the use of _plastic (, aflector film bonded to structural plastic goro.s^'
supported by front-bracing steel ribs. An elevation-over-azimuth mount arrange-"'
ment is employed, with a conventional wheel-and-track arrangement; outboard
trunnions permit the dish to be stored in the face down position, with the added
advantage of easy access to the power conversion assembly, The PDC-1 unit will
w be fabricated by Ford Aerospace under JPL contract, with JPL providing-the
reflective panels and the control/tracking subsystem.
.INTRODUCTION
The PDC-1 unit is shown in Figure 1; details of the General Electric design
were reported at previous Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Reviews
(Refs. 1 and 2). The General Electric effort was completed in mid-1981 and the
Aeronutronic Division of Ford Aerospace was subsequently selected by JPL to
fabricate and erect the first PDC-1 unit under an extension to the Small Commu-
nity Solar Experiment (SCSE) Contract. A team of carefully-selected vendors
will carry out the work; Table 1 shows the participatin g_ organizations and
their planned activities. A major procurement consists of the reflector
panels to be produced by DE-4 of Lebanon, Ohio under separate contract to JPhr,
These panels, including a spare set, will be provided to Ford Aerospace as
GFE along with the sensors and other control equipment to be procured by JPL..
The PDC-1 program was initiated effective 1 December 1981 anti -is expected to be
completed in approximately twenty-five weeks as shown` o Figure"2, the master
schedule. Installation will be at the JPL Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) at
Edwards AFB, California. The activities of each vendor will be .coordinated by
Ford Aerospace to assure timely execution of the program. The following para-
graphs Summarize the current status of the Major procurement elements of the
PDC-1 effort.
CONTROLS
.v
The control system is comprised of a Central Computer,(LSI 1123), a manual
control panel, a Concentrator Control Unit (CCU), two motor controllers, a
sun sensor, and two angular position resolvers. A manual control panel and
a CCU are shown in Figure 3. The system is designed for the simultaneous
control of several concentrators. A CCU is mounted on each concentrator and
all CCU's talk to the one Central Computer. Each CCU generates its own
ephemeris data. The CCU responds to commands from the Central Computer and
directs its concentrator to follow the desired action. Commandable actions
are:	 a
STOW	 Go to stow
COORD 1 & 2 - Go to either of two programmable fixed locations
OFFSET TRACK -Track the sun offset by programmable azimuth and elevation
angle offsets
COARSE TRACK -Track the sun by ephemeris predictions
FINE: TRACK	 Track the sun under sun sensor control
DETRACK	 Emergency motion in azimuth and elevation by predetermined
amounts. Then stop and wait
4
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During tracking, the CCU monitors the resolver readings and makes a comparison
with the ephemeris predictions.
	 Depending upon the magnitude of any error
found, the CCU will switch from fine track to,k-aarse track or from coarse
track to detrack.
The Central Computer can be commanded from any of three sources;
	
a keyboard
terminal, another (system) computer, or a manual control panel. The Parabolic
Dish Test Site is an experimental facility and, therefore, a manual control
panel is provided for each concentrator.
	 The manual control panel enables
inputting commands by pushbuttons.
	 Lights in Lie pushbuttons indicate the mode
under which the concentrator is operating.
	 The manual control panel is also
hardwi`ved to'the concentrator to allow display of resolver readings and to
permit manual control or override of the central computer.
The system is set up so that a detrack can be im plemented by the central
computer, the CCU, the manual control panel, the system computer, or by any
other source required. 	 Detrack overrules all other modes and commands.
'	 a
Uevelopmental problems involving the JPL supplied central computer and
operational system Were encountered during the initial system integration
tests but have been resolved. 	 The control system for the prototype concen-
trator is currently at Or'll. and is being set up in preparation for final
operational debugging arid testa
PANELS
The reflective surface is ' an aluminized plastic film (Llumar) laminated to a
plastic sheet which is then bonded to a molded fiberglass/balsa/sandwich panel
substrate.	 Thirty-six (36) panels are arranged into three (3) concentric rows
and are attached along their radial edges to 12 radial steel ribs. 	 The ribs
are located in front of the reflective panels.
Each of the 36 reflection panels is approximately 34 square feet in frontal
area.	 The molding subcontractor, Design Evolution 4 of Lebanon, Ohio,
completed fabrication and installation of the molding facility. 	 Figure 4
l shows the molding press and two of the three mold transfer tables. 	 The press
platten is 7' x 11-1/2" long and is raised by six air bags to provide a clamping
force.	of 180 tons.	 This is one of the largest resin transfer presses in the
i United States.-
System Resources of Boston., Massachusetts, fabricated tooling masters for each
of the three panels. 	 The middle panel master is shown in Figure 5. 	 The
master represents the desired panel laying on a curved surface; it has the
proper front contour and thickness. 	 DE 4 made a mold from eikch master.	 The
bottom half of the outer panel mold is shown in Figure 6. 	 The tubing manifold
is used to control the mold temperature during cure of the panels. 	 The
complete middle panel mold is shown in Figure 7.
r ^
Panel substrates are fabricated by loading the mold bottom half with a gnat of
continuous strand glass fibers, a layer of end grain balsa blocks, and
another mat.	 The mold is then closed and polyester resin flows throughout the
cavity, filling the glass fiber mats and all gaps between the balsa blocks.'
Figure 8 shows all three panel substrates, arranged as a complete gore.
5
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The reflective film laminate (Llumar on .060" Plexiglas DR) is bonded to the
panel substrate using contact cement. The top layer of a folded separator
film is pulled out from between the laminate and substrate and the laminate
progressively pretled down onto the substrate, Figure 9. Two pieces of
laminate are required to cover a panel. The laminate is protected by a
strippable film, shown in Figure 10 being removed from an inner panel. The
completed inner and middle first article panels are shown in Figure 11. All
three first article panels were then shipped to JPL for optical testing. This
completed GE's involvement in the Parabolic Dish Concentrator program.
OPTICAL TESTING
The first article panels were installed in a test fixture, Figure 12, which
simulated two radial ribs. The panels were placed on the fixture face down,
as is planned in the field installation, the clamp blocks installed along the
radial edges of the panels, and the fixture inverted to the face-up
orientation shown, The mating surface of the rib is simulated by a precision
cut edge of a 1/2" plywood sheet. The plywood.is
 bolted to an aluminum tubing
truss.
the optical tests were performed in the JPL 25' diameter space simulator
facility, Figure 13, using a single zenon arc lamp which acts as a 1 mr
diameter source at 1400' distance. The reflected beam focused a few feet
below the pulley wheels which are illuminated at the top of the chamber
doorway
The optical tests consisted of qualitative and diagnostic procedures. The
light pattern at the focal plane was photographed for each individual panel
and for all three combined. Figure 14 shows the pattern for a full gore.
The concentrated light beam at the focal plane was also scanned using a
photocell flux mapping device, yielding the data shown in Figure 15, the
intercepted versus the aperture diameter. Finally, a diagnostic-optical system
was set up consisting of a large lens at the panel focal point and a photo-
graphic target at the lens focus. Various sized apertures were introduced
immediately in front of the lens. Figure 16 shows a pattern produced by a
5.6-inch diameter aperture for the inner panel. All light areas are
reflecting light into the aperture while the dark areas have slope errors
large enough to reflect 'light outside of the aperture.
The panels are considered adequate for Organic Rankine although the optical
test did not simulate wind or gravity deflections when looking at the
horizon. However, stiffening the middle and outer panels to reduce deflec-
tions appears to be beneficial. In addition, the method of bonding the
laminate to the substrate using contact cement is hieing reviewed as it iS	 F`
suspected that adhesive thickness variations may be a ma y or contributor to
the observed slope errors.
REFERENCES
1. Zimmerman, J. J., 1st Generation Low Cost Point Focus Solar Concentrator,
Pages 63-67, DOE/JPL 1060-33 (Proceedings of First Semi-Annual Distributed
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2. Zimmerman, J J., General Electric Point Focus Solar Concentrator Status,
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}
a
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ABSTRACT
r
Acurex Corporation is under contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) to design, fabricate,
	 install, and test a cost-effective point-focus
'	 solar concentrator.	 The key to concentrator cost effectiveness is proper }
design ofthe reflector surface panels.
	 The Low--Cost Concentrator
reflective surface design is based on the use of a thin, backsilvered
mirror glass reflector bonded to a molded structural plastic substrate.
This combination of reflective panel material offers excellent optical
performance at low cost.
	 This paper briefly. describes the design
approach, rationale for the selected configuration, and the development
status.	 Reflective panel development and demonstration results are also
presented.
INTRODUCTION
The overall objective of the Low-Cost Concentrator project is to develop
and demonstrate a state-of-the-art technology concentrator which is
cost-effective in high-volume production and has a 30-year life under wide
environmental extremes.
	 The development project is structured into a
three-phase effort.	 Phase I, completed in March 1979, encompassed the
concept selection, preliminary design and cost assessment, and
demonstration of the mass production reflective panel fabrication
approach.
	 The Phase II efforts, which began in September 1980 and were
completed in July 1981,
	 included detailed design and analysis and
demonstration of the prototype reflective panel fabrication approach. j
Phase III, which encompasses fabrication, installation, and testing of
three prototype concentrators, is scheduled to begin in December 1981 and
will provide fully checked-out prototype units at the JPL, Edwards,
California Test Site in December 1982.
DETAILED DESIGN SUMMARY
The design of the 11-meter diameter (95-m2
 gross aperture area) Low-Cost
}	 Concentrator is shown in Figure 1.
	 The concentrator is a two-axis
tracking system designed to interface with a 1,500-1b thermal
receiver/power conversion unit package.
	 Predicted performance of the
_1
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Figure 1. Design Description
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concentrator is 63.9 kW through a 0.049-m2 receiver aperture based on
the following design conditions;
• 800 W/m2 insolation
• 94 percent reflectance (clean mirror)
e	 15 mph operating wired
A detailed design weight statement by major subassembly is as follows;
Reflective panels	 39950 lb
• Support structure	 79000 lb
a	 Drives	 2,050 lb
• Tracker control and electrical 	 500 lb
•	 Subtotal	 13,500 lb
Foundation	 26,575 lb
• Total	 40,075 1b
The major design features of each of the subassemblies of the concentrator
are discussed in the following paragraphs. Prototype-specific
modifications for the reflective panel subassembly are also presented.
Reflective Panel Subassembl
The reflective panel subassembly consists of inner and outer groups of
gore-shaped panels forming a complete but physically discontinuous
reflective surface. The subassembly consists of 40 outer and 24 inner
panels. The reflective panels are a composite construction of thin
(0.028 in.), backsilvered mirror glass with a sheet molding compound (SMC)
supporting substrate. A thin glass reflector was chosen because of high
performance and long life characteristics. In terms of performance,
backsilvered mirror glass provides the highest practical solar
hemispherical reflectance (0.94) and has excellent specularity. Glass is
highly abrasion-resistant and environmentally durable. The reflective
panel substrate is a compression-molded material generically referred to
as SMC. SMC is a ready-to-mold polyester resin material with chopped
fiberglass reinforcement processed in continuous sheet form. Parts of SMC
are typically molded at 300OF and 1,000 psi in 3- to 5-min cycle times.
SMC molding is a high-volume production process and offers the potential
for low-cost reflective panel substrates. The reflective panel substrate
design consists of a thin (0.15 in.) face sheet with an integrally molded
rib structure. The glass mirror is bonded to the SMC substrate.
Two-foot square compression-molded SMC-mirror glass panels were fabricated
and tested in the Phase I effort. Compliance with the requirements of the
t
Low-Cost Concentrator were successfully demonstrated.
i	 f{
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Sopport Structure Subassemblies
The three support structure subassemblies are:
• Panel support structure
• Receiver support structure
• Intermediate support structure
The lightweight space frame subassemblies feature welded-steel shop,
subassembly construction using standard size, commercially available steel
tubing. Finite element analysis techniques were used to optimize the
support structure for minimum weight.
Y
Foundation and Drive Subassemblies
The foundation design features simple installation and adaptability to
sloping or rough terrains. The foundation consists of a single steel pipe
prOestal which is set in a cast-in-place, reinforced concrete pier. At
the top of the pedestal is an azimuth turret mount. The single pedestal
foundation was selected to minimize site preparation and foundation
installation labor costs. Electric motor power units were selected for
both the azimuth and elevation drive systems. The azimuth system uses
a pinion/bullgear drive and the elevation system uses a ballscrew
actuator/linear jack drive. All drive system components are commercially
available items.
Tracking and Control System
A hybrid, two-axis, sun-tracking control system based on microprocessor
technology, has been selected. Coarse synthetic tracking is achieved
through a microcomputer-based control system to calculate sun position for
transient periods of cloud cover as well as sundown and sunrise
positioning. Accurate active tracking is achieved by two-axis optical
sensors.
Y
Reflective Panel Prototype Modifications
Prototype-specific modificatiopS to the mass producible reflective panel
design were made to reduce prototyping cost. The most significant
modification is in the area of the compression-molded SMC substrate. The
cost of a full-size mold is prohibitive for prototyping purposes.
Prototype panels are fabricated by hand lay-up of glass-reinforced
polyester (GRP) on a contoured epoxy tool. The panel face sheet is
fabricated on this tool in a similar manner as boat hulls. The ribs are
cut from GRP sheet stock, assembled, and bonded to the face sheet. The
mirror glass is then bonded to the assembled substrate.
18
Prototype Reflective Panel Development and Demonstration
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fabricated and tested in the Phase I1 efforts,	 Compliance with the i.	
^
requirements has been successfully demonstrated with the one exception of
torsional stiffness.	 A torsional-stiffness design inadequacy has beenr
identified and will require a design-fabrication-testing iteraton to
complete the demonstration of the prototype hand lay-up GP.P=,,RIrror glass
reflective panel,
4
The primary objectives of the Phase II engineering evaluation panels were
to;
•	 Develop and verify the prototype fabrication techniques
•	 Evaluate the optical quality, hail impact survivability, and
temperature-humidity cycling effects
a	 Determine structural strength-deflection characteristics
Ten subsire panels and one full-size parcel were fabricated.
The substrate face sheets were fabricated using two plies of style 7500
and four plies of style 2454 fiberglass-woven fabric. 	 The resin was
Polylite® 33=402 room-temperature polyester resin.
	
The face sheet was
laid up on an epoxy female tool cast from a male wooden master tool. P.
Flat stock for rib members was fabricated using four plies of style 2454
cloth and Polylite® 33-402 resin.	 Ribs were cut from the flat stock using
templates and assembled and bonded in an egg-crate fashion using Epons
828-Versamid® 1401 tiro--part roow temperature curing adhesive.	 The face
sheet and rib subassemblies were- bonded together using the face sheet tool
as the assembly fixture,
IMirror glass was bonded to the completed substrate, again using the face
sheet tool as the assembly fixture. 	 The mirror glass was taped face down
to the tool, and the volume between the mirror and the tool was evacuated
forcing the glass into the desired curvature. 	 After applying a mixture of
Epon(S 815 and EponO 828 epoxy, the substrate was placed over the mirror
glass and left in place until cured.	 The attachment pads were then bonded
to the substrate, and the reflective panel was edged-sealed and painted.
The engineering unit panels were tested at both JPL and Acurex.	 A summary
of the test results follows:
•	 Slope Error -- Measured slope error.was approximately 1.5 mrad
(std. dev.).
	
Note that, due to inadequate torsional stiffness
the panel was torsionally distorted. 	 The slope error
measurement result was obtained with the panel twisted and held+
in the best optical orientation (minimum image size).
19
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e Nail Impact. Survivability - Survived six impacts of 3/4-in.
diameter ice balls at 55 ft/sec (terminal velocity) with no
structural damage observed.
• Temperature-Humidity Cycling -- Withstood 50 freeze-thaw cycles
(-20 to +140 0F, 0 to 100 percent relative humidity) with no
damage or deterioration observed,
• Longitudinal Strength/Bending Stiffness -- Simulated most severe
wind loading on panels with no structural damage observed.
Structural deflections correlated with analytical predict}ions.
• Torsional Stiffness - Torsional deflections did not correlate
with analytical predictions. The cause of this problem was
traced to a design inadequacy.
In our assessment, the hand lay-up,GRP-mirror glass.reflective panel
concept provides a prototype panel low in cost due to-a minimum tooling
investment and capable of meeting all concentrator technical
requirements. Torsional stiffness of the panel can he upgraded by
diagonal rib bracing without significant weight penalty.
KEY RESULTS
The key results of this development project to date are:
• A state-of-the-art point-focus s0 ar concentrator ;based on
SMC-mirror glass reflective panels has been shown to be highly
cost-effective in high-volume production
r • A prototype of the high-volume production design based on hand
lay-up GRP-mirror glass reflective panels has been shown to be
cost-effective for producing prototype units
• SMC-mirror glass subsize reflective panels manufactured with the
required precision have been demong trated
u
• Prototype hand lay-up GRP-mirror glass panel s have been
demonstrated, with the one exception of torsional stiffness. A
design-fabrication-testing iteration is required to complete the
prototype demonstration.
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Introduction
The PKI solar collector system has undergone seven years of
development through construction of six generations of
prototypes to achieve an integrated system optimized for cost
performance tradeoffs, durability, ease of assembly, low
operating costs, maintainability, and safety.
This research and development effort has culminated in the
demonstration of the first production unit under JPL's EE3
experiment at Capitol Concrete Products-in Topeka, Kansas, which
has been installed within the last month. -It should be noted
that the EE3 experiment included manufacturing and installation
of two PKI collectors, as well as plant level design. System
level design was not included, although naturally improvement of
system design has been an ongoing process.
The experiment and preliminary results are presented
elsewhere in this review b Applied Concepts Corporation
personnel.
	
Consequently, this paper will
	
review system
characteristics,	 design improvements,	 and manufacturing
advances.
s
The PKI
	
collector has three primary subsystems;
concentrator, receiver/fluid loop, and controls. Identical
curved reflective columns are utilized in a faceted Fresnel
design to support 864 one foot square flat inexpensive second-
surface, silvered glass mirrors. 	 The columns are ganged
together and rotated through their centers of gravity to provide
elevation tracking. The concentrator is supported by a
lightweight spacef.rame structure (composed of steel tubing
members and steel plate joints), which distributes all wind and
gravity loads to the base supports.. The base of the structure.
is a track (inverted to eliminate problems of dirt and ice
build-up) which rotates on wheels mounted on concrete piers.
Azimuthal tracking is accomplished by rotation of the entire
structure from east to west throughout the day.
A parallel tube steel-heat exchanger is mounted at the
concentrator focal area in a well insulated, galvanized steel
	
housing. Two rows of vertical cloe-packed, staggered tubes 	 t
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connect a mud header and a steam header. Level control switches
connected to a solenoid valve in the feed line maintain a water
level in the steam header, For this experiment, the system
output is 40 pound saturated steam at a peak rate of about
200,000 BTIJ/hr.
Automatic two axis tracking and operational control is
provided with a microprocessor based package. Concentrator-
mounted shadowbands are the basis for active tracking. A
software program provides azimuthal tracking during cloudy
periods so that collection can begin immediately upon
reappearance of the sun. The control package also includes a
real time clock, digital display, and an integral digital
voltmeter,
RI pi	 Irovements
One	 key	 feature	 of	 the	 PKI collector is its ability to
operate in an unattended mode. 	 This	 is	 a	 reflection	 of	 the ?'
safety
	
features	 built into the system, microprocessor control,
and overall system reliability.	 Controller initiated	 shut-down
conditions
	
include	 boiler	 overtemperature,
	 low	 feedwater
high
^
	initiated manua l	control ler
failure,	 Collector	 initiatedshutdowncondit,ions include AC
power loss, low focus, and activation of the low limit switch on
the elevation drive.	 The collector is protected to a r easonable
degree from significant damage due to any system malfunction 	 or
dangerous environmental, condition.
The	 system components most susceptible to critical failure
are the controller, the feedwater supply, and the elevation 	 and
azimuth tracking drives.
	
Controller failure initiates automatic
stow	 of	 the mirrors and system shutdown.	 The feedwater system
incorporates a maximum degree of simplicity.	 Control	 via	 the
level	 switch/solenoid	 valve	 approach	 is	 external	 to	 the
microprocessor.	 Monitoring of key parameters such as 	 feedwater
pressure	 and	 boiler temperature by the microprocessor provides
protection in	 case
	
of	 critical	 fluid	 loop	 malfunction.
Azimuthal
	
tracking	 employs	 a	 simple,	 reliable	 motor driven.
sprocket/roller chain approach.	 Because of the	 Fresnel
	 design
for	 the	 concentrator,	 the	 elevation	 drive	 involves	 more
comp),axity than the azimuthal drive.	 A single drag link
	
serves
half of the mirror assemblies, and each drag link is driven by a;
single	 lead	 screw	 worm	 gear	 drive,	 both	 of	 which
	 are
mechanically connected to the elevation
	 drive	 motor.	 Through x
modularity	 of	 design	 and	 careful	 quality	 control
	 in
manufacturing and assembly, the elevation drive system	 provides
reliable elevation tracking. a
Microprocessor control allows for automatic active tracking
via shadowband sensors during sunny periods. 	 Azimuthal tracking
r,	 during cloudy periods is provided through computer memory.
	 This
feature	 permits	 the system to begin collection of energy after
t an extended cloudy period, within 10 minutes of 	 detection	 of	 a
22 3
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threshold insolation level. An added advantage is the reduction
in parasitic losses, since a large motor is not required in
`
	
	 order to "catch up" to the sun position.
	 As mentioned
previously, fluid loop control is provided independently of the
microprocessor.	 In conclusion, all control functions	 are
automatic and do not require a human operator. Periodic
inspection is naturally required to take care of maintenance and
to resolve shutdowns.
It should be noted that reliability has been enhanced
through recent design modifications which either' reduce the
number of parts or provide for additional standardization. For
example, the fifth generation collector located on the roof of
the RPI Science Center utilized four drag link assemblies. 	 The
►
	
	 new model utilizes two, thereby cutting in half the number of a
majority of the parts incorporated in the elevation drive.
sAt Significant design modifications have been incorporated to
enhance ease of installation and maintenance. The space frame
supporting structure incorporates platforms allowing safe and a
y	 easy installation of mirror assemblies and the elevation drive
y package. The drag link assemblies are located behind the face
of the collector, providing ready accessibility from the working
platforms. An electric winch permits raising and lowering the
boom for servicing the receiver.
Manufacturing Capabilities
One of PKI's primary concerns during the past year has been
preparing the collector design and the company personnel, for a
production level operation. To that end as many components as
possible have been designed to be off the shelf or readily
manufactured by existing industries during this gearing up
period. Figure IF indicates current manufacturing capacity.
The limiting component is in-house production of mirror drive `	
A3 and support assemblies. However, it is now clear that a
considerable percentage c the components incorporated into this
assembly_ could be sub-contracted out to reduce PKI's immediate
responsibility to assembling those components.
At present PKI maintains over 3000 square feet of assembly
and manufacturing space rented from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in Troy. PKI is one of about a -dozen small high
technology companies being nurtured in RPI's "incubator
. program," which is designed to promote companies which can
participate in RPI's new Technology Center (modeled after the
likes of Stanford Research Institute). A doubling of factory
k space is planned for early 1982. In any case we anticipate
sales in 1982 of 10 to 100 units, and expect this to provide an
opportunity to further gear up.
One primary benefit to PKI from involvement in JPL's EE3
experiment has been the experience gained from the requirement
to grow beyond our strengths in research and development.
t
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Manufacturing bottlenecks;	 quality control requirements;
difficulties in installation, operation and maintenance at a
distance from the factory; supplier-related problems; and
demands for management and organization of production have all
been experienced. These learning experiences have established a.
basis for building a manufacturing capability in-house.
In the initial phases of production, developmert of quality
control systems for ensuring satisfactory performance of sub-
contracted manufacturing will take top priority along with
continuing to identify the best component suppliers. only the
most critical production elements will be reserved for closely
controlled ins-house manufacturing. 	 As potential for cost
savings warrant or quality control requires, additional
manufacturing functions will be absorbed in-house. PKI wil l
continue to provide R&D expertise for design and testing of
renewable energy technologies. With these first steps towards a
professional production capability, PKI is also carefully
preparing itself to be able to meet the anticipated demand for
its systems.
1
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Thin Film Concentrator Panel Development
".. Donald K. Zimmerman
Boeing Engineering and Construction Company
SUMMARY
This study shows that, a thin film reflective surface is acceptable for use on
	 a
solar concentrators, including 816°C (1500°F) applications. In addition, it
shows that a formed steel sheet substrate is a good choice for concentrator
panels. The concept selected and described here uses a thin reflective film
adhesively bonded to the structurally stiffened formed steel sheet substrate
to form a concentrator gore. A description of the design, fabrication and
evaluation of two test panels is presented. The work was performed under JPL
	 a
Contract 955804; Dr, Edwin W. Dennison was JPL.Technical Manager.
REFLECTOR PANEL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
1
The objectives of the contract were to (1) identify candidate design concepts
for thin-film reflector panels, (2) screen the panel concepts and (3) select
an optimum panel concept for development in subsequent tasks. Table 1 lists
the five most promising candidates along with comparative cost and technical
da a f r h.aThe stiffened steel skin concept was the heaviest concept., but
was among the lowest in material cost and bus bar energy cost and offered the
lowest manufac",wring complexity and technical risk. This concept is shown in
	
'	 Figure 1 and was selected for development.
The gore configuration selected consists of 22 gage (.76 mm) formed steel
substrate, stiffened with radial and circumferential stiffeners.as
 shown in
	
I,	 Figure 1. The steel sheet is primed with epoxy prior to bonding the acrylic
overcoated, aluminized polyester film (3M-YS91A).
CONCENTRATOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The primary emphasis of this program was to identify and develop a low cost
thin film concentrator panel. To provide a basis for panel design and
evaluation, a representative concentrator was conceptually defined. figure 2
shows the concentrator concept description and features. The concentrator
reflective surface consists of 45 gore shaped panels, 15 inner and 30 outer.
The weights of the receiver and concentrator are balanced and the
azimuth-elevation drive actuators are located at the center of gravity. The
concentrator design allows for inverted stowage for environmental protection.
Reflective panel supports are located behind the gores, and the receiver
support structure is ali-gned with the slot in the dish to eliminate blocking
of the solar energy.;.	 r
i	 CONCENTRATOR PERFORMANCE
Computer simulations of the concentrator optics were run using the selected
reflector panel design. Experimentally determined values for reflector
surface specularity and reflectivity along with dimensional data were used in
	4	 25
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the analysis. The simulations provided intercept factor and net energy into
the aperture as a function of aperture size for different surface errors and
pointing errors.
Figures 3 and 4 are example results of analyses for a 12 meter diameter
concentrator with 1000 W/m2 insolation. Inputs to the analyses included sun
shape, hemispherical reflectance and specularity experimentally determined in
coupon tests, small scale roughness (orange peel), and a receiver temperature
of 816°C (1500 0F). Four curves are provided on each plot showing the effects
of surface error on performance. Cases with lower receiver temperatures were
also analyzed.
The curves suggest that a surface error of 2 mrad or less will be required to
capture the desired 80 kW of thermal energy. As the surface errors increase,
the net energy rapidly drops off. Analysis results not shown indicate that
larger surface errors could be tolerated on lower temperature systems. For
example, at 815°C a peak energy of about 82 kW would be achieved with a 2
milliradian surface error, while at 370C, 82,kW would be achieved with about
7 mrad surface error.
Figure 4 shows that surface errors of l mrad would add a few percent to the
energy collected, provided the a erture diameter is reduced from .25 m (the
optimum for 2 mrad surface error to 0.175 m. However, the effects of
pointing error and structural deflections also should be considered. At a 2
mrad pointing error, the 2 mrad surface error/.25 m aperture drops to 76 kW,
but the 1 mrad surface error/.175 m apertura drops even more to 73 kW.
Selecting the larger aperture not only permits more surface error but is also
less sensitive to other errors. Allowing .5 mrad of the 1.52 mrad budgeted
for' environmental effects for gravity and temperature deflections, the
manufactured panel error budget should be reduced to 1.5 mrad to achieve a 2
mrad total. Variable deflections due to wind loads will further degrade
performance. For the average wind speed in the study (about 3 m/s) the
equivalent panel surface error will be negligible. At higher wind speeds the
concentrator truss deflection will have a significant effect on optical
performance. This effect is not shown, but it can be concluded that losses
would be lower at larger aperture sizes.
Based on these factors it is concluded that (1) achieving panel optical
performance suitable for a Brayton cycle would also meet the needs for lower
temperature applications, (2) a budget of 1.5 mrad RMS surface error or less
for panel manufacturing tolerances is acceptable, and (3) the aperture
diameter should be at least .25 m to reduce sensitivity to other errors.
TEST PANEL FABRICATION
The test panel design shown in Figure 5 represents a section of a full size
parabolic gore reflector panel. The same stiffener configuration is used and
the spherical radius of curvature closely matches the parabolic curvature
midway on the full size panel. The overall dimensions of the test panel match
dimensions of the JPL glass/foamglas Test Bed Concentrator panels. i
The test panels were fabricated using the techniques and processes resulting
from the coupon development work. Square steel sheet blanks were bulge formed
t,	 26"
to the desired radius of curvature,. The blanks were then cleaned and painted
with zinc-rich two part epoxy primer and baked. Stiffener shapes were
fabricated by brake forming. The curvatures were formed on a mechanical press
	
s
and roller blocks. Stiffeners were cleaned and primed by the same method as
the substrate blanks. The stiffeners were assembled with close-out tubes into
a subassembly by holding the parts on the master tool while installing the
fasteners. The stiffener subassembly was then bonded with gap filling epoxy
adhesive to the back side of the substrate blank, which was vacuum chucked to
its proper contour on the master tool. After curing, the frame side was
painted with 2-part polyurethane paint. The reflector side primed surface was
lightly sanded in preparation for film application. Film application was by
the 3M "wet application" method which involved positioning the film on the	 i
wetted surface and squeegying out the trapped water and air bubbles. Figure
6 is a photograph displaying the front and rear sides of the completed
-
test panels.
TEST PROGRAM
Coupon Testing
Coupon tests were performed early in the program to aid the selection of
materials and dimensions used in the desiqn and to provide optical data needed
in the performance analyses. Table 2 lists; the tests, their purposes,
and the results.
The selected materials and processes resulted in reflective surfaces
exhibiting 85% spectral reflectance and a la specular reflectance of 1.5
mrad. The .76 mm thick substrate survived hailstone impact without dama(ye.
Preliminary temperature/humidity tests indicated a potential problem with the
3M YS91A film, which has since been resolved by minor process modifications by
3M.
E	 Panel Testing	 t
The two test panels were subjected to both point source and sun source optical
testing. The first test involved the use of a point source and a target
collocated in a plane at a distance from the test panel equal to the radius of
curvature. The test setup was aligned to project the image formed by the test
panel onto the target. An aperture series, lenses, and detector located at
the target plane were used to quantify the angular scattering of light rays
resulting from panel surface errors. Figure 7 shows the optical equipment and
configuration.
r	 The test panel was moved toward and away from the target plane while
observing the image size until the smallest diameter was observed. This
established the radius of curvature. Next, apertures of 2 mrad through 16
mrad in diameter were successively placed in front of the image at the target
plane while the response of a photovoltaic detector was observed and recorded.
	
a
4	 This process was repeated several times to allow statistical data treatment.
b	 The response data were normalized to the full open aperture (16 mrad) and
tabulated.	
3
tl
Test results for each panel, SN7 and SN10 are plotted on the intercept factor
graph shown in Figure 8 for the purpose of comparison with the analytical
panel simulation. In this simulation, a one mrad source at infinity,
hemispherical reflectance, specularity, and orange peel from coupon tests and
zero pointing error were assumed. The solid lines are la surface errors of
1, 2, and 3 mrad. The dashed lines are test data. It is apparent from the
graph that the surface error for both panels is between 1 and 2 mrad.
Additional analyses estimate the errors to be 1.4 and 1.5 mrad for SN7 and
SKO, respectively.
The sun source test was performed as an alternate approach to measuring the
image size and distribution and to measure peak fluxes. Figure 9 is a
photograph of the outdoor setup, which included a target board, water-cooled
radiometer, digital voltmeter readout, and a manually guided test panel
support. Not shown in the photogra h were a 35 mm camera and an Eppley 50
normal incidence pyrheliometer (NIP.
Measurements were made by aiming the panel at the radiometer and carefully
moving the image about until the peak flux was located. The image was then
moved horizontally across the radiometer in one inch increments, reading the
response at each increment, thereby obtaining an intensity distribution scan.
Direct insolation readings were taken with the NIP and 35 mm photos were taken
during the same time period. 	
1
Data from the radiometer scans and optical densitometer measur"vents of
positive transparencies made from the 35 mm negatives indicated that
negligible energy existed outside a 6 inch diameter circle. This is in close
agreement with the point source data after accounting for geometry differences
between the two experiments. Peak fluxes for the measurements were 101 suns
for SN7 and 99.5 suns for SN10. This compares with 103 suns derived
analytically from intercept factor curves.
PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS
This study has met its general objective of developing a rigid panel concept
that utilizes a thin film reflective surface for application to a low-cost
point-focusing solar concentrator. It shows that a thin film reflective
surface is acceptable for use on solar concentrators, including 1500°F
applications. Additionally, it shows that a formed steel sheet substrate is a
good choice for concentrator panels. The panel was shown to have good optical
	 ,,-
properties, acceptable forming tolerances, environmentally resistant substrate
and stiffeners, and adaptability to low to mass production rates. The final
estimates for the reflectorpanel material costs indicate a price of
approximately $16/m2.
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Table 1. Concept Evaluation and Ranking
Concept.
,W
Ib/
/O
m
Material
cost
4
4/
1m
m2
Manufacturing	 Technical
	
BBBC
complexity	 +	 risk	 +	 mils/kW th•h P Ranking
Stiffened steel skin 21,3 11.73 Low	 Low	 3,7 1
(Selected)
Stiffened steel clad 15,6 12.06 Moderate
	
Moderate	 3,9 2
plastic core
laminate
Stiffened steel clad 17,7 11,86 Moderate	 Moderate	 3.'9 3
WFHB core to high
laminate
Aluminum clad/ 11.8 15,05 High	 High	 4,8 5
paper hone y comb
sandwich
Steel clad/paper 14,9 14,98 High	 High	 4,8
4
honeycomb
sandwich
i
Y
x
s	 l
Acrylic overcoat
1,15m
Aluminum	 3M YS91A film	 (110)
Polyester film
Adhesive
Epoxy primer
22ga steel
	
	
-
^^ 2,6m 2 .^
r	 Circumferential
stiffenersy	 ,
Radial
stiffeners	 Z•ring3m(,.	 support beam
0,58m
Figure 1 Outer Reflector Gore Concept
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Figure 2. Thin Film Concentrator Conceptual Design
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Thin film concentrator
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Figure 4. Net
 Energy Curve 8151C (15001F)
• Basic components
• Reflective film
• Steel sheet 22 gage, ASTM•A620	 12,9m radius
• Hat section stiffeners 	 ^^ (6,45m focal length)
• Tube end stiffeners 	 61,0 cm
• Structural adhesive 	 ,,/
Reflective area
•_0.4m2 (4,3 ft2)
• Assembly weight	 71,1 cm
11,0 lbs calculated
F
	
	 n	 a
Hat section stiffener
(22 gage steel)
	 -I
Figure 5. Test Panel
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Figure 6. Test Panels SIN 7 and SIN 10
Table 2. Coupon Development Testing
Results
Test Purpose
Initial	 Preliminary
concept	 design
apr-ciral rcilr k lance 84`b 85%
Air mass 2. 29 rnra&
Specu or reflectance (lohalf Coupon screening
angle aperture), mrad Optical performance analysis 1.4	 1.8 1.5
Ref r ector figure (lv area
slope error), mrad .3-.5 .3	 .4
Substrate surface roughness
(RMS - micro-inches)
Substrate design drawings
Specifications 29
11
Hailstone impact Verify substrate thickness 0.03 -rich marginal
Determine film darnage No film damage(1 inch diameter at
70 ft sec) Design specifications compliance Requires assessment
Temperature extremes
Soak at 300C,•500C
Determinv ti-mperature effects Surface pebbling at
•500C
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Lens (plano•convex)
Fresnel lens
Sensor	 Aperture series(Solar cell)
	 (D 2,4,8,12, 16 inches)
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Detector readout	 --^--, ------(DVM)
	
Radius of curvature	 ^---y!
Light tight
1 mrad pointsource	
enclosure
(carbon a'.:;
Figure 7 Point Source Panel Evaluation Apparatus
Test panel
Computer optical analysis
i	 Surface errors = Q	 1 mrad	 = 2 mrad
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Figure 8. Test Results — Analysis Comparison
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ATransmittance=Optimized, Point-Focus Fresnel
A	 Lens Solar Concentrator
M.J. O'Neill, V.R. Goldberg, D.B. Muzzy
E-Systems, Inc.
Energy Technology Center
P.O. Box 226118
Dallas, Texas 75266
INTRODUCTION
E-Systems is currently developing a p int-focus Fresnel lens solar
concentrator for high-temperature solar thermal energy system applications.
The concentrator utilizes a transmittance-optimized, short-focal-length,
dome-shaped refractive Fresnel lens as the optical element. This unique,
patented (Ref. 1) concentrator combines both excellent optical performance
and a large tolerance for manufacturing, deflection, and tracking errors.
Under Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) funding, E-Systems has completed
the conceptual design of an 11-meter diameter con(,entratQr which should
provide an overall collector efficiency of about 70'% at an 815°C (1500°F)
receiver operating temperature and a 150OX geometric concentration ratio
(lens aperture area/receiver aperture area).
In the following paragraphs, a review of the Fresnel concentrator
l
development program will be presented, including a description of the con-
centrator, a summary of its expected performance, results of optical and
thermal analyses of the collector, a discussion of manufacturing methods
for making the large lens, and an update on the .current status and future
plans of the development program.
k
CONCENTRATOR DESCRIPTION
The point-focus lens concentrator is shown in Figure 1 and described in
Table 1. The optical element is a convex, dome-shaped, acrylic Fresnel
lens. The dome consists of ten conical-segment rings, which are each flat
in the radial direction and curved in the circumferential direction. The
g
'	 rim angle of the lens (from optical axis to outermost prism) is 45 degrees.
Each of the conical-segment rings is about 61 cm wide, with a smooth outer 	 i
surface and a prismatic inner surface. The lens is made of uv-stabilized'
k	 acrylic plastic, about 2.4 mm thick. Steel space-frame structure is
35	
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employed for both the basic concentrator and the pedestal. Reinforced con-
crete is used for the foundation. The tracking system provides full two=
axis sun-tracking and inverted (lens-down) stowage. The Fresnel concentra-
tor will be adaptable to a wide variety of receivers currently under devel-
opment by JPL and others. The: air volume between lens and receiver is
enclosed with a thin aluminum conical shroud to minimize dirt and moisture
accumulation on the inner surface of the lens. A slight pressurization of
this air volume may be desirable for dust infiltration prevention. The
total concentrator weight is about 13,000 pounds (13 pounds per square foot
of aperture).
CONCENTRATOR PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The point-focus Fresnel concentrator performance is summarized in Table
2 for two cases of practical importance. The first case corresponds to a
high-temperature receiver which would be required for a Brayton or Stirling
engine application. For this case, a 150OX geometric concentration ratio
is utilized {corresponding to a receiver aperture diameter of 0.28 meter)_.
After treating reflection absorption losses in the acrylic lens, 90% of the
sunlight is transmitted. Of this transmitted sunlight, about 92% is con-
tai ,.ed within the limited 0.28 mater receiver aperture circle, i.e., 92% is
the receiver intercept factor: About 6% of the lens aperture is blocked by
structure; thus the blocking/shading factor is 94%. After all of these
loss mechanisms are considered, the overall optical efficiency is 78%.
Still considering Case I, this 78% optical efficiency for an 11 meter dia-
meter concentrator (aperture area 	 95 m2 ) corresponds to a black-body
receiver energy absorption rate of 59 kw (thermal) under a direct insola-
tion of 800 w /m2, Assuming an 815°C receiver temperature, the black
body thermal radiation loss will be 5 kw (thermal). Thus the net collector
output will be 54 kw (thermal), corresponding to a 71% overall collector
efficiency.
For the second case in Table 2, a lower temperature receiver is
assumed, corresponding to a Rankine engine application. For this lower
temperature, a lower geometric concentration ratio (504X) provides better
overall collector performance. After considering the same loss factors
s: described above, the concentrator optical efficiency is 83%, this higher
value being attributable to a better receiver intercept factor for the
larger receiver aperture diameter (0.49 meter). After subtracting the
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2 kw (thermal) black-body radiation loss corresponding to a receiver tem-
perature of 371 0 C, the net collector output will be 61 kw (thermal),
equivalent to an overall collector efficiency of 80%.
CONCENTRATOR ANALYSIS§
r	 Figure 2 is a schematic of a point focus Fresnel lens concentrator,
t
showing three possible lens contours (of an infinite: set) which could be
r used on the concentrator. These possible lens designs all have smooth
exterior surfaces and prismatic inner surfaces. Of this infinite set of
lens possibilities, E-Systems has selected a convex, non- spherical -contour
lens, in which each prism transmits direct solar rays with equal angles of
	
incidence and excidence, as shown in Figure 3.. This incidence/encidence	 r
symmetry (also called the minimum deviation condition) provides each prism
with the lowest possible reflection losses, and thereby the highest pos-
sible transmittance, for that prism`s light deviation (turning) angle, as
proven rigorously in Reference 1. In addition to maximal transmittance,
3	 this minimum-deviation-prism lens also provides a maximal tolerance for
' lens contour errors (slope errors), an improved tolerance for lens manufac-
tuning errors (prism angular errors and rounded prism peaks), and a smaller
solar image size (including finite solar disk angular diameter and chro-
matic aberration effects), when compared to previous flat and spherical
contour lenses. The optical performance superiority of the new lens is
`	 P
fully described in Reference Z. Perhaps the most important attribute of
the new transmittance-optimized lens is its high slope error tolerance,
4 which allows a substantial relaxation of the support structure stiffness
requirements, and thus a significant reduction in weight and cost of the
concentrator. Compared to a reflective concentrator (e.g., a 45 degree rim
angle parabolic dish), the Fresnel lens concentratoris more than 100 times
- more tolerant of radial slope errors and 8 times more tolerant of circum-
ferential slope errors.
Optical analyses of the transmittance-optimized dens concentrator have
been completed. These analyses are based upon cone optics, i.e., the theo-
retical mapping of the conical bundles of radiation which originate at the
't
	
	
solar disk, which are incident upon the lens outer surface, and which form
elliptical images in the focal plane, as shown in Figures 2 and 4. Because
of dispersion (chromatic aber ^ ration), the solar; images of different wave- t
lengths are spread across the focal plane as shown in Figure 4. For any
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fixed receiver aperture diameter and any particular prism in the lens, the
design wavelength can be selected to minimize the energy missing the
receiver aperture, and thus to maximize the intercept factor. Thus the
lens can be tailored for a particular design concentration ratio by pro-
perly varying the design wavelength for the various prisms comprising the
lens. Once this lens design tailoring is completed, the radiant flux
profile in the focal plane can be calculated by integrating over all con-
tributing portions of the lens ( treating the local lens transmittance),
and over all contributing wavelengths, to define the total radiant flux
concentration at each point in the focal plane. Results of such a flux
profile calculation for several design concentration ratios are shown in
Figure 5. The radiant flux is normalized by the one-sun direct solar flux
incident on the lens, while the radial position in the focal plane is nor-
malized by the lens aperture radius, for the results shown in Figure 5.
Note that for the 150OX design geometric concentration ratio lens, the peak
radiant flux at the center of the focal plane is about 15,300 suns. Also
note that, for the same 15Q0X-tailored lens, very little radiant energy
misses a receiver circle with a normalized radius (p/R) of 26 x 10-3,
which corresponds to a 150OX geometric concentration ratio.
The flux profiles of Figure 5 can be integrated over various size
receiver circles to define the overall energy interception ratefor various
geometric concentration ratios. The results of such an integration are
shown in Figure 6, wherein the intercepted energy rate has been normalized
by the energy rate incident on the lens outer surface;thus the effective
transmittance (optical efficiency) is shown as a function of geometric con-
centration ratio for lenses tailored for four different geometric concen-
tration ratios. As one should expect, the 500X-tailored lens is the most
efficient of the four lenses at 500X, the 1000X-tailored lens is the best
of the four at 1000X, etc. Note that for low concentration ratios, all
lenses converge in transmittance value to about 91%, which corresponds to
the aperture-integrated-average lens transmittance after treating reflec-
t ion losses for all regions of the lens. More importantly, note that the
1500X-tailored lens provides about an 84% optical efficiency for a 150OX
application. The results of 'Figure 6 do not include absorption losses
within the thin acrylic lens, which are expected to be 1-2%, based upon
measurements for similar acrylic Fresnel lenses. Thus, the basic lens
transmittance has been reduced by one percent from the values in 'Figure 6
38
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to the values in Table 2, to roughly account for this absorption loss.
Also, the results in Figure 6 do not include structural blocking/shading
losses, although this 6% loss has been included in Table 2.
The optical results presented above can be combined with a black body
receiver therinal radiation loss calculation to define collector efficiency.
A parametric study of colletor efficiency for various lens design concen-
tration ratios, various actual concentration ratios, and various receiver
operating temperatures, has been completed. The results of this study are
shown in Figure 7. [These results do not include structural blocking/
shading losses (a 94% factor) or acrylic absorption losses (a 99% factor);
thus the collector efficiencies shown are higher than will actually be
achieved in practice, by as much as 6% in collector efficiency. However,
these additional losses have been treated in Table 2.]
It is interesting to note in Figure 7 that there is an optimal concen-
tration ratio for each receiver temperature, this maximum collector effi-
ciency point. corresponding to the best tradeoff of optical efficiency and
heat loss. Note that for the. 150OX-tailored lens and for a receiver tem-
perature of 815°C (15007), the highest collector efficiency corresponds to
about a 150OX actual concentration ratio; the peak collector efficiency at
this optimal point is about 77%. When blocking/shading losses and acrylic
absorption losses are subtracted from this peak efficiency, the overall
collector efficiency is reduced to 71%, as previously presented in Table-2.
Based upon the results of Figure 7, the 1500X-tailored lens was selected as
the best lens of the four considered for use over a wide range of concen-
tration ratios and receiver temperatures.
LENS MANUFACTURING METHODS
Based upon an analysis of potential lens manufacturing methods, the
best long-range mass-production method is probably extrusion-embossing,
using conical rollers to directly produce the conical-segment rings shown
f
	
	
previously in Figure 1. A schematic of this production technique is shown 	 t
in Figure 8. Since this production technique will require further develop-
ment, a more proven lens production method will be used in the near-term
This technique utilizes a parquet of linear lens elements to approximate
the desired conical geemetry,_as shown in Figure 9 The performance degra-
dation due to the parquet approximation is very small, e.g., about 1% for 4
I inch wide parquet segments used in a 150OX concentration ratio application.
The linear lens parquet elements will be solvent-bonded to a thin sheet of
F	
t
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acrylic plastic to form a one-piece panel. Both the mass production of
linear lens elements and the lamination methodology have been used by
E-Systems for the past three years on a linear Fresnel solar collector,
with excellent results (Reference 3).
CURRENT STATUS
E-Systems has completed the conceptual design of the Fresnel concentra-
tor, and the optical/thermal analyses of its performance. Based upon its
predicted high performance and its low mass-production cost potential (due
to its error tolerances and light weight), the Fresnel concentrator concept
shows excellent promise for high-temperature, point-focus, solar thermal
power system applications. Currently, the main thrust of the development
program is to fabricate and test prototype lens panels (as shown in Figure
9) to verify the expected optical performance levels of the lens. -These
prototype panels should be completed and ready for JPL testing in early
1982. If the test results confirm performance levels in close agreement
with theoretical predictions, the next step in the development. program
should be the fabrication and testing of a full- scale prototype concentra-
tor.
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Patent No. 4,069,812, 24 January 1978.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
d
Figures 1 through 9 and Tables 1 and 2 are located on the pages following
this text:
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	 RECOMMENDED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
CONCENTRATOR APERTURE DIAMETER
CONCENTRATOR RIM ANGLE
OVERALL COLLECTOR WEIGHT
• LENS PANELS
REFRACTIVE MATERIAL
PANEL CONSTRUCTION
DUST PROTECTION
• LENS/RECEIVER ASSEMBLY
LENS SUPPOR' STRUCTURE
RECEIVER SUPPORT STRUCTURE
•	 PEDESTAL (ALIDAOE)
AXIS CONFIGURATION
CONSTRUCTION
• FOUNDATION
TRACK
AZIMUTH AXIS
• DRIVES AND TRACKING
AZIMUTH RANGE
AZIMUTH DRIVE
MAX AZIMUTH VELOCITY TO STOW
AZIMUTH MOTOR
ELEVATION RANGE
ELEVATION DRIVE
MAX ELEVATION VELOCITY TO STOW
ELEVATION MOTOR
• RECEIVER
11M (]8 FT.)
45 DEGREES
13.000 POUNDS (EXCLUSIVE OF RECEIVER)
ACRYLIC (2 4 MM NOMINAL)
BONDED CONICAL SEGMENT PANELS
PRESSURIZED INTERIOR (BETWEEN LENS AND
SHROUD)
STRUCTURAL STEEL SPACE FRAME WITH MAIN RING
BtAM. 11 RADIAL BEAMS, AND INTERMEDIATE
SUPPORTS
BIPOO f .D SWAY BRACES. WITH PRESSURIZED
SHP'j0
EL OVER AZ, WHEEL TRACK
STRUCTUUAL STEEL SPACE FRAME
CIRCULAR REINFORCED CONCRETE RING
CONCRETE PIER FOR Al BEARING MOUNT
CONCRETE BEAMS INTEGRATING PIER AND RING
TOTAL CONCRETE 7CU.YOS
±180 DEGREES
CABLE WINCH, POSITIVE ACTON
2,000 DEG/HOUR
AC SYNCHRONOUS STEPPER, 1800 IN-OZ @ 72 RPM
'90 DEGREES
CABLE WINCH. POSITIVE ACTION
2.000 DEG /HOUR
1800 IN-OZ @ 72 RPM, AC SYNCHRONOUS STEPPER
WEIGH( (JPL DEFINEU)
	
705 POUNDS
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•	 QPTICAL_PERFORMANCE CASE I CASE II
GEOMETRIC CONCENTRATION RATIO 1500 500
LENS TRANSMITTANCE 90% 90%
RECEIVER INTERCEPT FACTOR 92% 99%
BLOCKING/SHADING FACTOR 94% 94%
OVERALL OPTICAL EFFICIENCY 78% 83%
•	 THERMAL PERFORMANCE (@ 800 WATTS/M' INSOLATION)
RECEIVER CAVITY TEMP 815°C (1500 -F) 371 °C (7OO°F)
RECEIVER RADIATION THERMAL LOSS 5 KW (THERMAL) 2KW (THERMAL)
COLLECTOR NET OUTPUT 54 KW (THERMAL) 61 KW (THERMAL)
COLLECTOR OVERALL EFFICIENCY 71% 80%
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X18 3
The Small Community Solar
'Thermal 'Power Experiment
Taras Kiceniuk*
From its beginning the Small Community Solar Thermal Experiment has responded
to the changing emphasis in the area of solar energy as perceived by the
nations policy makers and by those responsible for implementing those
policies. Originally conceived as a five megawatt plant, the proposed
experimental plant wis scaled down to one megawatt when it was decided that
the smaller facility provided a valid model at lower cost.
In the interest of further cost reduction, and with awareness of the increased
national emphasis on the development of high risk but potentially high-payoff
technology and on the decreasing role assigned to commercial demonstrations,
the plant size has been further reduced to 250 kilowatts. Although this
reduction in size may result in a less visible and Less impressive facility,
the original technical aims of the experiment will still be achieved. Because
of the modular nature of the parabolic dish, distributed-generation, Rankine
system, changes in plant size have only a secondary effect on plant design.
The basic power module, comprising concentrator, receiver, engine, and
alternator, is independent of total plant size. Increasing the size of the
plant requires increasing only the number of individual power modules making
up the plant. The central control system has also been designed and
fabricated to deal with a varying number of power modules. Each power module
contains enough of its own required computer and control subsystems to perform
those tasks -- such , as concentrator tracking and turbine operation -- which
can best behandled autonomously at each module.
i
Only the central power conditioning system which converts the rectified output
of the individual alternators into 3 phase 60 Hertz power for distribution is
influenced by plant size in that it rust match the power output of the
combined modules. Even here the module concept is emphasized in that the
power conditioning can be accomplished by several intermediate sized
converters, each servicing a number of modules.
*Member of technical staff, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.i_
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Another benefit of the modular parabolic dish scheme is that fully automated
operation is virtually intrinsic to Its conception. The autonomous modules
are sent only top level commands and instructions like "start up" and "shut
down" or information which is shared in common, such as ephemeris data. Of
necessity, all other functions are independent and each unit is self
sufficient and provided with many safeguards to shut down a given module in
the event of anomalous behavior. The central facility which services the many
modules consists of a modern computer programmed to command and integrate them
in conformity with a predetermined operating strategy and in response to
changing weather conditions.
The prime systems contract for the design of the Small Community Experiment
was awarded to the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation (FACC) in
December 1979. The contractor was required to conduct preliminary design,
component and subsystem development, subsystem arld system level verification
testing, and detailed design. FACC was also asked to complete the plans for
specific site preparation and for the procurement of plant hardware,.
Because of projected delays in the delivery of the General Electric 12 Meter
Concentrator, which was earmarked for the power module, and because of the
reduction in funding , FACC was directed to concentrate its effort to complete
'	 the power conversion assembly and the control subsystems and to suspend
r
further work on the design of a specific plant. To these ends it was decided
to maintain a strict schedule for the development and integration of the power
conversion assembly (PCA) and to test that unit in the solar mode on the Test
Bed Concentrator (TBC) at JPL's Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS). This test
will subject the PCA, including all of the control and energy transport
subsystems related to module operation, to conditions very similar to those
which will exist on the concentrator planned for deployment in the 250 KW
multimodule plant.
k
The current status of the hardware being assembled for the PCA test on the
Test Bed Concentrator (TBC) is as follows;
( 1 ) The original mounting ring of the TBC has been replaced by a larger one
designed to accept the complete Organic Rankine PCA package.
C
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(2) The mirror facets of the TBC have been adjusted to provide a flux
disf;ribution which closely matches the one predicted for the General
Eletwtric designed 12 Meter Concentrator with a mean slope error of about
4 milliradians.
(3) The Ford computerized control system has been installed at the Parabolic 	 Ai
Dish Test Site so that the power conversion function can be controlled as
it will be in the experimental 250 KW plant.
(4)	 The PCA has been tested and the performance mapped in FACC's test
facility at Newport Beach.
	
This facility has the capability of supplying
radiant heat flux to the receiver at power levels equal to the maximum
which will be provided by the concentrator on a clear sunny day. 	 The
facility is also equipped with complete power, temperature, and pressure
data measuring and recording equipment.	 As soon as these tests are
complete, the PCA will be shipped to the Parabolic Dish Test site where
it will be assembled on the Test lied Concentrator.
The experience gained with the PCA as a result of these tests will be used to
refine and update the design to insure its successful and reliable operation,
first in the module design verification test of a single complete module and j4	 j-	 later in the 250 KW experimental plant. 	 Further tests will also be conducted
t	 on this updated PCA to insure that the levels of reliability and performance
will meet the requirements of a commercial plant. 	 The module design
verification test, scheduled for late 1982, will also be carried out at the
POTS	 but it will beerformed using the 1a Meter dish
	 designed b	 Generalp	 9	 t	 y
i	 Electric and fabricated by FACC._	 This test will validate all aspects of the
module's operation;
	
sun acquisition and tracking, PCA control, emergency
procedures, and selected plant operational features.
The status of the site-related activities has also been affected by funding
restrictions with selection of the site (from the present list of six
semi-finalists) delayed by DOE pending firm commitment of the funding for the
Experiment.`	 Upon selection of the six candidate sites over a year ago, it was
determined that a 250 KW experiment was generally perceived by the site
participants to be acceptable, though less desirable than a 1 MWe plant, and
E
w
r
that a plant less than 250 kW would lack the impact and visibility which they
regarded as necessary to secure the commitment of resources, cooperation, and
support from their communities. The final selection of the plant site by DOE
is required before the specific plant design can proceedo therefore the site
selection date is now a primary determinant of the dais:, for plant startup.
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DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF THE
SMALL COMMUNITY SOLAR POWER SYSTEM
'.t-
R. L. Pons
Aeronutronic Division
Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation
Newport Beach, CA 92663
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development status and test results for the
Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment (SCSB Program). Current
activities on the Phase II power module development effort are presented
with emphasis on the receiver, the plant control subsystem and the energy
transport subsystem. Detailed presentation of test results for the Barber-
Nichols Organic Rankine power conversion subsystem are given in a companion
paper,
INTRODUCTION
Ford Aerospace is currently completing the second phase of development of the
system under contract to JPL. The effort comprises the development and
integration of a single prototype power module consisting of a parabolic dish
r	 concentrator, a power conversion assembly (PCA), a multiple-module plant
r!
	
	 control subsystem (ETS), The PCA is shown in Figure 1 and consists of a FACC-
developed cavity receiver coupled to an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) engine
alternator unit defined as the power conversion subsystem (PCS); the PCA is
mounted at ^he focus of a parabolic dish concentrator. At a solar insolation
s	 of 1000 W/m and ambient temperature of 28 0c (820F), the power module produces
r approximately 20 kW of 3-phase, 3 kHz ac power, depending on the concentrator
employed. A ground-mounted rectifier converts the ac power to 600 volt dc
power, which is transported to the central collection site where it is supplied
directly to the common do bus which collects the power from all modules in the
plant.
Development/qualification testing of the PCS has been completed successfully
by Barber-Nichols in Colorado and the unit has been shipped to the FACC
facility for mating to the receiver and all-up, solar-simulated performance
verification testing. Upon successful completion of these tests, the PCA
and associated ETS/plant control subsystem hardware will be shipped to the
JPL-Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) at Edwards AFB for system-level solar
tests of a complete power module. Initial testing will take place on
the existing 11 m, diameter Test Bed Concentrator (TBC) since the JPL
sponsored Low Cost Concentrator will not be available for testing for several
months. The plant control subsystem can accommodate other concentrators and
	 -'
r	 several candidates may be available for testing in 1982.
'
	
	 The following paragraphs describe and :summarize the development status of
various Small Community System components.
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POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM
The ORC-PCS is a regenerative, hermetically-sealed system with a single-
stage axial flow turbine direct-coupled to a high speed permanent magnet
alternator (PMA). Toluene is the working fluid at a maximum temperature
of 4000C (7500F) and maximum pressure of 4.52 MPa (656 psis). The unit is
shown in Figure 2.
The air-cooled condenser is configured in a cylindrical shape surrounding
the regenerator and the turbine/alternator/feedpump assembly. This results
in a very compact PCS, measuring 1.1 m (44 in) in diameter by 1.5 m (60 in)
in length. The cooling fan is driven at variable speed in order to minimize.
parasitic losses and maintain high part-load efficiency. PCS weight is
approximately 335 kg (740 lbs).
A vapor throttling valve at the exit of the receiver maintains nearly constant
turbine inlet temperature by controlling the mass flow rate of the working
fluid to compensate for variations in solar flux level. The valve is a
pintle-type valve operated by a hydraulic actuator which is powered by high,
pressure working fluid. Valve command signals are keyed to temperature sensors
at the receiver outlet.
e
Further details of the system hardware and initial results of development	 4
and qualification tests on the PCS at the Barber-Nichols facility are
separately described in a companion paper.
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Design Analysis Results
Analysis results were obtained for the receiver using a 25 element cavity
model. The distribution of net absorbed flux is compared to the incident
flux in Figure 8 . The corresponding copper shell And fluid temperature
profiles are shown in Figure 9 for the design limit input power. It is
characteristic of the design that the core temperature profiles are not strongly
dependent on input thermal power. This is due to the selected PCA control
method which modulates the toluene flow to maintain a nominally constant
receiver outlet temperature for the toluene. Slight temperature profile shifts
will occur with varying toluene pressure in the receiver, but these too are
minor since the primary throttle valve for the toluene flow control is down-
stream of the receiver.
Finally, the receiver thermal efficiency is shown in Fgurg 10 as a function of
direct, normal insolation. At the rated value of 1000 w/m', the efficiency
(ratio of power delivered to the toluene/power input to the cavity) is greater
than 97 percent,(as shown later, measured results are about 0.2% higher).
Predicted stresses for the stainless steel Cubing and copper shell are well
below allowable yield strengths. The tubing calculations were made in
accordance with the ASMF codes, and included stresses due to differential
thermal expansion between the tubing and the shell. The principal shell
stress is in the cylindrical portion and is induced by the non-linearity in
the axial temperature profile. The long-term creep strength of the shell is
the most important criteria and led to ,selection of a magnesium-zirconium-
chromium alloy of copper. Stresses in the core support struts due to core
thermal expansion were also estimated and were found to be less than one -hale
the material's allowable yield strength.
The design objective for the aperture plate was to provide a stable, long-
life aperture lip in normal sun acquisition, track, and detrack operations of
the collector. Maintaining the proper aperture diameter is necessary to
minimize reflection, reradiation, and convection losses from the receiver
cavity. Steady heating of the lip will occur due to imperfect focusing of
the concentrated solar beam, and due to collector pointing errors. Transient
face heating will occur as the beam traverses the aperture plate during sun
acquisition and detra-:k.
A review of available materials candidates led to rejgccion of heat-sink
and ablative concepts in favor of a ra.diatively cooled design. In this
approach the lip heating is accommodated by outward radial., conduction through
a metal shell and re-radiation from the face to ambient. Transient heating
of the face is accommodated by the limited heat capacity of the shell.
The lip heating model is shown schematically in Figure 11. The primary
tradeoff results included (1) selection of copper for the plate in preference
to aluminum, (2) selection of a high emittance coating for the plate face, and
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(3) maximizing plate thickness in preference to extending its diameter (for
a given plate weight). The copper ring at the aperture lip was sized to pro-
vide adequate circumferential conductance for a peak lip heating rate of
	
a
i
limit 
	
circumferential average.
the transienttemperaturerise Tto 500Ce for iak2e	 sdeg/scollector slew
rate. The resultant lip heating capability of the concept is shown in
a
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r	 RECEIVER
The EE- 1 OR0 receiver has been thoroughly tested at the ford Aerospace facility
in Newport Beach; it has met or exceeded all specified design requirements, A
cutaway sketch of the receiver is shown in Figure 3 . The receiver has been
designed for a life of 30 years, The design concept is a direct-heated, once
through, monotube toluene boiler operating at both sub- and super-critical
pressure. The cavity is formed by a cylindrical copper shell. and backwall,
with stainless steel tubing brazed to the outer surfaces, This core is
supported by eight struts, insulated with high-temperature mineral wool, and
enclosed with a weather-proof aluminum casing. The cavity aperture is formed	 s
by a copper plate and lip ring.
The receiver has been designed for a life of 30 years Design requirements for
r
	
	
the receiver include input thermal power up to 95 kW t , toluene flow from10.9
to 9,1 kg /min, nominal toluene outlet temperature and pressure of 3990C (7500F)
and 5862 kPa (850 psis) respectively, maximum weight of 272 kg (600 1b), and
a maximum toluene pressure drop of 448 kPa (65 psi).
V
Hardware
IPThe principal. receiver Components are the core assembly, support structure,
insulation, casing andaperture plate. The t-,ore ('Figure 4) consists of a cylin-
drical barrel and a flat backwall The cavity interior d n,ensions are Ml m
(24 in) in diameter by 0.48 in. (19 in) deep. These copper pieces have grooves
y
	
	 machinedi in their outside surfaces to match a helical coil, and a spiral coil,
each of 347 stainless steel tubing. The tubing, with 1.59 cm (0.625 in)
outside diameter and 0.89 mm (0.035 in) wall thickness, is 'brazed to the copper
shell to assure good thermal contact. The core weighs 147 kg (325 lb), It is
protected from corrosion in air by a nickel plating. The cavity interior
surface is painted black to obtain a 0,95 solar absorptivity.
The core support structure (Figures 5 and 6 ) features a circumferential band
around the core at its center-of-mass. Four struts tie this "belly band" to
the mLin support ring of the receiver which is in turn attached to four
mounting rails on the PCA structure (not shown). These central struts pro -
vide complete lateral support for the core. Axial and pitch/yaw support 	 a
is provided by four struts running from the cylinder,/backwall junction out to
the main support ring. The eight struts are length-adjustable and are pinned
at each end to accommodate thermal expansion of the core relative to`the
support ring.
The complete receiver assembly is shown in Figure 7 	 The insulation
surrounding the core is a low-density, refractory ceramic wool. Outer casing
segments are ,formed from aluminum sheet and provide a structural tie-in of
the aperture plate to the support ring.
The aperture plate is made of 3.2 mm (0.125 in) copper sheet, with a copper
ring brazed to the sheet to form the aperture lip. The aperture diameter is
	
{
37.95 cm (14,95 in), providing a concentration ratio of 1000 for the collector.
A stainless steel cone runs from the Aperture lip to the forward edge of the
core shell. The aperture plate assembly ^R iickel plated for corrosion
g?	 protection and is painted black on its exterior face to maximize its `thermal
1	 emittanoe.
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Figure 12 for varying concentration ratio, collector surface slope error,
and a nominal collector pointing error. Although the nominal collector
surface slope error is 3 mrad without exceeding 400 0G lip temperature at the
1000/1 concentration ratio, the predicted lip temperature for nominal
collector performance is less than 200o.
A detailed thermo-structural analysis of the aperture plate revealed the
desirability of a toroidal surface for the plate. Analysisresults are
summarized in Figure 13 for the selected plate profile with a 25.4 cm meridonal,
radius of curvature. The maximum predicted stress is 38 ksi, indicating local
plastic yielding. However, the peak local strain is only 0.2 percent, and the
fatigue life will exceed 2000 such local cycles. Also shown in Figure are
the stresses for the nominal plate thermal profile, and these are well below
the yield strength.
Test Results
A closed toluene loop test system (?Figure 14 ) was fabricated to provide the
same fluid input/output characteristics as the ORC engine, which was under
going parallel development at Barber-Nichols. In addition to the piping
network, control panels and instrumentation, a special electrical heater was
designed and fabricated to simulate the solar input to the cavity receiver
(Figure 15 ) ,
The thermal/structure testing of the receiver has been successfully completed
completed. These tests included various start-ups, shutdowns, low and high
power steady-state and transient operation, Theso tests were initially
planned to be performed at the supercritical pressures for which the receiver
was designed. However, the receiver was also tested at suberitical pressures
due to change to subcritical conditions under low to medium power levels
f	 brought about by the lower turbine/alternator/pump speed of the ORC.
The receiver tests were performed during the qualification and the earlier
development tests. These tests were divided into the following series:
e Receiver core structural test
• Thermal/structural proof test
e Pgrformance verification test
e Thermal survival test
Some of the ,salient results are presented in the following paragraphs.
1) Receiver Core Structural Test
This test was performed to verify the structural integrity of the core and to
confirm that the tubing was leak-free for various internal pressures at
ambient temperature conditions. The core was first leak checked at low
pressure (100 psig) followed by pressurization to the 1630 psig proof pressure
level for 30 minutes. This was followed by a leak check at the 'maximum working
pressure of 850 psi and finally a vacuum leak check at 0.5 psig. Visual
inspection of the core 'after testing revealed no deformation or structural
	 j
damage. The assembly of the receiver was then completed and installed in the
facility.
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2) Thermal/Structural Proof Test
This test was performed to verify the structural integrity of the assembled
receiver (less aperture plate) at elevated temperatures. The receiver was
subjected to the maximum heater power, toluene flow rate and pressure capa-
bilities of the test loop.
The receiver performed very well at the maximum operating conditions.
Figures 16 through 20 present results from this test. As shown in Figure 16
the cavity heater reached the desired (maximum) steady-state operating power
of 100 W after a few minutes operating time. Figure 17 presents the
receiver core temperature response to the simulated solar power. Temperature
histories are presented at four locations on the front (cylindrical) portion
of the core and at two locations near the center of the core end plate. Once
the average core temperature reached +..600 0F the toluene flow rate (Figure 16)
was increased and then yarded to maintain the toluene outlet temperature shown
in Figure 18. The toluene inlet temperature at the receiver as well as the
inlet and outlet pressures are also presented in this figure. Figure 19 presents
the temperature history for several locations on the receiver. 'These locations
include the maximum core temperature at the center of the backwall (the flux
sensor) as well as the support rods, outer shell and ambient temperature. The
maximum core temperature ranged from about 850 OF to 900°F throughout the Thermal/
Structural Proof Test. The maximum temperature for the lateral and axial
support rods were approximately 450 0F and 3500F, respectively. The maximum
outer shell temperature was approximately 1204F.
Figure 20 presents the receiver core temperature profile for the Thermal/
Structural Proof Test at the same steady-state time as the previous figure.
This figure presents the actual copper temperatures along the external surface
of the receiver core as measured by thermocouples. The excellentagreement
of the predicted temperature profile is shown in the figure.
The copper core temperature was 4750F at the front of the receiver (cylindrical
section aperture end). This was 100 0F higher than the entering toluene fluid.
The core temperature increased roughly 10 F per inch in the cylindrical section
of the receiver. The core temperature at the cylindrical and backwall interface-
was approximately 700OF and was 770OF at the toluene outlet location. The
maximum core temperature was located at the center aF the flux sensor and was
875oF,
?nvestigation of this temperature profile as well as many others during the
tests did not reveal any local "hot spots" along the receiver core. The
ability of the copper core to conduct heat away from any localized sections
of poor heat transfer (if they should exist for some reason) virtually
precludes the development of "hot spots",
a
3) Performance Verification 'hest
Steady-state thermal performance tests were completed during a number of major
test runs. Tablei l summarizes some of the salient operating conditions for
each of the steady-state runs. As shown, the receiver core was operated
over a wide range of conditions (supercritical, subcritical, low power, high
power) while maintaining the required x• 400°F inlet and - 750°F outlet
toluene temperatures. An evaluation of the losses in the receiver and heater
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(heater power less fluid power out, last column in Table I) indicates the
values at the higher power levels are greater than anticipated. (Originally
estimated at about 0.5 kW loss through the receiver insulation and N 5 kW
in the heater.) It now appears that the loss through the back and sides of
the heaCrr is larger than expected.
Numerous transient test runs were made during periods between the steady-
state test runs. These transient cases were performed to investigate the
receiver response characteristics while operating at supercritical and at
subcritical conditions (i.e,, with two-phase flow). Both the liquid and vapor
control valves were operated to vary the receiver operating pressure and
the toluene flow rate. In addition, the Barber-Nichols vapor flow control
valve was utilized for many of the transient tests in conjunction with the
other test parameters. Figures 19 through.22 present results from a typical
subcritical test run. This test consisted of three distinct operating modes:
(1) cold start-up, (2) transient flow operation (3 conditions), and (3) steady
state operation (3 conditions).
The cold start-up simulated the planned control logic for initial turn-on
in the morning. The test was initiated with the entire system at ambient
temperature. The receiver was partially filled with toluene liquid. The
vapor control valve was closed until the receiver pressure reached 400 psi.
The valve was then momentarily opened to relieve the pressure in the receiver.
Valve modulation continued until the receiver core rra1.:'ted an average tempera-
ture of 6000F at which time the valve was set to a minimum flow position.
When the toluene temperature at the receiver reached 750 0F, the vapor valve
(toluene flow) was controlled to maintain the specified temperature of M OP-,,
As shown in Figure 21, the cavity heater reached the desired steady-state
power level a few minutes after start-up. Figure 22 presents the receiver
core temperature response of six locations to the simulated solar power.
Once the average core temperature reached 600°F, the pump was turned on and
the vapor valve opened to control the toluene flow rate and the exit tempera-
ture from the receiver. 	 .r
Approximately, 25 minutes were required from the start until the toluene exit
temperature reached the 750 o  steady-state operating level (Figure 21) The
receiver was then operated in a transient mode (time = 20 to 65 minutes) to
obtain a steady—state operating condition with the heater power, toluene
flow rate, inlet and outlet temperatures and receiver pressure all rssenti'ally
constant during this time period. The .first steady-state time period occurred
from = 65 minutes to time = 85 minutes in Figure 21
	
The heater power and
receiver operating pressure were then varied and a second steady-state
operating condition obtained (time = 140 to 165 min.). The last steady-state
mode for this typical subcritical test run plotted in Figure 21 was from time
1,90 to 210 minutes:
r	 t Flow perturbationsof various magnitudes and duration were investigated for
the transient operating conditions. The flow rate was varied by approxi-
mately plus or minus 100 percent of the value commensurate with the heater
f	 power level. These large changes in flow resulted in the receiver outlet
`	 temperature history presented in Figure 23. As -shown, the toluene exit
r	 temperature responds slowly to changes in flow. The, temperature variations
{
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behave in a very predictable manner, e,g., when the toluene flow is increased,
the receiver (toluene) outlet temperature decreases, and vice versa. The
entire subcritical operation was well behaved with only small temperature
overshoots and undershoots causeI by the intentional input perturbations.
Figure 24 presents the temperature history for several locations on the
receiver assembly. The center temperature of the flux sensor rose quite
rapidly during the start-up portion of the test run. After the initial
transient perturbations, the sensor temperature varied between approximately
750°F and 8250F, The mid- points of the lateral and axial support rods attained
their steady-state temperatures of 475°F and 375 0F, respectively, after about
two hours of continuous receiver operation. The outer shell temperature
variation depends on location. The maximum temperature was approximately 120°F
for the case plotted in Figure 24 demonstrating that the insulation does a
good job of minimizing conduction heat loss.
Figure 25 presents a curve fit of the pressure drop through the receiver core
as a function of toluene mass flow rate, Data were somewhat limited due to
the oscillations in receiver inlet and outlet pressures as well as the
toluene mass flow rate. These oscillations were caused by the diaphragm pump
used in the test loop. The pressure oscillations were on the order of 5 to
10 percent of the mean system pressure downstream of the accumulator. When
the system was operated at supercritical pressures, the inlet and ou_'.let
pressure variations were approximately 70 psi (f 35 psi) and 10 psi (± 5 psi).
respectively. Thus, at any instant, the receiver inlet could be as much as
40 psi (plus the receiver pressure drop) higher than the outlet, or 40 psi(minus the receiver pressure drop) lower than the outlet pressure. The toluene
vapor compressibility effectively dampened the pressure oscillations to a few
percent at the receiver exit in all of the supercritical operating test cases.
The measured toluene flow rate varied by a few percent at all operating condi-
tions. This meant that the RMS pressures and flow rates had to be estimated
during each test run. The pressure drop through the receiver at the maximum
toluene flow rate of 18.83 lbm/min is predicted to be 38 psi, This maximum
pressure drop is substantially, less than the allowable value of 65 psi.
T''he receiver core has an integral heat flux sensor located at the center of
the backwall. This sensor was provided as an independent indication of the
solar power level into the receiver. This information can be utilized (if
necessary) by the control system, to determine the receiver energy balance,
etc.
The predicted receiver efficiency* shown previously in Figure 10 is within
0,.2% of the data obtained from the tests. The revised values are 97.2 and 97.6
percent for the ratedand maximum power levels, respectively. This slight
efficiency increase is attributed to lower predicted temperatures for the
receiver cavity. The lower mean effective cavity temperatures are a direct
result of the observed toluene convective heat transfer coefficiencts being a
factor of two greater than those used during the design performance predictions.
Table II presents a brief summary of the computed receiver losse3 and effective,
cavity temperatures at rated and maximum power.
t
'Based upon the absorbed power to the toluene working fluid divided by the
incident power passing through the receiver aperture. 	 _.
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H) Thermal Survival Test
Tile thermal survival test was peitormed to verify the high-temperature
structural integrity of the receiver. This test was initiated by applying
moderate thermal input power to the dry receiver core until it reached a
maximum temperature of 10000F. The thermal power was then adjusted to
maintain this temperature for approximately 15 minutes, The cavity heater
was then removed, permitting the receiver to cool at its natural cooldown
rate, Figure 26 presents the receiver core temperat e•
	istory for the
thermal survival test. Also shown are the temperature.stories for the-
cavity heater, support rods outer shell and ambient air. The lateral and
axial support rods reached maximum temperatures of 760 0E and 5100F,
respectively. The maximum outer shell temperature was approximately 100 0
 F.
The support rods and outer shell did not reached their equilibrium (steady-
stafe) temperatures during this test. This was a result of the very low
conductive heat loss through the support rods and insulation blanket. The
maximum support rod temperatures in this test was 150 0F to 2000F higher
than the maximum steady--state temperatures measured during normal
operating conditions. This demonstrated the integrity of the support rod's
when subjected to a maximum over temperature condition corresponding to
the specified survival value. The entire receiver went through the thermal
survival environment with no observed problems.
{
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Conclusions
The testing of the.SCSF receiver has been ;successfully completed. The
demonstrated, performance of this unit exceeded the design predictions for
all operating modes. A summary of the salient test results is given below;
• The receiver efficiency was verified as 97.2 percent.
• The maximum pressure drop through the receiver core was verified
to be 33 psi, considerably less than the allowable maximum of
65 psi.
• The measured receiver core temperatures were lower than those
predicted by the design analysis due to higher than predicted
convective heat transfer to the toluene working fluid. The
result is an overall receiver efficiency that is greater than
the design predictions,
• Tile receiver was successfully operated in all possible modes
3
including.
cold and warm start-ups
	
R
- steady-state and transient flow conditions
- low, medium and high power levels
- subcritcal and supercritical pressures
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• Although the receiver was designed to operate only at supercritical
pressures, its performance was excellent during both supercritical and
subcritical conditions. Comparable performance was measured for the
supercritical and subcritical modes. ("% , ip4lritical conditions are a
result of wider-than-planned turbine/alz.oan,,y tor/pump speed range under
low to moderate power levels.)
• Local "hot spots" were not observed at any of the numerous instrument
locations on the development or qualification receiver cores.
• The receiver core and toluene outlet temperatures were easily
controlled, stable and well behaved.
• Inspection of the receiver upon completion of the tests did not reveal
any structural deformation or deficiencies.
•. The integral flux sensor performed as expected and provided sufficient
temperature resolution.
The receiver performed extremely well during all of the various test modes.
No design deficiencies were found, and it was concluded that the basic
receiver design meets or exceeds all of the performance requirements For the
Small Community application and is a very forgiving design.
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PLANT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The plant control subsystem has been designed for automatic, tota7,ly remote
(unattended) operation. Manual control capability will be provided for
installation, check-out, testing and maintenance. General functions are
1) automatic/manual control of all plant subsystems, 2) coordinated sequencing
of plant subsystems for all operating modes, 3) failure protection and
G) status monitoring,
Operating^ Principle
The plant control system is shown schematically in Figure 27. The computer
L,	 hierarchy is designed to make -tch power module relatively self-sufficient
by providing it with its own processor which is called the Remote Control
► 	 Interface Assembly (RCIA), The RCIA is capable of controlling all of the
functions of that power module, including concentrator control, closed-loop
r `
	
	 control of the vapor valve, start-up and shutdown procedures, and the col-
lection and monitoring of data.
F=	 The overall plant operation is under the supervision of the Master Power
Controller (MPC), which is located at the central power collection site.
The MPC provides the operator interface and controls the overall plant 	 i
operation by sending high-level mode commands to each RCIA.
The system is designed to operate the plant with high efficiency under
continuously varying solar energy input. It is simple in concept and provides
totally stable operation in all modes. There are three elements of the con-
cept, as 'follows;
1) Concentrator ,Control
Concentrator control typically consists of 2-axis tracking and associated
sequencing, e.g, start-up, shutdown, emergency de-track, etc. The essential
feature of this tracking concept is its dual operation, i.e. 1) coarse
tracking via computer-stored ephemeris data and concentrator angular position
sensors and 2) fine tracking via auto-nulling of optical (sun) sensor signals.
_Note that the control system has been designed to interface the LCC although
other concentrator tracking systems can be easily accommodated.
fi
2) Fluid Control	
n
The fluid control loop (Figure 28) operates the coupled receiver and ORC'
p	 engine to make certain that 1) the net thermal energy absorbed by the
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receiver is transmitted to the engine in concert with the time-varying solar
energy input, and 2) high part-load efficiency is achieved, These requirements
are met by the engine throttle valve control. The combination of constant
turbine inlet temperature and optimum turbine speed (as discussed below)
maintains nearly constant PCS efficiency over a very wide range of solar input.
3) Turbine Speed Control
The turbine speed is maintained at or near optimum value so as. to maximize
turbine/alternator overall efficiency. This is done by providing a constant-
voltage load for the individual alternators (or, equivalently, a constant
alternator output voltage is maintained) and the speed is then controlled by
the balance between the torque applied to the turbine and the torque absorbed
by the alternator. Figure 29 shows the resultant speed characteristics for
alternator parameters selected to produce a turbine speed Which maximizes
overall efficiency. The constant-voltage load is produced by the inverter,
which incorporates an active circuit that senses its input voltage and varies
its duty cycle so that the effective input impedance is varied in order to
draw the current required to keep the alternator output voltage constant.
With multiple power conversion units connected to the inverter in a parallel
electric circuit, as shown in Figure 30, the voltage across each alternator
terminal is the same and is determined by the equivalent impedance can thus
be varied to maintain constant voltage despite continuously varying solar
input. Power output variations among one or more engines are thus represented
by current variations in the electrical circuit. Individual alternator field
control is thus avoided and all power units are controlled by the central
inverter. The dynamics of the speed control are dominated by a first-order
response to a step change in input power with a time constant of about one
second. The voltage control loop of the inverter has a bandwidth of about
6 Hz--well above the speed control dynamic frequency.-
Mode Control
The overall control p'f plant functions is organized in a hierarchal modular
form as shown in Figure 31. The plant is designed to operate autonomously
without operator intervention, or to respond to high-level operator requests.
The logit related to overall plant autonomy is referred to as plant automoding
and is contained within the MPC. The MPC controls all power modules in the
plant by sending high -level mode commands to the RCIA at each power module
over the serial data link. Typical power module modes which are commanded
ag
by the 'MPC are: power on, power off, power standby, and emergency shutdown.
The power module modes are received by the RCIA for that module and broken
down into sequences for the concentrator and the PCA. The concentrator is
thereby caused to go to one of the modes described above. The PCA modes	 `^
include detailed sequential procedures to start the engine, shut it down, and
monitor its operation to detect and take action on anomalies. Normal mode
includes implementation of the vapor valve control law.
For programmatic reasons due largely to the requirement for Interfacing
with the TPC at the Edwards AFB test site, the software to achieve plant
iautomoding has been deferred to the next phase of the program.	 z
y
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Hardware Implementation
1) MPC 1
3
As shown in Figure 32, the control hardware is implemented as a distributed
	 4
control system with one central Master Power Controller (MPC) and with a local
Remote Control Interface Assembly (RCIA) at each power module.
The MPC is configured around a Data General Nova 4/X Minicomputer.
	 The unit
includes 64K words of MOS semiconductor memory and a 6.25 M work Winchester
disk.	 Operator interfaces are provided via a CRT display with keyboard and
a printer as shown in Figure 33.	 Interface cards are provided for A/D, D/A
conversions, discrete I/0, and serial digital data links.
	 A magnetic tape
recorder provides a vehicle for data recording.	 In addition, a modem is
provided to connect a remote terminal by telephone or hard line so the operator
may be at a remote site such as a central utility dispatch office.
	 In the
automoding mode, the operator allows the plant to operate autonomously,
generating power when adequate solar insolation is present and when the _grid
is available to accept it.
In addition, the operator has a number of manual and test mode options
available to him.	 In this way, the operator may power the plant up or shut
it down by simple instructions from a keyboard, or may similarly control the
operation of individual power modules.
	 The operator also has control over the
	 -
collection and display of data from the plant.
Even though the MPC could be implemented with a custom designed microprocessor,
it utilizes a commercial mini-computer customized in-house to the EE-1 require-
ments.
	 This offers improved peripheral support, and good high-level languages
nod operating systems.
2) RCIA
A microprocessor-based RCIA, located at the base of each concentrator, has
been designed to meet a wide (-25 to +49°C) operating temperature range, and
to minimize production cost (55 are required in each plant).
Figure 34 shows a photograph of the RCIA enclosure and various components.
The NEMA Type 4 enclosure is rain-tight and dust-tight.
	 All circuitry is
contained on ten printed circuit cards which plug into the card _cage_for low
maintenance.	 Interconnections between the RCIA cards are accomplished via
the STD BUSdeveloped by Pro-Log Corporation.
	 This makes available pre-
fabricated boards for test interface purposes.
Provisions ate made via a test connector on the RCIA enclosure to attach an
external test keyboard/display unit.
	 This unit when used in conjunction
with	 it	 ti	 `	 d	 CIA EP OM	 b	 itmon or rou nes contalne on an R 	 R can a ut zed to read
memory, write memory, manipulate CPU registers, and set program breakpoints.
When used along with special purpose imbedded test routines, the unit can
be used to test RCIA hardware both during fabrication and in the field',
1
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Software
The control software consists of the
resides in the MPC and the Remote Operation Program (ROP) which resides in the
RCIA.
The MOP operates within the framework of the Data General Real-time Disk
Operating System (RDOS) while the MOP executive provides the real-time control
and module sequencing. Since the modules execute at different rates, the
executive is designed to utilize a multitasking technique in which module
executions are interleaved according to time slot and priority to most effi-
ciently utilize CPU computation time. The data link interface module controls
the command/response protocol on the data link to the RCIA. Modules are
provided to service input data from the weather station, ETS, and the keyboard.
Data input by these modules is converted to engineering units by the data base
format module and stored in memory. This data base is utilized to perform the
power and energy computations, and to derive data for magnetic tape recording
and CRT display. A typical CRT display format is shown in Figure 35. The
Built-In-Test (BIT) module provides the means to simulate normal MPC inputs to
allow system checkout.
Each RCIA has a resident ROP program. Operation of the ROP is controlled by
the ROP executive. The executive is a special purpose, multitasking controller
operating from real-time inputs generated by a 50 Hz timer interrupt. The
Data Input modules read data from the MPC data link, A/D converter, and the
input registers. The Mode Control Module determines overall power module
modes while the PCA Control module involves engine sequence logic. The
Throttle Valve Position Control module implements the control law for the
fluid temperature loop. The Fault Detection module involves the monitoring
of out-of-tolerance input conditions and unallowed system states. In the
event these occur, a warning flag is sent to the MPC. If the fault is of a
critical nature, steps are immediately taken in the RCIA to shut down the
owe" module The Out ut Format m dul t "slate the d to base into thep	 p_	 _o	 a ra	 s	 a
ASCII hexidecimal format for transmission to the MPC. The Concentrator
Control module performs concentrator mode and position control functions. In
addition, modules are provided for Built-In-Test and real-time debugging from
the MPC CRT.
The microprocessor utilized on the CPU card is a Z80 which is an industry
standard multiple-sourced part. The program instructions to be executed and
the constants' to be utilized in computations are resident in the 16K word
programmable read-only-memory (PROM). The microprocessor utilizes 6K words
of semiconductor random access memory (RAM) for intermediate computations
(scratchpad) and variable data storage. A clock generator provides a real-
time reference for system operation and is used to establish the main compu-
tation cycle time of one second.- Analog data signal conditioning for the
engine is accomplished at the focal point and sent via 4-20 ma current loops
to minimize signal degradation from the focal point to the RCIA which is
20 meters (65 feet) away. All of these data are multiplexed and analog-to-
digital converted at the RCIA. The RCIA also provides analog outputs via
digital-to-analog converters and discrete interfaces to floating relay'
	 K
contacts to maintain ground isolation.
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3) Data Link
The serial digital data link between the MPC and the various RCIA's utilizes
a character oriented serial digital format, This format consists of successive
characters consisting of a start bit, ASCII coded data, a parity bit for error
checking, and a stop bit. Binary data numbers are broken into two four"bit
portions, each one represented by a hexidecimal code (0-F), and transmitted
as two ASCII characters. Data is communicated as groups of characters called
frames. Each frame consists of an opening control character, RCIA number,
character count, command, data checksum, and a closing character.
TFa types of MPC commands and RCIA responses that occur in the system include
the following;
a) Data request in which the MPC is expecting a data response.
b) Command only/test in which no data is ;expected, but a system or
test initiation is issued. The RCIA responds with only an
acknowledgement.
e) Invalid MPC/RCIA transmission in which the RCIA receives a bad
transmission and sends back a negative response with only an
acknowledgement.
d) Broadcast which is utilized to command all modules simultaneously.
This will be utilized for commands such as concentrator stow in
conditions of high wind, etc. No RCIA response is allowed to a
broadcast transmission.
The data link protocol selection was made to yield flexibility and minimize
implementation risk. The character oriented approach with ASCII coding
permits the use of conventional equipment for testing purposes. Data to be
transmitted is within the 9600 baud rate practical limit of character
oriented protocols.
The ROP has been developed utilizing a Tektronix 8002 development system
shown in Figure 36
	
This system facilitates program development by offering 	 a
operator interfaces, storage, editing, macro-assembling, and high-level
languages. In addition, the system includes an in-circuit emulator probe and
trace to allow monitoring of bus activity and CPU registers during real-time
program execution. Also shown in the figure is a PCA simulator box developed
for software debugging and system checkout. The simulator supplies switches
to provide discrete inputs, lights to display discrete outputs, analog signal
sources, and an active filter network to simulate the engine flow control
loop characteristics. In addition, a micro-terminal box was utilized to allow
the data link to be exercised without the MPC. 	 3
ENERGY TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM (ETS)
The BTS is comprised of 1;) a conventional do electric system which inter-
connects each power module, 2) central static do-to -ac inverter(s) for power
conditioning and voltage/load control and, 3) associated equipments for grid r
interfacing and synchronization. The ,system is designed to operate at
•	
€	
g.
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600 volts de, interfacing with a 4800 volt (typical) utility distribution line.
Facility power is used to drive the individual concentrators, PCS accessories
and the control room; an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) is provided for
power when the grid is out and self-generated power is not sufficient to
operate the system. A load bank is also provided to dissipate excess energy
during grid out/concentrator de-track operation. The major benefit of the do
approach is that is permits the speed of the ORC engines to be varied with the
change in solar insulation in order to achieve high part-load efficiency and
hence high annualized performance. In addition, the use of the central
inverter for voltage/load control eliminates any need for individual field
control of the alternators, as discussed below. Also, grid synchronization
in frequency and phase is simplified since an ac system would require
synchronization of each engine whereas this system is accommodated at the
central point of grid contact.
The sinewave inverter is a bridge type SOR power switching regulator. It
consists of a QUASIsquare.wave inverter and a filter which forms the output
waveform; Figure 37 is a picture of the actual hardware, which has successfully
completed all qualificatioti testing. The inverter is a self-commutating type
unit. Capacitors and inductors are used for commutation of the SCR's and
an AC filter is provided consisting of a series element and shunt LC networks.
The square wave output of the inverter is fed into a filter element. There
is also a resonant LC circuit which reso pates at three times the output
frequency of the inverter, minimizing the third harmonic output voltage.
Resonant circuits are also used to reduce the fifth harmonic and the seventh
harmonic. The square wave inverter and the AC filter are combined to provide
eisolation transformer,^^to t the tcontrol gci.rcuitn^therebyasynchronizingrthe inverter
circuits with the utility line. The input voltage is sampled and fed to the
controol circuits to provide a constant input voltage regardless of input
current. This results in providing the proper load on the ORC turbine;
appropriate status signals are provided to the MPC,
s
CONCLUSIONS i
Tests conducted to date show all elements of the Small Community Solar Thermal
Power System to be performing quite well and should continue to do so when
operated on the TBC at the Edwards AFB test site. Note further that the
completely autonomous plant control subsystem should have very broad appli	 4
cations, regardless of the type of heat engine or point focus concentrator
employed.	 i
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FIGURE 2.
	 ORC POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM (PCS) UNDER TEST AT BARBER-NICHOLS
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TABLE I. OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR THE PERF01MANCE VERIFICATION TESTS
CAVITY TOLUENE
RECEIVER CONDITIONS
PWR TOTEMP AT
SS HEATER FLOW RATE PRESSURE TEMP AT OUTLET FLUID* HEAT LASS
RUN PWR NW) (LSM/MIN) (PSI) INLET ( OF) (°F) NO NO
1 16.0 3.0 465 400 735 14.8 1.2
2 32.0 6.0 733 399 754 29.0 3.0
3 35.0 6.4 620 400 750 31.6 3.4
4 35.0 5.9 450 401 746 29.6 5.4
S 35.5 6.1 570 404 741 29.6 5.9
6 38.0 6.5 660 404 755 31.9 6.1
7 38,.5 6.3 485 405 755 31.7 6.6
8 51.5 8.3 580 403 758. 41.8 9.7
9 61.0 12.0 630 405 745 57.5 3.5
10 64.0 12.1 660 406 749 58.4 5.6
11 96.5 15.5 610 401 757 77.6 18.9
12 %.5 15.6 510 403 767 80.7 15.6
13 97.0 16.3 600 400 755 -81.4 15.6
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TABLE II. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
Mean
Effective Rersdi- Con- Con- Reflec-
Receiver Cavity stion vection duction tion
Power Efficiency Temperature Losses Losses Losses Losses
Level (2) (or) NW) NW) NW) NW)
Rated  97.2 648 0.975 0.570 0.294 0.326
Maximum2 97.6 658 1.009 0.580 0.295 0.389
CONDITIONS:
Solar Absorptivity 0 0.95
IR Faissivity • 0.93
Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 16 W/02 °0
Insulation Conductivity - 0.058 W/m OC
Ambient Temperature a 820F
Notes:
I Rated Power 0 77 kW
2 Maxioim Poorer • 93 kW
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ORGANIC RANKINE POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMEWT
FOR THE SMA'L'L COMMUNITY SOLAR THERMAL POWER SYSTEM
	
r
lt. F. Barber
Barber-Nichols Engineering Co.
r	 Arvada, Colorado	 a	
,
'	 F. P. Boda
Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp. (F^kcc)
Newport Beach, Calif,
1
j ABSTRACT
This papev describ s the development and preliminary test results for an air-
cooled, hermetically-sealed 20 ltWe organic Rankine (ORC) cycle engine/alternator
unit for use with point Focussing, Distributed Receiver (PPDR) solar thermal
power systems: 750 1°F toluene is the working fluid and the system features a
high s-,iaed, single-stage -axial flow turbine direct-coupled to a Permanent Magnet
Alternator (PMA). Good performance has been achieved with the unit in pre- 	 i
f u
liminary Bests at Barber-Nichols Engineering Company, the developer of the Power
Couversion Subsystem (PCS), and testing is continuing at Ford Aerospace and the
JPL test: site.
INTRODUCTION
l ►, April, 1980, Barger-Nichols Engineering Company was awarded a contract by
Ford Aerospace for the development of a quiet, compact and efficient prototype
PCS for incorporation in the Small Community Solar Power System under develop-
ment by Ford for JPL. The PCS is comprised of an air-cooled hermetically-
sealed ORC engine with a direct-coupled, high speed PMA supplied by Simmonds
Precision Inc. of Norwich, NY. The PCS is designed to be coupled to a Ford
},
	
	 developed cavity receiver and installed at the focus of a parabolic dish
concentrator. These units constitute a solar power module with a nominal
20 kW power output (at 1000 W/m2 solar i,nsolation). Multiple modules can be
easily interconnected to .form a complete solar power plant of up to 10 Kle
depending on the desired application.
The PCS supplies 3-phase, high frequency ,ac power to a ground-mounted rectifier l^
for conversion to 500 v. do power; the do output of each solar power module is
centrally collected in a common bus and inverted to ac For interfacing with a
utility grad network. The PCS design represents state-of-the-art Rankine cycle
technology, however it possesses several unique Features which benefit its
application to this type of solar thermal PFDR system. For example, it is the
first successful hermetic high-speed turbine/alternator/pump configuration of
this s ize to be
	 fThedsystembisrings	
a
designed to operate in both the supercritical and suberitical pressure regimes
i
101
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which contributes to tha completely stable operation of the coupled receiver/
PCS unit. A corollary element of this operational stability $i the development
by Barber-Nichols of a high temperature toluene vapor flow control valve. The
valve provides analog modulation of the working fluid mats flow rate to insure
timely heat removal from the receiver regardless of solar insolation level and
with simultaneous maintenance of virtually constant turbine inlet temperature.
The latter feature increases system performance at reduced input power levels
(part load).
The PCS has successfully completed qualification testing at Barber-Nichols and
has been shipped to Ford Aerospace for mating with the receiver and further
testing. By December of 1981, it is expected that the complete Power Conversion
Assembly (PCS plus receiver) will be installed on the Test Bed Concentrator at
the JPL Parabolic Dish Test Site
.
, Edwards AFB, California.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The design requirements for the PCS are summarized in Table 1, The maximum
weight limitation is a major influence on subsystem design. Together with
the external envelope restrictions, it results in a very compact design for
both the aft-cooled condenser and the regenerator. This places major emphasis
on careful trade-off analysis of the major system components. An additional
challenge exists in the desire for high performance in a very small power
package, particularly with regard to the PMA. This required a major develop-
ment effort, since there was no available high-speed lMA with either the
desired power capacity or efficiency.
SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A cutaway view of the Power Conversion Subsystem is illustrated in Figure 1.
The PCS schematic layout. is shown in Figure 2 which includes the interface
with the FACC-designed local controller, i.e. the Remote Control Interface
Assembly (RCIA). The companion P-H diagram for toluene is shown in Figure 3.
The circled numerals 1 through 7 correspond to the state points shown on the
schematic. Figures 4 through 13 show the various PCS components; salient
features of f ,hese components are as follows.
Turbine/Alternator/Pump (TAP) Assembly
The shrouded, single-stage, axial turbine is a supersonic design with
300 symmetrical impulse blading, a maximum design pressure ratio of 325
and a predicted maximum efficiency of 74%. It is a full admission unit
with 10 nozzles. The turbine wheel is fabricated from Inconel 718 with
a tip diameter of 125 mm (4.92 ins) and a blade height of 10.7 mm (0.42 ins).
Each of the 110 blades are electrochemically milled on an ECM machine
developed by Barber-Nichols. Turbine speed varies over the range of 45,000
to 60,000 rpm as a function of input power.
The PMA employs 6 Samarium-Cobalt magnets on the rotor with a 9-tooth
copper-wound, laminated iron stator. The complete alternator is 72 mm
(2.8 ins) OD and 127 mm (5 ins) long, producing 3-phase 3000 Hz ac power
at 60,000 rpm with a predicted 95% peak efficiency.
a
The feed pump is a radial flow, partial emission, centrifugal type
with a predicted 27% peak efficiency. The pump is designed to supply
full system flow of 544 kg/hr (1200 lb/hr) and peak pressure of 5.9 MPa(855 psi).
The entire TAP rotating unit is supported on two hydrodynamic tilting
pad bearings, each comprised of 3 radial, shoes with the workingfluid
(toluene) functioning as the lubricant. There are two hydrodynamic flat-
pad thrust 'bearings with aligning supports. The bearing material is
52100 steel, with an overlay of tin-antimony babbitt plating.
Regenerator
The regenerator is a conventional fin-tube cross counterflow configuration
which was made as large as possible within weight ligit tations since cycle'
studies show an optimum performance point occurring above the maximum
allowable weight. It is constructed of stainless steel tubing with
brazed-on aluminum fins.
Condenser
The air -cooled condenser consists of 369 finned aluminum tubes in parall11,
arranged in 3 concentric layers. Cooling air at a maximum rate of 212 m /min
(7500 cfm) is drawn in axially by the two speed fan and exhausted radially
outward across the condenser tubes.
Control Valve
The vapor flow control valve is a pintle-type valve operated by a hydraulic
actuator which is powered by high pressure working fluid. Valve command
„	 signals are keyed to temperature sensors located in the receiver.
E	 Additional Components
4t
	
	 A hotwell, a start pump, boost pump and overspeed brake are also provided.
	 '3
The o,erspeed brake was also supplied by Simmonds Precision. In the event
of loss of control or electrical load, the brake brings the TAP to a dead
 and closing the
vapor  
approximately
or controlval.ve. 6-rmetic s sealin risnaccom a co plished by welding where -
ever	
a
er possible and the use of double "0" ring seals because the design uses
no external dynamic seals, potential leakage of air or moisture into the
unit is avoided and long life of the working fluid is ensured.
w
a
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PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS
The PCS test program started with component-level development tests of the
boost and start pumpgi, turbine bearings, regenerator, condenser, fan, flow
control valve, alternator, rectifier and brake.
Following the completion of PGS assembly, the entire unit was subjected to
extensive functional testing at the Barber-Nichols facility in Arvada, Colorado.
This PCS development testing utilized an electrically-heated facility boiler
to vaporize the toluene working fluid. The functional development testing of
the prototype PCS resulted in certain minor design modifications`,to the bear
-ing, dimensions, bearing materials, turbine wheel processing and electrical
components.
Qualification testing of the deliverable prototype PCS was completed in early
October 1981. A variable attitude test rig was used. to demonstrate operation
of the unit at elevation angles of 5% 45° and 90 0 above the horizon. Per-
formance was mapped across input power ranges of zero to 94 kW thermal, un-
controlled ambient temperatures of 69 to 1019
 F, turbine speeds of 45,000 to
60,000 rpm and do output voltages of 400 to 650 volts. In operation, the PCS
is smooth, quiet and very stable. Qualification tasting also demonstrated
that the unit is precisely controllable, safe, leaktight and structurally
sound.
The Barber-Nichols-designed flow control valve performed flawlessly, providing
accurate flow-rate metering of 750° F toluene vapor and absolute shutoff
capability. The overspeed brake also worked rapidly and reliably, as did all
the other failsafe protective features.
On the basis of preliminary data, the prototype PCS has achieved good effi-
ciency (23.5% overall cycle efficiency), but further improvements are possible
with modifications to turbine, alternator and heat ex. hanger hardware. The
PCS cycle efficiency value used here is based on net do electrical power out
(after accounting for PCS parasitic power) divided by'!:hermal input power
fromthe boiler.
CONCLUSIONS
f	 II
The design, development, fabrication and testing of the first solar-powered
organic Rankine cycle Power Conversion Subsystem of this type was accomplish*
ed in 'a span of 18 months from conception to delivery. Preliminary test
results indicate that this prototypa unit promises safe, reliable operation
and good efficiency with the potential for future improvements. Further in-
tegrated testing of the unit will be performed at Ford and then at'
 the 'JPL
Parabolic Dish Test Site in December 198 1 The conce t ^ f j2 dish=mounted'..	 p	 t
organic Rankine turbo-alternator is no longer n. paper study, but is becoming
a demonstrated reality.
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a
PCS REQUIREMENTS AND DESCRIPTION
POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEM INCLUDES:
7
- -ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE ENGINE WITH DIRECT COUPLED
ALTERNATOR
—CONDENSER, REGENERATORp VALVES, FILTERSr PLUMBING
--PUMPS (BOOST, FEED, START) AND FAN
- -RECTIFIER, BRAKE CONTROL AND ELECTRICAL BOXES
7
I
--SAFETY AND PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS
• APPROX 20 1We AT RATED 75.6 KWt INPUT (1000 W/m 2
 SOLAR FLUX)
t
• APPROX 25 KWe AT PEAK 92.4 KWt INPUT (1100 W/m 2 SOLAR FLUX)
s OPERATE 5° to 900 ELEVATION, STOW AT MINUS 90°
• MAX SPACE ENVELOPE N 1.12 m (44 11) DIA x 1.52 m (60") LONG p
4	
• MAX WEIGHT AT FOCUS
	 390 Kg (860 LBS)
j	 ra; 500, VOLT D-C OUTPUT TO FACC INVERTER
• SOLAR RECEIVER (BOILER) OUTLET TEMPERATURE IS 399°C (750'F)
c
• WORKING FLUID IS TOLUENE IN HERMETICALLY SEALED LOOP
• MINIMUM REQUIRED SUBSYSTEM EFFICIENCY AT RATED POWER x'24%
a
1
a
k	 s
z
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c VERIFICATION TESTING OF THE PKI COLLECTOR AT
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
J .4. Hauger and S. L. Pond
Applied Concepts Corporation
P.O. Box 2760, Reston, VA 22090
ABSTRACT
Verification testing of the PKI collector was undertaken prior to its operation as
part of an industrial process heat plant at Capitol Concrete Products in Topeka,
Kansas. Testing was performed at a control plant installed at Sandia National
Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico (SNLA).
Testing was conducted as per Applied Concepts' Technical Report J02-03-31
"Verification Test Plan$" in two phases to test short -terns system performance
characteristics and to validate system design, manufacture, and installation through
operability testing.
Early results show that plant performance is even better than anticipated and far
in excess of test criteria. Overall plant efficiencies of 65 to 80 percent were typical
during hours of good insolation. A number of flaws and imperfections have been
detected during operability testing, the most important being a problem in elevation 	 {
drive alignment due to a manufacturing error. All problems were corrected as they
occurred and the plant, with over 40 hours of operation, is currently continuing
operability testing in a wholly -automatic mode.
BACKGROUND	 j
Applied. Concepts Corporation is responsible to JPL for the design and
implementation of a Thermal System Engineering Experiment to be carried out at
Capitol Concrete Products in Topeka, Kansas. The experiment will test the technical
and ope rational feasibility of employing a PKI collector in an industrial process heat
application and environment. An experiment control plant will be operated at SNLA.
Further information on the PKI system and on plant evaluation at Capitol Concrete
have been presented in. other papers to this conference.
Before placing and operating a test plant at the industrial site, it was desirable
F and wise to verify the performance and operability of the system in the laboratory
environment. This was particularly true because of the incorporation into the first
PKI production model of certain engineering improvements, based on lessons learned
with the fifth generation prototype and which required testing and validation of 	 i
concept at the system or plant level. 	 i
The experiment control plant installed at SNLA was the appropriate vehicle for
verification testing,
a. Test Procedures
1.	 General
A full report of testing procedures is presented in Applied Concepts'
r Technical Report J02-03-81, "Verification Test Plan," dated October 13, 1981.
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Conceptually, verification testing was divided into two phases. A one-week
performance test would verify that the plant could produce the desired energy product
(10096 saturated steam at 30 to 60 psig) at or above certain output and efficiency
levels, on an instantaneous or short-term basis. A three-week operability test would
then monitor plant operation over a longer period to detect, analyze, and correct
defects in system design manufacture and installation, prior to operations at the
industrial site. In practice, the two test phases were run simultaneously. This means
that as a series of minor problems became apparent during_ performance testing, they
were evaluated and corrected r„ n-the-spot, while further testing continued.
b. Performance Testi
1	 Variables
The independent variable for performance testing is that of plant
steam quality. 100 percent saturated steam is assured by a steam separator in the
output line, with output pressure operator controlled to 30 to 60 psig. Plant thermal
power output is calculated according to the equation:
(D FM2 - AFM3) (9T4 - hT2)
.	 PO =
	 T
)s
A
where	 P4	 g	 plant output (BTU/hr.)
AFM 2 	f eedwater input (gallons)
AFM 3	=	 condensate removed from output (gallons)
hT4	 =	 enthalpy of saturated steam at average output temp.(BTU/gal.)
hT2	 =	 enthalpy of input water (BTU/gal.)
T	 _	 elapsed time of operation
Average plantefficiency is calculated according to the equation:
APE	 PO	 x 100
N-A-C
where	 APE	 average plant efficiency (percent) 	 -	 z
4.	 PO	 =	 plant output (BTU/hr.)
N	 average normal incidence pyrheliometer reading
w (kW/m)
A	 =	 collector area (80.3m2)
C	 conversion factor = 3,412 BTU /kW hr.
Plant parasitic power consumption is calculated according to the equation
PPP - CTP x 100
^
``	
_
C
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where	 PPP
AP
EEO w
T
C
plant parasitic losses (percent)
change ln , kW hour meter over elapsed time
plant output (BTU/hr.)
elapsed time (hr.)
conversion factor 3412 BTU/kW hr.
In addition, a plant performance envelope definition which compares output and
efficiency to insolation will be conducted.
b. Criteria
A successful performance test was def ined to be not less than 10
hours of direct normal insulation with operation and valid data acquisition, with an
output of not less than 100,000 BTU/hr., an average total plant efficiency of not _less
than 50 percent, and a parasitic power Consumption not greater than 2 percent.
c. Operability, Testing
1.	 Variables and Criteria
Operability testing, In addition to the performance variables
identified above, will measure the plant forced outage rate. For the purposes of
operability testing,2 this Is defined as the hours of non-availability when lnsolation
exceeds 0.6 kW/m , divided by the total number of such hours. A successful
verification test was defined to be a three -week period during which the forced outage
rate is less than 0.25.
More important than the additional measure of outage, however, is
i	 the "shake-down" aspect of operability testing in which problems in design,
manufacture:, or installation are indentified and corrected.
t
TEST RESULTS
At the time of preparation of this paper, only preliminary results are available.
Operability testing has aided in the identification And correction of these problems:k	
,
(1) Bailer manufacture: A head gasket whose temperature
rating was only 130 0p' was employed by the component
manufacturer. Gasket has been replaced.
(2) Lever switch fouling: Nigh and low-level switches in the
boiler have very short service life due 'to fouling. A
cleansing step was added to the manufacture: process and
filters and scavenger magnets were employed.
(3) Elevation drive shaft misalignment: It was learned that	 1	 i
the angular alignment of drive shafts must be within a
tolerance of + 19. Due to a, manufacturing error, some
{
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alignments were proper within only + 50. Mirror
adjustment plates capable of aiisorbing a greater
misalignment were fabricated and Installed.
Performance testing has exceeded the criteria established before the test. With
greater than forty hours of operation, average hourly plant efficiencies have ranged
from the low sixties during periods of low Insolation and before correction of the
elevatloa drive problem, to as high as 80 percent during high insolation ( 950
watts/m ) and after correction of drive misalignment. (See Figure 1 for some point
values).
More detailed results will be represented during the oral presentation in Atlanta.
Figure 1.
Plant Output and Efficiency Data Points for
Production of 40 psi. Steam
Date	 Insolation (kW/m2)	 Output (BTU/hr.) Overall Plant Efficiency
10/29
	 0.85
	
150	 .65
10/29
	 0.99	 200	 .73
11/09
	
0.96
	 222	 .84
11/09
	 0.94	 210	 .81
11/09	 0.90	 192	 .78
11/10	 0.98	 217
	
.81
11/10	 0.98
	
205
	 .77
r
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_XPKI SOLAR THERMAL PLANT EVALUATION AT
CAPITOL CONCRETE PRODUCTS, TOPEKA, KANSAS
J. S. Haugef	 D. N. Borton
Applied Concepts Corporation 	 and	 Power Kinetics, Inc.
P.O. Box 2760, Reston, VA 22090	 110 8th St., Troy, N.Y. 12181
ABSTRACT
Applied Concepts Corporation is supporting JPL in the structure and implemen-
tation of a system feasibility test to determine the technical and operational
feasibility of using the PKI collector to provide industrial process heat. The test is of
PKI system in an industrial test bed plant at Capitol Concrete Products in Topeka,
Kansas, with an experiment control at Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque
(SN L A).
Plant evaluation will occur during a year-long period of industrial utilization. It
will include performance testing, operability testing, and system failure .analysis.
Performance data will be recorded by a PKI designed data acquisition system.
Reporting will be completed monthly, with results presented as per standard SERI
format. User, community, and environmental inputs will be recorded in logs, journals,
and files maintained by Capitol Concrete, with assistance from The University of
Kansas Research Center and the Kansas Energy Office. Applied Concepts' and PKI's
engineering staff will be responsible to diagnose and correct any plant failures.
Plant installation, start-up, and evaluation, are anticipated for late November,
-1981. The data acquisition system and reporting methods have been tested during
verification testing at SNLA.
BACKGROUND
In January, 1981, Applied Concepts Corporation, as the result of a competitive
procurement, undertook to support JPL through the planning and implementation of a
"Thermal System Engineering Experiment." Together with our partner and principal
subcontractor, Power Kinetics,, Inc., we are now in the process of _placing a point
focussing solar thermal energy plant in an industrial application and environment, in
order to test the technical and operational feasibility of the system in its present state
of development.
a
The solar energy plant to be the test bed for the PKI collector was designed by
Applied Concepts. It consists of a single, PKI module, platform mounted at Capitol
Concrete Products in Topeka, Kansas. The plant will deliver 170 pounds per hour of 30
to 60 psi steams at an existing, natural gas fired boiler whichis used to pressurize two
autoclaves for the curing of concrete masonry blocks.
Solar plant operation and maintenance will be the responsibility of the industrial
user. Plant operation is designed to be completely automatic. The collector will
provide up to 5 percent of the total load when hours of insolation and production
coincide. It will be used to maintain boiler temperature, i.e., for boiler preheat,
during any hour when sunlight is available and the autoclaves are not up, e.g., during
weekends and product loading and unloading.
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The Capitol Concrete experiment will be conducted over the course of one year.
In order to more fully understand the differential Impacts of plant operation In an
industrial environment, an experiment control plant will be operated at Sandia
National Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico, In parallel with the Industrial plant.
Whereas the industrial installation was chosen to be representative of those conditions
under which solar process heat plants must operate to be a viable commercial
technology, the control plant Is representative of ,the most favorable conditions, i.e.,
high Insolation, a unique environment, and the availability of high technology skills.
EVALUATION OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
JPL has established nine experiment objectives which can be met through plant
evaluation. The objectives can be associated with three evaluative methods.
a. Performance Testing
1.	 Objectives
(1) Verify that the PKI collector system can produce usable
thermal energy from solar radiation.
(2) Determine to what extent the experimental plant contri-
butes to meeting the user's energy requirements.
(3) Characterize plant performance as a function of insola-
Lion, weather, operations, and environmental factors. .
(4) Provide accurate input to performance, cost, and
energy/economics impact models.
2. Methods
Performance data will be gathered by a PKI designed instrumentation
package and data acquisition system (DAS). The DAS includes a normal incidence
pyrheliometer, thermocouples, an electric watt meter, and pressure transducers,
whose millivolt signals are collected by a Fluke Model 2200 B Data Logger. The Fluke
corrects the thermocouples, records data on hard copy paper tape, and when requested
by an Apple It Plus computer, sends the data across an RS 232 communication link to
the Apple for CRT display and storage on SSi inch magnetic diskettes.. The Apple also
receives and records collector status data from the system controller and data from
two flowmeters, measuring feedwater input and condensate recovery from a steam
separator in the output line.
In addition, at the control plant, a load measurement experiment Is being
conducted in which two orthogonal horizontal strain guages measure the transverse
forces on the concentrator frame. Concurrently, wind speed and direction are
measured and collected by an A/D converter in the Apple.
Data recorded during operation at Sandia and at Capitol Concrete will be
forwarded weekly to PKI where it will be processed and forwarded to Applied
t Concepts Corpration. Reporting format for performance data will be that specified by
SERI in "Monthly Reporting Requirements for Solar Industrial Process Heat Field
Tests" (MR-632-714, September 1980).
i
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b.	 Operability Testing
1. Objectives
r
(1) Identify and quantify the impacts of operating the plant
on the daily operations activities of user personnel and on
user/manning requirements at Capitol Concrete Products.
(2) identify the Impact, if any, of the installation and opera-
tion of the plant on the local environment.
(3) Identify the impact, if any, of the installation and opera-
tion of the PKI collector system on potential acceptance
of commercial units by local officials.
2. Methods
The primary method for collecting information on user, community,
and environmental inputs, will be the maintenance of logs and journals. These will
include a user 's Operation and Maintenance Log as specifii, ^d in Applied Concepts'
Technical Report J02-02-81, "Operations, Maintenance, Safety and Spare Parts Plan,"
dated October 14, 1981, a Visitors Log, a Media File, and a Letter File. The
University of Kansas Center for Research and the Kansas energy Office will assist
Capitol Concrete in these reporting tasks and will forward their analyses to Applied
Concepts on a monthly basis.
C.
	
System Failure Analysis
1. Objectives
(.1 j Understand the failure modes of the PKI collector system.
(2) Provide feedback to the system level hardware and soft-
ware procedures.
2. Methods
Applied Concepts and PKI will respond to JPL requests for
assistance, within 24 hours of notification of a plant failure at SNLA or Capitol
Concrete Products. A Plant Failure Log and Outage Report format have been
established to document the diagnosis and correction of failures together with an
analysis of safety implications of each failure.
3. Progress to Date
As of the writing of this report, installation of the plant is underway
in Topeka while verification testing is being completed in Albuquerque. The DAS atI
SNLA has been operated and the first data disk delivered for analysis to PKI.
It is anticipated that checkout of the Topeka installation will be completed by
November 24 weather permitting. Plant evaluation will begin shortly thereafter. Any
available results will be reported orally in Atlanta.
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RECENT TESTS ON THE
CARTER SMALLRECIPROCATING ST E ENGINES
INTRODUCTION
Although the reciprocating steam expander still commands the enthusiastic
support of a small group of loyal advocates, there are few applications where
the qualities of the reciprocating piston steam engine have enabled it to hold
its own or to win out over other kinds of heat engine. Two promising areas,
both incidently for small enginesy, are pollution-free automotive applications
and solar thermal power generation. The Carter engines (Figures 1 and 2) were
designed and built precisely to address these opportunities (1) (2).*
The Carter engines differ from the traditional small piston driven steam
engines in the following ways:
(1) The engines operate at high speed, typically around 4000 RPM. In
automotive application this means that the engine must be used in
conjunction with an automobile transmission for shifting gears. 	 For
solar use, the operating speed range is ideally suited to the
requirements of a two pole, 60 Hz alternator, which also serves as a
flywheel if directly coupled to the engine.
The engines employ (Figure 3) a simple, but highly effective inlet valve
actuation mechanism, the so-called "bash valve". The steam inlet valve
consists of a small conical button made from Tungsten Carbide which sits
over the steam inlet port in the cylinder head (the head also comprises
the high pressure steam chest). A %;:)il spring fashioned from high
temperature resistant Rene 41 insures that the valve remains seated when
in the closed position. The valve is opened to admit steam by being
lifted off its seat through the action of a small Stellite post mounted
on the top of the piston which contacts the hollow conical underside of
the valve as the piston nears the top of its stroke. This simple,
effective mechanism has been exhaustively tested on the bench and in the
engine and is capable of withstanding both the high temperatures and the
repeated stresses to which it is subjected. The velocity of the piston
at the moment of contact with the stationary valve is less than 15 fps,
even at 3600 RPM. The exhaust steam is discharged through a conventional
annular port Tocated in the cylinder at -the lower end of the piston
travel.
(3) The inventory of working fluid is minimal, the amount of distilled water
used is approximately equal in volume to the displacement volume of the
cylinders. In the automotive version of the engine, the working fluid is
heated in a single finned tube which surrounds the fuel-fired combustion
zone in the steam generator. The small size and quantity of the tubing
means that relatively expensive materials having the correct properties
can be employed without incurring serious cost penalty, and also that
safety risks are small.
A
*Numbers in parentheses refer to references in back of report.
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Figure 1. Jay Carter Two Cylinder Paratransit
Vehicle Steam Engine.
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Figure 2. Jay Carter Single Cylinder Developmental
Prototype Automobile Steam Engine
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(4)	 reenerator is located ahead of the condenser to preheat the working
fAW on its return to the steam boiler*
In common with other piston steam expanders, the Carter engines employ
pistons, piston rings, cranks feedwater pumps, bearings, etc. Lubrication is
a ppotenti al proble+n, as i n al steam engines, i n that degradation of he
I 	 oil due to high operating temperatures mint be guarded against and
the oil must be separated from the water before the water is circulated back
to the boiler to be vaporized.
The specification for both the singleccyylinder and two cylinder Carter
expanders are shown 'in Table 1. Only 4rese specifications and data relating
tothe eApander and its accessories and to the induction alternators mounted
on each engine are discussed in this paper, since the characteristics of the
fuel-fired boiler were not considered relevant to this study. Details of the
complete automotive engine are given in Reference 2.
BACKGROUND OF THIS STUDY
Steam has been historically the most popular and successful working fluid for
use in solar thermal power system engines (3), and was therefore a natural
candidate for study in the JPL parabolic dish project. Under the technical
direction of NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC), concept definition studies
were undertaken by Sundstrand Corporation (4), Foster Miller (5) and Jay
Carter (6). Due to subsequent funding limitations the intended second phase
of these contracts was never implemented. As a result, no new hardware was
developed, although some effort did continue with other funding.
Table 1. Garter Steam Engines Specifications
Model. Paratransit Vehicle Engine
Ty pe: Two-cylinder, single acting uniflow
Dore 2.5 in.
Stroke: 3 in.
Displacement, 29.54 1n3 i
Expansion Ratios:
	
10:1
14.4:1
Speed: 3600 RPM
Nominal Power Rating:	 23.09 HP (at 1000oF, 10,1 Expansion ratio)
Model: Automotive Developmental Prototype Engine
Type: Single-cylinder, single-acting uniflow
Bore: 2 in.
Stroke. 2.5 in, i
Displacement: 7.85 in3
Expansion Ratio:	 1166 to 1 a
Speed,. NPNominal Power Rating;	 8
4F
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When the Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment (SCSE) entered its
second phase, a determination was made to use the Rankine Cycle in the
Experiment instead of either the Stirling or Brayton Cycles. To implement
that decision JPL, with the help of LeRC, formed a study team to look into the
problem of the readiness of the Rankine engine. Although the organic Rankine
cycle (ORC) was selected as the preferred technology for SCSE, it was
recognized that no engine was an "off-the-shelf" item and that the performance
and reliability data which existed for any small Rankine power plant was
speculative. At the same time it was deemed desirable to consider possible
backup engine technologies in the event that the' ORC was not successful.
Because the Jay Carter Paratransit vehicle engine already existed, but had not
been run, it was decided to obtain firm performance data on this engine. Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corporation (FACC) was asked to supplement their
development of the ORC (which was being done through Barber-Nichols
Engineering) through of a small performance study and testing contract with
Jay Carter Enterprises. These tests were then performed on the Jay Carter
Paratransit Vehicle Engine at the West Coast Facility of Jay Carter
Enterprises under the direction of W. Wingenbach.
After successful completion of a test on the fuel-fired engine, where
three-phase electric power was fed into the Santa Barbara distribution grid of
Southern California Edison Co., the engine was shipped to the dPL Parabolic
Dish Site. There it was operated in the solar-only mode, using steam
generated by the Test Bed Concentrator (TBC).
About the same time that these tests were being conducted it was determined
that a backup engine for the ongoing Omnium-G system tests was desirable.
Since the original single cylinder Carter developmental engine was still in
existence (Figure 2), this unit was modified and refurbished and also run on
steam generated by the TBC.
FUEL FIRED TESTS OF THE CARTER PARATRANSIT VEHICLE ENGINE
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the project was to test an existing Jay Carter Enterprises
(JCE) steam engine so as to characterize its performance under conditions
similar to those which would be encountered in the Small Community Solar
Thermal Power Experiment and to compare the results with performance predicted
by computer simulations of the engine.
The existing two cylinder steam engine was developed as an automobile
(Paratransit Vehicle) engine (Ref. 1). The engine has a displacement of 30
cubic inches, is designed to operate at 1050 deg.F and develops up to 90
horsepower. Although the Carter steam engines were and still are considered
to be the highest perf orming automotive steam engines ever built (2),
development work was shifted in 1976 from steam-engines to other energy
sources, namely wind generators.
In 1979, JCE received a contract from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) to conduct a concept definition study to characterize a
JCE design steam engine as part of a 15 KWe Solar Electric Power System. A
branch office was established in Santa Barbara, California for the purpose of
conducting the study and of renewing development of steam engines for various
applications. , Results of the study are reported in Reference_ 6
's
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The automobile engine, which had been sitting idle since 1976, was
transported to Santa Barbara along with available testing equipment for the
purpose of conducting tests and performing engine evaluation,
TEST PROCEDURE
The engine test system consisted of the expander, steam generator, feedwater
ppump assembly, alternator assembly, condenser assembly, and control system.
The engine, along with a control panel, was located in a small building while
the fuel supply and the condenser assembly were located outside. Utilities
for the building included single and three-phase 240 volt AC power. A 25 HP
three-phase induction motor was installed to absorb steam engine output and
was used in conjunction with efficiency calibration curves supplied by the
manufacturer to calculate the engine output. A three-phase watt-hour meter
was used to measure the electrical power generated. Pill power absorbing
accessories were driven by separate instrumented electric motors. Non-power
absorbing units simulating the physical presence of automotive accessories
were mounted to the engine and belt driven. To reduce engine vibration a
counterbalance shaft was driven by the same belt and in the same manner as was
employed in the automobile installation. A single-phase watt-hour meter was
used to measure the power supplied to the feedwater pump assembly.
A flow diagram for the engine is shown in Figure 4. Flow is from a water
storage tank or a measuring burette, through the feedwater pump and feedwater
preheater to the steam generator. Water flow rate is controlled by feedback
from temperature sensing at several places in the steam generator. Steam
flows from the generator through a throttle valve into the expander where it
is expanded to obtain mechanical power. During expansion, oil is injected
into the steam in the region of piston ring travel. The expanded steam flows
out of an exhaust manifold through the feedwater preheater (regenerator) and
into the condenser. The condensate returns through a centrifuge which
separates water and oil; water being returned to the water tank and the oil to
the engine.
Tests were conducted over a range of values of thermal input and steam
temperature. Thermal input was controlled by the flow rate of diesel oil
supplied to the steam generator, while temperature was controlled by
adjustment of the water control system. power was absorbed bythe three
phase induction alternator which was connected to the Southern California
Edison (SCE) power grid.*
Thermocouples were used to measure steam inlet temperature (T1) and feedwater
temperature (TFW). Pressure gauges were used to obtain steam inlet pressure
(P1) and feedwater pressure (PFW). Mass flow was obtained by timing flow out
of the water burette after diverting the returning feed water. Generated
power and accessory power were obtained by timing the turning rates of the
watt"hour meters.
*This power was purchased by Southern California Edison as part of a buy-back
provision of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA).
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Figure 4.	 Steam Engine 'Flow Diagram.
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THERM PON NSHP ACP P1 H1
80.00 15.7 22.9 0.58 1192. 1499.
71.12 13.7 19.9 0.47 1132. 1501.
62.24 11.7 17.1 0.37 1038. 1504.
53.36 9.9 14.3 0.29 979. 1506.
44.48 7.8 11.4 0.23 956. 1506.
35.60 5.7 8.2 0.16 873. 1509.
P2 H2 ON TFN EG EX SHE EPC
63. 1194. 211. 233. 92.0 86.3 21.2 19.5
59. 1198. 187. 237. 92.0 84.6 20.9 19.2
54. 1203. 1,64. 242, 92.0 82.5 20.3 18.9
51. 1209. 142. 247. 92.9 79.5 19.9 18.5
50. 1218. 119. 255. 92.1 75.7 18.9 17.3
45. 1233. 95, 269. 92.8 69.3 17.3 16.1
4
Table 2. Engine Simulation
ogIGMAL PAC-F- kS
or POOR QUALITY,
ENGINE TYPE
THERMAL INPUT
IDEAL CYCLE EFF
NO. OF CYLINDERS
CYLINDER DIAMETER
FRICTION LOSS
SIMPLE
80. KW
0.230
2
2.500 IN'.
1.90 HP
ENGINE SPEED
STEAM TEMPERATURE
CONDENSING TEMP.
EXPANSION RATIO
DISPLACEMENT
THERMAL LOSS
3600. RPM
1000. DEG.F
212. DEG.F
10.0/1
29.452 CU.IN .
1.81 HP
WHERE;
THERM-THERMAL INPUT-K4
NSHP nNET SHAFT POWER -HP
P1=INLET PRESSURE--PSIA
P2=EXHAUST PRESSURE -PSIA
PON s ELECTRIC OUTPUT-KWv
ACP •ACCESSORY POWER-HP
H1=INLET ENTHALPY-BTU/LB
H2 •EXHAUST ENTHALPY-BTU/LB
OW nMASS FLON RATE-LB/HR	 TFWEFEEDWATER TEMP.-DEG.F
EO=GENERATOR EFFICIENCY-	 EX n EXFAWDER EFFICIENCY--%
EHEnHEAT ENGINE EFFICIENCY --% 	 EPC nPOWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY-%
<i
1
w
i
'	 7
I
r	 02
r,
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Table 3. Resuits of Test Series No. 1--10/1 Expansion Ratio
ORIGINAL P Q
OF POOR QUALITY
TEMPERATURE- 1000.DEG.F
THERM	 POW GPOM ACP	 P1	 H1 TFW	 PFW
78.58 15.42 15.71 0.29 1000. 1502. 215. 1200.
64.99 11.29 .11.78 0.19 750. 1510. 215. 	 950.
52.83 8.49 8.63 0.14- 660. 1512. 205.	 500.
HFW HNET OW EPC
194, 1318. 204. 19.6
183. 1327. 167. 17.8	 x
179. 1333. 135. 16.1	 f
It
WHERE:
THERM =THERMAL INPUT-KW	 POW=ELECTRIC OUTPUT-KNe
GPOW=GROSS ELECTRIC POWER-KWe	 ACP=ACCESSORY POWER -KWe
P1 =INLET PRESSURE-PSIA	 H1=INLET ENTHALPY-BTU/LB
TFW = FEEDWATER TEMP.-DEG.F	 PFW=FEEDWATER PRESSURE-PSIA
HFW n FEEDWATER ENTHALPY- BTU/LB 	HNET -NET ENTHALPY-BTU/LB
QR=MASS PLOW RATE-LB/HR 	 EPC=POWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY -%
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TEMPERATURE--950 DEG.F
THERM POW
80.00 15.1
71.12 13.2
62.24 11.3
53.36 9.5
44.48 7.6
35.60 5.6
26.72 3-.4
NSHP
22.0
19.2
16.6
13.7
11.1
8.0
5.0
ACP
0.56
0.45
0.36
0.27
0.20
03
0.08
P1	 N1
1144. 1471.
1071. 1474.
979. 1477.
987. 1480.
796. 1483,
701. 1486.
598. 1489.
TEMPERATURE- -850 DEG.F
THERM
80.00
71.12
62.24
53.36
44.48
35.60
26.72
POW
13.9
12.2
10.4
0.7
0
51
3. 1
NSHP
20.3,
17.8
15.2
12.6
10.2
7.3
4.5
ACP P1	 H1
0.54 1096. 1414.
0.42 1009. 1418.
0.34
	
965. 1419.
0.27 874. 1423.
0.20 785. 1427.
0.13 691. 1431.
0.08 590. 1435.
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TABLE 4. ENGINE SIMULATION --1011 EXPANSION RATIO
TEMPERATURE--1050 DEG.F °^t
THERM POW NSHP ACP P1 Hi P2	 H2	 OR TFW EG EX EHE EPC
80.00 16.1 23.5 0.58 1214. 1527. 63.	 1209.	 208. 247. X2.0 86.4 21.9 20.2
71.12 14.1 20.6 0.48 1157. 1529. 60.	 1213.	 185. 251. 92.0 84.7 21.6 19.9
`	 62.24 12.1 17.6 0.38 1100. 1530. 57.	 1218.	 162. 255. 92.0 82.6 21.2 19.5
53.36 10.1 14.6 0.30 1038. 1532. 54.	 1225.	 139. 262. 92.9 79.7 20.5 19.0
44.48 8.1 11.8 0.23 977. 1534, 51.	 1234-.	 118. 270. 92.1 75.9 19.6 18.0
35.60 5.9 8.5 0.16 946. 15359 49.	 1249.	 94. 263. 92.8 69.5 17.9 16.6
26672 3.7 5.4 0.11 817. 1538. 42.	 1278.	 72. 309. 91.1 59.1 15.0 13.7
f
P2 H2 ON TFN EG EX EHE EPC
62. 1179. 213. 220. 92.0 86.2 20.5 18.8
584 1183. 189: 224. 92.0 84.5 20.2 18.6
53. 1188. 166. 228. 92.0 82.4 19.8 18.3
47. 1195. 142. 234. 92.9 79.4 19.3 17.9
42. 1204. 120. 242. 92.1 75.7 18.5 17.0
36. 1219. 96. 256. 92.8 69.3 16.9 15.7
31. 1246. 73. 280. 91.1 58.5 14.1 12.8 f
i
3
P2 H2 ON TFW EG EX ENE EPC
63. 1149. 219. 193. 92.0 85.8 18.8 17.3
58. 1154. 194. 197. 92.0 84.1 18.6 17.2
55. 1158. 169. 201. 92.0 81.9 18.2 16.8
49. 1165. 145. 207. 92.9 78.9 17.7 16.4
43. 1173. 123.-,215. 92.1 75.1 16.9 15.6	 a
38. 1187. 98. 228. 92.8 68.4 15.5 14.3
32. 1213. -74. 250. 91.8 57.3 12.7 11.7
TEMPERATURE- - 750 DEG.F
THERM POW NSHP ACP P1 Hi P2 H2 ON TFW EG EX EHE EPC
80.00 12.7 18.6 0.50 1009. 1360. 61. 1121. 224. 168. 92.0 85.4 17.2 15.9
71.12 11.0 16.1 0.41 947. 1363. 57. 1125. 198. 172. 92.0 83.6 16.9 15.6
62.24 9.5 13.9 0.32 901. 1365. 54. 1129. 174. 175. 92.0 81.3 16.6 15.3
53.36 7.9 11.5 0.25 815. 1369. 48. 1136. 148. 181. 92.9 78.2 16.1 15.0
44.48 6.3 9.2 0.19 742. 1373. 43. 1143. 126. 188. 92.1 74.3 15.4 14.2
35.60 4.7 6.8 0.12 659. 1377. 37. 1156. 101. 199. 92.6 68.0 14.1 13.1
26.72
^
2.8 4.1 0.08 569. 1381. 32. 1179. 76. 220. 91.8 56.3 11.4 10.5
3
i
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TABLE 5.
	
RESULTS OF TEST SERIES #2--10/1 EXPANSION RATIO
TEMPERATURE--1050.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP P1 H1 TFW PFW HFW HNET OW EP,C
69.56 12.76 13.03 0.03 950. 1539. 195. 1100. 166. 1373. 173. 18.3
34.68 9.10 9.29 0.19 700. 1545. 195. 8509 165. 1380. 135. 1-,x3.6
36.39 5.12 5.25 0.13 525. 1550. 205. 600. 174. 1376. 90. 14.1
25.13 2.07 2.14 0.07 450. 1552. 235. 550. 205. 1347. 64. 8.2
TEMPERATURE--- 950.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP Pi H1 TFW PFW HFW HNET QW EPC
64.55 11.32 11.65 0.33 875. 1484. 205. 1050. 175. 1309. 168. 17.5
54.59 8.31 8.50 0.19 650. 1491. 195. 800. 65. 1326. 141. 15.2
37.96 4.53 4.67 0.14 525. 1495. 205. 650. 175. 1320. 98. 11.9
22.85 1.79 1.85 '0.06 425. 1499`. 235. 550. 205. 1294. 60. 7a8
TEMPERATURE-- 850.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP P1 H1 TFW PFW HFW HNET QW EPC
75.61 12a97 13.25 0.32 8044 1430- 215. 1000. 185. 1245. 207. 17.1
56.51 8.71 8.92 U0. 1438. 215. 800. 183. 1253. 154. 15.4
38.19 4.36 4.49 0.13 450. 1444. 205. 600. 174. 1270. 103. 11.4	 y
22.18 1.40 1.45 0.05 350. 1448. 225. 450. 194. 1254. 60. 6.3
TEMPERATURE-- 750.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP Pi Ni TFW PFW HFW HNET QW EPC
66.02 9.78 10.07 0.29 775. 1373. 205., 950. 175. 1198. 188. 1-4.8
50.57 6.71 6.94 0.23 7000 1377. 225. 850. 195. 1182. 146. 13.3
37.21 4.09 4.23 0.14 450. 1390. 205. 600. 174. 1216. 105. 11.0
23.11 1.41 1.46 0.05 350. 1395. 225. 450. 194. 1201. 66. 6.1
136
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THERM
80.00
71.12
62.24
53.36
44.48
35.60
26.72
POW
13.5
11.£1
10.2
8.6
6.9
5.1
3.2
NSHP
19.6
17.3
14.9
12.5
10.1
7.4
4.7
ACP P1
0.65 1424.
0.54 1363.
0.44 1279.
0.33 1147.
0.23 1015.
0.15 870.
0.10 729.
TABLE 6. ENGINE SIMULATION- -14.4!1 EXPANSION RATIO
ORMINIAL PACE IS
TEMPERATURE = -1050 DEG.F
	 OF .00OR QUALITY
THERM FOR NSHP ACP P1 H1 P2 H2 OR TFW EG EX EHE EPC
80.00 17.0 24.9 0,77 1796. 1511. 63. 1169. 205, 212. 92.0 87.1 23.2 21.3
71.12 14.9 21.8 0.63 1697. 1514. 59. 1174. 182. 215. 92.0 85.5 22.9 21.1
62.24 12.8 18.7 0.51 1633. 1516. 56. 1179. 160. 220. 92.0 83,5 22.5 20.7
53.36 10.8 15.6 0.42 1561. 1518. 54. 1186. 137. 226. 92.9 80.8 21.8 20.3
44.48 8.7 12.7 0.30 1409. 1522. 48. 1195. 116. 235. 92.1 77.3 21.1 19.4
35.60 6.6 9.5 0.21 1175. 1528. 40. 1212, 93. 250. 92.8 71.8 19 1.8 18.4
26.72 4.3 6.3 0.11 940, 1535. 31. 1239. 72. 274, 91.1 62.0 17.3 15.8
17.84 1.3 1.9 0.05 626, 1543. 21. 1343. 50. 368. 91.0 34.1 8.3 7.5
TEMPERATURE- -950 DEG.F
THERM POW NSHP ACP P1 H1 P2 H2 OR TFW EG EX EHE EPC
80.00 15.9 23.1 0.73 1671. 1452. 62. 1140. "210. 185. 92.0 86.8 21.6 19.9
71.12 13.9 20.3 0.60 1595. 1455. 59. 1144. 187. 189. 92.0 85.3 21.3 19.6
62.24 12.1 17.6 0.48 1441. 1460. 53. 1150. 164. 194. 92.0 83.3 2:.1 19.4
53.36 10.2 14.8 0.36 1282. 1466. 47. 1158. 141. 201. 92.9 80.7 20.6 19.1
44.48 8.2 12.0 0.25 1126. 1472. 40. 1168. 118. 210. 92.1 77.1 19.9 19.3
35.60 6.1 8.9 0.17 959. 1477. 3 4. 1183. 95. 224. 92,8 71.4 18.6 17.2
26.72 4.0 5.8 0.11 794. 1483. 27. 1208. 73. 247. 91.1 62.1 16.1 14.7
17.8 1.2 1.8 0:06 584. 1490. 20. 1305. 51-. 334. 91.0 33.5 7.4 6.7
TEMPERATURE-850 DEG.F
THERM POW NSHP ACP P1 H1 P2 H2 OR TFR EG EX EHE EPC
80.00 14.6 21.3 0.69 1543. 1393. 61. 1109. 215. 157. 92.0 86.5 19.9 18.3
71.12 13.0 18.9'0.57 1486. 1396. 59. 1113. 193% 161. 92.0 85.0 19.7 18.2
62.24 11.2 16.3 0.46 1366. 1401. 54. 1119. 168. 166. 92.0 82.9 19.4 17.9
53.36 9.4 13.6 0.35 1218. 1408. 47. 1127. 144. 174. 92.9 80.3 19.0 17.7
44.48 7.6 11.0 0.24 1073. 1415. 41. 1138. 121. 183. 92.1 76.6 18.4 16.9
35.60 5.6 8.2 0.17 917. 1422. 34. 1152. 97. 196. 92.8 70.8 17.1 15.8
26.72 3.6 5.3 0.10 763. 1428. 28. 1177. 74. 218. 91.1 61.0 14.7 13.4
TEMPERATURE--750 DEG.F
H1 P2 H2 OR TFH EG EX EHE EPC
1336. 60. 1080. 221. 131. 92.0 86.2 18.3 16.8	 E
1340. 57. 1084. 196. 135. 92.0'84.5 18.1 16.6
1345. 53. 1090. 172. 140. 92.0 82.4 17.8 16.4
1352. 47. 1098. 147. 148. 92.9 79.7 17.4 16.1.
1359. 41. 1108. 124. 157: 92.1 76.0 16.8 15.4
1367. 34. 1123. 99. 169. 92.9 69.9 15.5 14.4
1374. 28. 1146. 75. 191. 91.;1 59.7 13.2 12.0
i
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TABLE 7.
	
RESULTS OF TEST SERIES 03-- 14,411 EXPANSION RATIO
TEMPERATURE- 1050.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP P1 H1 TFW -PFN HFN HNET ON EPC
67.31 15.53 16.30 0.77 2400. 1497. 235, 2500. 209. 1288. 232, 17.8
63.83 10.99 11.39 0.40 1450. 1525. 215. 150. 187. 1338. 163. 1.7.2
39.26 5.42 5.60 0.18 850. 1541. 25. 950. 195. 1346. 100. 13.8
23.93 1.95 2.04 0.09 625. 1547. 215. 700. 185. 1362. 60. 8.1
TEMPERATURE
THERM POW
86.98 14.87
63.75 10.41
39.97 5.19
23.52 1.68
950
GPOW
15.66
10.78
5.38
1.77
.PEG.
ACP
0.79
0.37
0.19
0.09
F
P1
2300.
1350.
850.
600,
H1
1433.
1468.
1495.
1493.
TFW
225.
215.
225.
215.
PFW
2400.
1500.
950.
700.
HFW HNET ON EPC
198. 1235. 241. 17.0
186. 1282. 170. 16.3
195. 1290. 106. 13.0
185. 13.00.
	 61.	 7.1
TEMPERATURE-- 850.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP P1 H1 TFN PFW HFW HNET OR EPC
85.04 14.39 15.20 0.81 2175. 1367. 215. 2300. 168. 1179. 246. 16.9
65.84 10.82 11.22 4.00 130. 1408. 225. 1450. 196, 1212. 186. 16.4
39.53 5.07 5.26 0.19 800. 1430. 225. 900. 195. 1233. 109. 12.8
26.89
i
2.32 2.39 0.07 650. 1436. 215. 725. 185. 1251. 73. 8.6
E
`	 TEMPERATURE-- 750.DEG.F
THERM POW GPOW ACP P1 H1 TFW PFW HFW HNET OR EPC
82.51 12.63 13.33 0.70 1800. 1310. 205. 1950. 177. 1133, 249. 15.3
67.27 10.16 10.56 0.40 127. 1344. 225. 1400. 196. 1148. 200. 15.1
39.15 4.55 4.73 0.18 725. 1376. 225. 850. 195. 1181. 113. 11.6
i	 25.10 1.92 2.01 0.09 600. 1382. 215. 700. 185. 1197. 72. 7.7
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Tests were conducted at the original expansion ratio (ER) of 10 to 1 and at a
modified ER of'14.4 to 1. Computer simulation of the engine predicted a
slightly improved efficiency at a higher ER. The change in ER was affected on
the engine by placing a metal filler in the clearance volume i.e., the volume
which fills with high pressure steam prior to expansion.
Difficulties were encountered in getting the engine ready for testing. Some
of these were related to the long dormancy of the engine w; ►ile others were
related to undocumented development work that had been going on at the time of
cessation of steam engine work at JCE.
TEST RESULTS
Three test series were conducted. These were:
1	 Preliminary testing at the original expansion ratio (ER) of 10/1.
2	 Testing at ER of 10/1.
3	 Testing at ER of 14.4/1.
Test series No. 1 was conducted at a steam inlet temperature of 1000 deg.F.
Table 2 gives results of a computer simulation of the engine at this condition
while Table 3 gives test results. Figure 5 combines the simulation and test
results.
Between test series No. 1 and No. 2, the steam admission valves and valve
springs were replaced due to breakage of the springs. The insulation around
the cylinders was also changed from asbestos to fiberglass. Tables 4-and 5'
and Figure 6 give results for test series No. 2. Between tetst series No. 2
and No. 3, fillers were placed in the cylinder clearance volume to change the
ER from 10/1 to 14.4/1. Tables .6 and 7 and Figure 7 give results for test
series No. 3.
The anticipated effect of inlet steam temperature and power level variations
are confirmed by test results. However, the resulting values were usually
lower than expected with the difference between observed and expected results
becoming more pronounced as testing continued. Even the increase in expansion
ratio for test series No. 3, which was expected to increase efficiency, in
some cases actually resulted in lower observed efficiency.
Some observations were made of the condition of the engine and installation
during and after testing:
The cast aluminum exhaust manifold was leaking oil, water, and steam
during the tests_. Efforts to correct the problem were unsuccessful with
the result that insulation around the cylinders became less effective as
it absorbed oil and water as testing progressed. Post-test examination
of the manifold revealed pits which apparently penetrated the wall of the
casting and allowed exhaust steam, along with lubricating oil, to escape.
. .0
Post-test examination of the blow-down valve showed signs of leaking of
high temperature steam. The purpose of the blow-down valve is to allow
purging the cyli-nders of steam condensate prior to running the engine.
The plumbing on the cylinder 'side of the valve contains steam at, high
pronounced effect on engine efficiency. The valve is located where it is
difficult to see and the smoke and steam resulting from the exhaust
	 !
manifold  leak obscured the steam leak at the blow-down valve.
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pressure and high temperature, and a leak in this location has a
Post test examination of the simulated automobile air conditioning
compressor revealed a defective bearing. This bearing had been checked
and found to be operable prior to testing. It had evidently deteriorated
during testing and was absorbing a significant amount of engine power by
the time testing was completed.
Prior to initiation of tests, a check of steam admission valve lift
indicated a valve lift of .040 inch. N post-test check showed a slight
decrease in this parameter . There is a 5/8 inch diameter single valve
per cylinder, Previous engines had used two 3/4 inch valves per cylinder
with .070 inch lift. The effect of this significant decrease in valve
opening from previous engines is observed during high mass flow when
steam pressure in the steam chest is much higher than expected from
computer simulations, indicating probable choking of the steam flow. The
effect on efficiency is not known but it is probably detrimental.
CONCLUSIONS
Engine performance was generally satisfactory. The effect of temperature and
power level variations was demonstrated, Engine efficiency was considered
good although lower than projected by computer simulations. The effect of
change in expansion ratio was not demonstrated because of engine deterioration
during testing.
The discrepancy between expected and observed performance as well as the
deterioration in engine performance is probably due to engine defects revealed
by post-test inspection. The expander used in this test program had never
been operated before and consequently, the defects had not been previously
observed. Correction of these defects would very likely produce an engine
with performance equal to that predicted by computer simulations.
SUMMARY
Ft
The Jay Carter Enterprises Paratransit Vehicle steam engine was tested over a
range of conditions which (night be experienced by the power converter
subsystem of the Small Community Solar Thermal Power Experiment.
_Somie difficulties were encountered getting the engine ready for testing.
These difficulties were related to the five year dormancy of the entire system
and to incomplete development work that had been going on at the time of
cessation of ` steam engine work- at JCE .
Other difficulties were encountered during testing. These were related to the
fact that the particular expander being tested had never been run before and
possessed some manufacturing defects. Nevertheless, the engine was operated
successfully and results of testing do verify results of computer simulations
s	 ,
of the engine in regard to the effect of temperature and power level
variations. Engine efficiency was good but generally lower than expected and
performance dropped as testing continued. The effect of change in expansion
ratio was not demonstrated because of deterioration in engine performance.
Pos es-test inspection revealed numerous correctable defects which were believt %4
to be responsible for these observed shortcomings.t
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Engine performance was generally satisfactory and further testing afte r
correction of defects should produce results in agreement with computer
simulation results.
SOLAR TESTS ON THE CANTER SYSTEM ENGINES
Each of the Carter engines was tested using steam generated in the Garrett
Steam receiver mounted on the TRG (Figure 8).For these experiments a mobile
steel enclosure c^a erected at the base of the TBC and insulated steam lines
were led from the steam receiver down the dish structure and to the engines
w i thin the enclosure. Because of the anticipated thermal losses associated
with the long steam lines, the temperature and pressure of the incoming steam
were measured at a point just ahead of the engine. The particulars for
instrumenting and operating the two engines differed, and data from both were
subject to considerable uncertainty because there was insufficient time or
resources to develop refined control and instrumentation systems.
Three-phase,; 240 Volt, induction motors were used as alternators, feeding
power to the SCE grid as a means of absorbing the power developed by the steam
engines. These off-the-shelf units were calibrated bef orvoj and 	 The 25 HP
motor, driven by the larger engine demonstrates efficiency above 92% whereas
the 5 HP motor from the smaller single cylinder engine peaked at 82%, When
connected to the line these motors serve as starter motors for the steam
engines, running them at near synchronous speed. As the steam engines begin..,
to deliver net torque to the motors their speed rises above the synchronous
value and electric power is generated which feeds into the grid. Roth units
operated successfully to deliver useful power. _A summary of results obtained
with the two engines used i n the solar :r.gde are presented in table 8.
Table 8.
ENGINE: Paratransit Vehicle Engine
Inlet Steam: 815OF at 876 psig; 10 kWe power output
921OF at 1563 psig; 6.46 KWe power output
Condenser Exhaust
E
Engine Efficiency: 18% (including alternator) u
_t
ENGINE: Developmental Prototype Engine
Inlet Steam: 730OF at 840 psig; 1.557 KWe power output
Atmospheric Exhaust-
R
Engine Efficiency: 12% (including alternators
a
k
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Figure 8. Garrett Receiver Mounted on Test Bed
Concentrator at PDTS. Steam is Being
Vented to the Atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT
An advanced state-of-the -art
 steam turbine-generator has been developed by Me-
chanical Technology Incorporated (MTI) to serve as the power conversion subsys-
tem for the Department of Energy/Sandia National Laboratories' Solar
Total-Energy Project (STEP) in Shenandoah, Georgia. The turbine-generator,
which is designed to provide 400-kWe
 net electrical power, represents the . larg-
est turbine-generator that has thus far been built specifically for commercial
solar-powered cogeneration.
The controls for the turbine-generator incorporate a multiple, partial-arc en-
try to provide efficient off-design performance, as well as an extraction con-
trol scheme to permit extraction flow regulation while maintaining 110-psig
pressure. Normal turbine operation is achieved while synchronized to a local
utility and in a stand-alone mode. In both cases, the turbine-generator fea-
tures automatic load control as well as remote start-up and shutdown capability.
A four-stage, axial steam turbine rotates on a 42,450-rpm pinion to drive an
1,800 -rpm
 synchronous generator through a double-reduction gearbox. At the in-
let throttle condition of 720°F; 700 psig, the turbine is designed to produce
u 400 kW  and 2,249 lb/hr of 110-psig extraction_ steam while consuming 3,591 lb/hr
of steam at the inlet throttle. In addition, the 6-psig exhaust steam is de-
signed for use in an absorption chiller to provide 164 tons of plant air
conditioning. The back-pressure turbine includes two high-pressure and two
low-pressure stages separated by the 110-psig extraction port.
Tests totaling 200 hours were conducted at MTI to confirm the integrity of the
F	
turbine's mechanical structure and control function. -Performance tests re-
sulted in a measured inlet throttle flow of 8,450 lb/hr near design conditions.
R	 The successful completion of all structural, control and performance tests has
produced a turbine- enerator uni ue
	 uas1'	 1'f` d f	 d t 4 1g	 q y q 	 ie or in us L a cogeneration ap-
plications in the 500-hp class.
a
The turbine-generator was shipped to Shenandoah, Georgia, on September 1, 1981
for installation at the Bleyle knitwear mill. It is expected that the unit will
16a
tt
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In our current struggle to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil, we have all
come to recognize the obvious benefit of improving the efficiency of today's en-
ergy conversion machinery. At today's energy prices, even a modest increase of
a few points in efficiency provides a fast return to offset the capital cost
premium, associated with more advanced, efficient equipment. It is not uncommon
to achieve payback periods of less than two years, particularly when oil is the
fuel consumed.
Likewise, but less obvious to most, the argument for high efficiency is just as
keen when dealing with renewable energy sources where the "fuel" cost is actual-
ly nil.	 For	 these renewable energy technologies such as solar, wind, ocean
thermal	 and geothermal, the incremental improvement in efficiency translates
directly to a commensurate cost reduction in the energy-gathering equipment.
Normally, the renewable resources contain a much lower energy flux than do the
conventional fossil fuels; as a result, the conversion equipment required to
produce usable thermal energy is quite large and expensive.	 For example, the
cost of generated power in a solar thermal energy system is directly tied to the
size of the collector field, which, inmost cases, is more than 50% of the total
system cost..	 Consequently, there is an enormous payoff associated with optimiz-
ing the turbine-generator efficiency at almost any price. 	 As a case in point,
consider a system whose total price is $10,000/kW, of which the collection sys-
tem cost$ 4aT $5,000/kW.	 Increasing the turbines efficiency by 10% reduces the	 3
overall system cost to $9,500/kW e because 101M fewer collectors are required, all
else remaining the same.	 Hence,	 a '1-MW system can then be built for one-half e
million dollars less than one employing a less efficient turbine. 	 This also	 -;
suggests that an additional one-half million dollars could be spent for the more
fe
efficient turbine without affecting the overall economics of the system. 	 -
It	 was	 precisely	 this	 rationale-	 that	 spawned	 the	 development of	 the
high-performance turbine-generator for the Shenandoah project.	 A performance
optimization strategy produced the turbine's unique design features that are de-
scribed herein.	 The manner in which this design strategy was implemented is the
subject of this paper.
E
r
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2.'0 THE PROBLEM STATEMENT AT SHENANDOAH
The turbine's duty cycle at Shenandoah and its performance criteria imposed a
specification that was not offered commercially in the 400-kWa size range. As a
result, an unconventional design strategy was required. Some of the major items
within the specification were:
• Total energy supplier: electric power, steam extraction, absorption
cooling
0, Optimum efficiency: design ;point to SOX electric load
1, Automatic and remote start-up and shutdown
• Automatic load following
•' Stand-alone and synchronous operation.
• Automatic extraction pressure control
• 60 Hz t .3 Hz frequency quality maintained during electric and thermal
load transients.
While the specification as a whole may appear somewhat aggressive, the most dif-
ficult requirement was the premium placed on the turbine's efficiency. As pre-
viously indicated, turbine efficiency exerts enormous leverage on total system
cost by directly impacting the size of the collection field, which is by far.the
costliest component in the system. As a matter of fact, the commercialization,
of solar thermal power generation is being paced by collector/receiver costs, -
particularly for high-temperature systems such as the parabolic dish and
heliostat/power tower configurations.
J
i
2.1 Design Strategy
The high-efficiency goal affected the turbine design in two ways. In comparison
to conventional designs, considerably higher rotational speeds were required,
y and a partial-admission, axial machine was necessitated- to achieve high
part -load performance.
{	 Recognizing that the poor performance, relatively speaking, of conventional
steam turbines in the 500-hp class is due to poor aerodynamic matching between
	 Y
the blade speed and gas velocity, the design strategy became clear; increase the
R 151
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rotational speed and	 in so don	 increase the blade seed to achieve the o ti-P	 doi g,	 P	 p a
mum expansion efficiencies,	 The Ns versus Ds correlation shown in Figure 1
clearly indicates this strategy. By increasing the specific speed, N9 from the 5
to 15 range to an Ns in excess of 50 increases the expansion efficiency by 20 to
f
30 points.
The "cost" associated with adopting this strategy is high speed.	 The 600-hp
turbine built for Shenandoah rotates at a pinion speed of 42,450 rpm, which is
significantly higher than the 3,600- to 12,000-rpm machines that typify most k
r
commercial designs.	 High speed requires high reduction gearing and its inherent
parasitic losses and, equally as important, the technical acumen to address mul-
ti-critical,
	
flexible	 shaft
	
rotors.	 Where	 these	 skills are not present or +
otherwise not used, high speed is viewed as a limiting factor to the turbine's
availability/reliability. 	 The	 fact	 of	 the	 matter
	
is	 that	 well-designed,
high-speed turbomachines have proven as reliable as their low-speed, ineffi-
cient counterparts.	 In	 a	 recent	 study'	 of	 280 high-speed turbocompressors
operating at speeds to 52,000 rpm, their availability was calculated at .9997,
based on an excess of three-million operating hours.
	 The subject turbine is
similab in design to those surveyed.
I
l
1
+
d
'a
1
a ,
'Leibowitz, H.M., Rochow, K.H., and Bryant, T.E., "The Reliability of High-Speed
Turbomach eery; A Survey of Single -Stage Centrifugal Compressors, June 1980,
MTI 80TR34, unpublished,
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3.0 TURBINE DESIGN
3.1 Aerothermal
A four-stage, partial-admission axial turbine was selected for its high design
	
k 4
point and part-load performance capability. As shown in the cross section, Fig-
ure 2, the turbine consists of a high-pressure section and a low-pressure sec-
tion separated by an extraction port (not shown), Favorable part-load
performance is incorporated in the design by a 6, 2, 2 partial-admission
strategy. At full throttle, 10 nozzle partitions extending over a 180 0 arc are
open. The number of open partitions drops to 8 for 75% load and then to 6 for
50% load.
The blading is of the impulse variety with nozzle heights ranging from .25 to
.56 inch, first stage and last stage, respectively. Wheel diameters, at the
pitch section, vary from 3.85 to 4 . 16 inches. The specific speed, Ns, and spe- 	 i
cific diameter, Ds, for each stage are plotted in Figure 3, which predicts isen-
tropic efficiencies in the 70% range, based on Bal,je ' s correlation=.
Using MTl-derived design correlations, the thermodynamic state points of the ex-
pansion process were calculated and are presentedgraphically in Figure 4. The
enthalpies represented by points A, B, 0, and D reflect a high-pressure turbine
efficiency of 65% and a low-pressure turbine efficiency of 73%. Accounting for
3
the reheat effect associated with the extraction steam at poi ,4it C and the 55/45
U	 ^
flow split between the high- and low-pressure turbines, the overall aerodynamic
	 -
efficiency is predicted to be 68%. u
if
f
2 BalSe, D.E., "A Study in Design Criteria and Matching Turbomachines: Part A -
Similarity Relations and Design Criteria for Turbines," Journal of Engineering
for Power, January 1962.
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3.2
	
Mechanical
m
The turbine/gearbox mechanical design is generically similar to a large family
of high-speed, integrally geared, overhung rotor turbomachines that have been
built	 by	 MTI	 over	 the	 past	 10 years.	 The	 selected gearbox	 is	 a	 23.6:1 -'
double-reduction	 design
	
that	 has	 successfully	 operated	 in	 a	 similar
!	 application.	 The	 first step-down occurs at a gear ratio of 4.44:1 from the
k
42,450-rpm pinion to the 9,545-rpm intermediate shaft.	 The second ratio to the b
1,800- rpm shaft is 5.3:1.	 Overall, the mechanical efficiency of the gearbox
and turbine bearing system is estimated at 92%, based on empirical data f rom the
previous application.
r	 The	 high-speed . pinion	 is	 overhung	 on	 both	 sides,	 and	 supported by	 two,
five-element, geometrically preloaded, pivoted-pad journal bearings with for-
ward and reverse thrust capability. 	 The bearings on the 9,545-rpm intermediate
shaft and 1,800-rpm output shaft are conventional, fixed-pad, cylindrical bear-
ings.
	
A power take-off gear set, rotating at 3,600 rpm, drives an integral oil
pump.	 The turbine, gearbox, and generator are all mounted on a common base
plate that also contains the lube oil sump; hence, an integrated, compact system
_	
results. i
w
-a
The pinion was integrally clachined into the turbine rotor using AISI 9310 steel.
y
The blades and nozzle partitions were electric discharge machined (EDM) from
17-4 PH stainless steel bar stock. 	 The rotor assembly is shown in Figure 5.
Each wheel has a shroud that was brazed in place after the EDM operation. 	 Fol-
lowing machining, the wheels were overspeed tested to 53 , 000 rpm, which repres-
ents 125% of design speed.
The rotor seal (Figure 6) uses a stepped labyrinth, in conjunction with buffer
air and a vacuum port arrangement, on each side of the rotor. 	 The 6-psig buffer
air vents through the gearbox and through the vacuum port, where a vacuum source
pulls	 the	 leakage	 steam	 and	 air	 together	 and	 disposes	 it	 overboard.	 In
r'	 addition, high-pressure steam is transferred from the high- to the-low-pressure 9
r
- turbine through an interconnecting pipe.	 This leakage steam combines with the
low-pressure turbine steam for additional expansion through the last stage. x.`
s
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iThe turbine, which is designed with a double overhung flexible rotor, operates
above the first and second lateral natural frequencies and below the third,
which is a torsional mode. As shown on the critical speed map, Figure 7, the
i	 margin between the second critical and the design speed is roughly 10,000 rpm.
I
	
	 At the same time, the 42,450-rpm operating speed falls below the third critical
by approximately 10,000 rpm as well.
3.3 Rankine-Cycle Performance
The turbine-generator, operating within the Rankine cycle, is designed to pro-
duce 400-kWe net electrical output at an inlet throttle flow of 8,591 lb/hr at
700 psig, 720 9F; the exhaust steam pressure is 6 psig. Between the high- and
low-pressure turbine sections, 2,244 lb/hr of steam is extracted at 110 psig.
At these conditions (excludingsolar collection system losses), the Rankine cy-
cle's overall thermal efficiency is 15.2% (see Figure 8). Predictions made for
off-design operation are presented in Table 1. Using the partial-admission
strategy, the steam rate at 50% load (200 kWg) increases to 25 . 25 lb/kWh, which
is only 15% more than the 21.48 lb/kWh steam rate predicted for the 400 -kWe de-
E
sign point.
1
3 .4 Control System
The problem statement imposed by the turbine control system requirements repres
4 ented a challen$e that was second only to the high-performance requirements of
the power conversion system. The Shenandoah turbine, as an industrial cogenera
tor, was stipulated to operate (1) in a stand-alone mode when providing Bleyle's
total energy demand and (2) in a synchronized mode in order to cogenerate with
Georgia Power Company, the local utility. In addition, all operation was to be
automatically responsive to electrical and thermal load changes, the latter im-
posed as a 110 psig t 5 psig requirement at the extraction port. Start-up and
` x
	
shutdown were to be automatic and remotely controlled.
As indicated earlier,^	 , good part - load- performance is achieved* via a
t
partial -admission schedule. 	 To accomplish this, two nonmodulating,
high -pressure arc valves are actuated at discrete power levels corresponding to
	
4
the 200- and 300-kWe load conditions. In other words, all va lves are wide open
r
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a at 400 kWe . At 300 kWe , one valve is closed and, at 200 k yle , both valves are
closed. Any set point between these load conditions is achieved by throttling
the main inlet valve.
At the extraction station, the control 3s more elaborate. Three fully modulat-
ing, pressure-controlled valves are employed to maintain the extraction pres-
sure at 110 psig f 5 psig throughout the entire operating range, i.e., for all
power settings and all extraction flow conditions. In all cases, the three ex-
traction valves, kneWdin two high-pressure are vayps and amain throttle
valve, operate in unison, automatically, to achieve any turbine map setting (see
	 t
Figure.9).
Synchronous Operation. The generator operates at a constant 1,800 rpm when syn.-
chronized to the utility. During this mode of operation, the generator load is
controlled by the operation of the load-sensing, motor-operated potentiometer.
As the load increases, an electrical signal from the potentiometer is increased
and sensed by the governor control which causes the latter to increase. This
signal is .then transmitted to the inlet throttle valve for subsequent actuation,
increasing the turbine flow and, correspondingly, the generator ,lo". o-^ 4^
Stand-Alone Operation. During stand - alone operation, the generator speed is re-
ferenced to the rated speed set point of the governor, A change in electric load
or extraction flow causes the inlet servo control valve to modulate to compen-
sate for the change, thus ensuring speed control and stability of the
turbine-generator. Under both stand-alone and synchronous operation, the _ex-
traction pressure control and high-pressure arc valve control are operational.
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4.0 MECHANICAL TESTING
To confirm the mechanical design, the turbine was Accelerated to 42,450 rpm with
the generator unloaded and on manual speed contxol. A high-speed field balance
was required to negotiate the second critical at approximately 32,000 prm. Bal-
ancing was necessitated because of the flexible shaft design which, at frequen-
cies approaching the second lateral, caused the rotor to bend and the,plane of
unbalance to shift. Initially, test, weights were plated on the two outboard
wheels in order to determine balance. Final balancing was achieved by the mate-
rial removal technique. As shown in Figure 10, the maximum displacement was
measured to be within .4 mils (peak to peak) at the design speed. Subsequently,
the response while accelerating through the second critical was essentially
eliminated.
In addition to the vibration survey the bearings were also monitored. Surpris-
ingly, the highest temperatures were recorded on the intermediate speed _shaft
where the maximum readings were 180°F. On the high-speed pinion, the bearing
temperatures all remained below 170°F. These temperatures were recorded at a
400-kWe generator load. Unloaded, the bearing temperatures were approximately
10-15°F lower. In any event, these temperatures were well within the operating
limit of 200°F.
Mechanical testing concluded with the successful check-out of the electrical and
mechanical overspeed trips, whose trigger points were set at 105°: and 107ti of
speed, respectively. In addition, the inlet stop valve closure time was meas
d t b	 4 th'10-3ure a e w i 2n x	 sec.
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5.0 PERFORMANCE CALIBRATIONS
5.1 Steady-State, Design Throttle Testing
Following the mechanical tests, performance calibrations were conducted at 200,
300, and 400 kW  at three extraction flow rates for each power setting. The tur-
bine operated at a nominal setting of 700/720/ 20; i.e., 700 -psig, 720OF at the
inlet and 20 psia back pressure. As shown in 'Figure 11, the measured throttle
flows, when corrected to reflect the design extraction flow, were slightly high--
er than predicted. At the 400-kWe setting, approximately 2% or 200 lb/hr of
additional flow was required. This penalty increased to 5% or 250 lb/hr at the
200 kW  setting, the turbine's mechanical efficiency, reflecting all
but the generator losses, was measured at 61%, three points below the design
goal of 64%.
At the 700/720/20 setting with the inlet valves fully open, the generator output
reached only 3SO jxWa ; the 10-kWe shortfall was caused by a combination of higher
losses, as cited above, as well as a nozzle area insufficient to pass the addi-
tional flow required to compensate for said losses., Consequently, the throttle
conditions were raised to 720 psig/745 OF in order to achieve the desired 400
kWe . At this setting, the throttle flow was 8450 lb/hr, based on the average of
13 data points taken approximately 5-10 minutes apart using standard ASME flow
meter practice, These data and the 700/720 throttle data are presented in Fig-
ure 11.
5.1.1 Losses
In an attempt to determine the loss mechanism(s) that caused the higher than
predicted steam rates, aerodynamic efficiencies were calculated using measured;
pressures and temperatures across each steam chest. For the high-pressure and
low-pressure turbines, efficiencies measured 65 and 67%, respectively. The
high-pressure section operated as designed, but the low-pressure turbine was six
1	 i	 67X
	
739/ 0
	 11 h	 d	 i ffi	 a 66Xpoints ow, .e.,	 versus.	 .	 vera , t e aero ynam c e, c ency w s	 ,
two points lower'than the design value. Lower interstage velocity energy recov-
i
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wery and higher aspect ratio losses in the low-pressure stages are suspected to
have caused this aerodynamic penalty.
In addition to the aerodynamic loss mechanisms cited, additional losses resulted
from labyrinth and tip seal clearances that were larger than designed. Instead
of a nominal .003-in, radial clearance, the as-manufactured parts were as?lembled
with a ,005-in, radial clearance. It was estimated that this added clearance
consumed an additional 100 lb/hr of steam.
r
Although it was not possible to empirically quantify the extent of each loss me-
chanism, it is generally belived that some combination of the aerodynamic losses
cited and seal leakage losses were responsible for the slightly higher than pre-
dicted steam rates.
5.2 Transient Testing
5.2.1 The.rma Load Response
The turbine's demonstrated response to instantaneous changes in electrical and
thermal loads is presented in Figures 12 through 14. At electric, loads of 100,
200,„ 300 and 375 kW extraction flow was changed by approximately 1000
lb/hr at rates varying from 1000 lb/hr/sec to in excess of 6000 lb/hr/sec; the
steeper rate corresponding to the greater generator loads. The corresponding
change in the electrical output frequency (normally 60 Hz) measured .45 Hz at
i	 100 kW  and gradually bocame lower as the load increased; i.e. ,  to .3 Hz at 375
i	 kWe. See Figures 12 and 13, which were measured during the most severe tran-
sient - as the extraction valvk was closed, During valve opening, the
frequency deviation decreased to less than .l Rz for all losd settings:
	
j
^	 ^	
I
In all cases except when the A_x..traction valve is closed at the 100-kW load, the
etransient response was better than the design goal of ± .3 Hz deviation. Gener-
ally speaking, the response was more sensitive to closing the extraction valve
	 j
than to opening it; this was no doubt due, inmost part, to the faster valve re-
(,- t *or	 lsponse in the case of the latter, where the steam pressure accelerates closure
	 j
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and, conversely, delays opening. The effect of generator load was to improve
the response as the load increased.
5.2.2 Electrical Load Response
Holding the extraction flow constant at the 720 psig/700°F throttle setting, the
electrical load was instantaneously changed in 25-kWe increments from 100 to 350
We . The results are plotted in Figure 14, which indicates that the frequency
deviation varied from approximately .5 to .3 Hz as the electric load was in-
creased. This is consistent with the thermal load tests; i.e., improved response
at higher loads.
These same tests, were repeated during load shedding; i.e., from 350 kW  down to
100 kW Is The response was slightly better with frequency deviations of .2 to .4
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6.0	 CONCLUSIONS
p`
g
}
x
The operational success achieved by the subject turbine -generator has astab-
lished the state of the art in industrial cogeneration equipment in the under
1-MW class.	 The ability to generate power in both synchronous and stand-alone
modes, and the stable and immediate response to thermal- and electric load tran-
sients, respresent an overall cogeneration system capability that is unique to
the industry.
Within the system itself, the conversion efficiency of the turbine is approxi- :.
mately 12 - 15% better than that offered by conventional, multi -stage turbines in
the 500-hp range, notwithstanding the subject turbine ' s slight performance pen-
alty as compared to design values (see Figure 15). 	 Moreover, the improvement
cited in this comparison includes the admission and extraction throttle losses
for the subject turbine, but not for the conventional equipment, which do not
offer these extraction features. 	 On an equivalent basis, then, the performance
improve." i^nt increases to 15-20% over conventional turbine -generator sets.
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MODIFICATIONS AND TESTING OF A 4-95
STIRLING ENGINE FOR SOLAR APPLICATIONS
H.G. Nelving
KB United Stirling (Sweden) AB & Co
W.H Percival
United Stirling, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
United Stirling of Sweden (USSw) has been under contract by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory since September 1980 to modify a model
USSw 4-95 engine, connected to a 25 kW induction alternator, for use
with a solar thermal parabolic dish electric module. The hybrid
type solar receiver (DSSR) was developed by Fairchild Industries
and integrated with the engine by the Advanco Corporation. Power-
plant testing was to take place at JPL/Edwards on a Test Bed Con
-
centrator (TBC), A description of the 4-95 engine and the in-house
program at United Stirling was given in the USSw paper presented at
the JPL Dish Solar Thermal Annual Review at Pasadena, in January
1981. Also presented in the paper was the first phase testing of
the 4-95 engine, connected to a dynamometer, with heat supplied by
a liquid fuel combustor normally installed on the engine. It is
shown in figure 1. The model 4-95 has also served as' the baseline
engine in the DOE/NASA Automotive Stirling; Engine (ASE) program
z
tl
c
4
The purpose of this paper is to describe the modifications and
testing of the standard USSw 4-95 Stirling engine, which were
required for the solar application while operating in the inverted
position. Power was absorbed by a GE induction alternator connected
to the utility grid.
Also included in this paper are the results from recent testing
of another 4-95 solar engine at the DOE/Georgia Tech solar site,
spon^tored by United Stirling. It was done in parallel with the JPL-
DSSR testing at Edwards for the purpose of comparing performance
of two USSw designed solar-only receivers, which were based on the
standard 4-95 involute heat exchanger.
SOLAR ENGINE MODIFICATIONS
After completion of the dynamometer testing., modifications to
the lubrication system for inverted operation were started. Design
and fabrications were done in cooperation with Ricardo of England
with whom USSw has a cooperative agreement. Modifications included
machining numerous holes and slots to form oil drain passages in
the crankcase bulkheads and the gas compressor housing. The goal
was to provide adequate oil drain by gravity alone. This was achieved
in static tests made at Ricardo with the crankcaseinverted as
well as horizontal. To further assure "dry sump" operation under
dynamic conditions, an external scavenging pump was installed,
driven from one of the crankshafts. The external pressure 'lubri-
cation pump was fitted adjacent to the scavenge pump. An external
oil drain tank was installed below the lowest (under all orientations)
drainage point and connected to seven crankcase outlets by short pipes.
179
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A view of the external tank and drain system is shown in figure 2.
The principal unknown during the design phase was the effect
of oil flooding on the piston rod sliding seals (termed by USSw,
the PL seal).	 Since the 'PL seals are normally in the "upper" , part
of the crankcase and,	 therefore, continuously drained, it was believed
they might be incapable of pumping outward against the additional
head of oil which might occur with the engine inverted, thereby
contaminating the engine working spaces with lubricant.
The light weight (aluminum frame) 25 kW GE alternator was
=	 f
integrated with the 4-95 engine by design and fabrication of an
aluminum alloy intercasing to match the two interfaces. 	 The two
shafts were connected by a flexible coupling.	 The,intercasng
can be seen in figure 2.
Integration of the engine/alternator unit to the Edwards TBC
mounting ring was made by fabricating a steel frame of square tubes
which forms the interface between the mounting ring bolt circle and
the engine/alternator mounts,. 	 For testing at United Stirling's
laboratory,`the main frame was attached to a secondary mounting
frame having a horizontal axis to allow rotation of the powerplant
for inverted operation.	 The powerplant and frame assemblies can
be seen in figures 2 and 3.
ENGINE TESTING
a
Engine testing was done with helium working gas, as specified	
j
by JPL. At all times the load was carried by the alternator con-
nected to the local grid. Since Swedish frequency is 50 Hz, the
engine was running at 1500 • rpm under all load conditions. The
engine was started by running the alternator as an induction motor,
usinga tapped transformer at reduced voltage to increase time to
reach 1500 rpm to about 7 seconds, in order to moderate bearing i
loading at low speeds. The engine was initially tested in the n-
verted position, with the combustor in place, to study the oil flow
distribution and the PL seal operation. Minor problems with oil
flow were solved by increasing the drainage pipe area. Initial
running while inverted gave some indication of a PL seal problem,
with oil contamination in one cylinder. However, on examination
of the seal, it was found to be improperly manufactured. After'
replacing it, no further oil problems were encountered during the
entire laboratory test program operating between horizontal and
inverted positions.
After 130 hours of initial testing, the engine was performance
tented for 25 hours, followed by 175 hours of endurance running.
The engine was disassembled for inspection at 100 hours and after
the endurance run. No problems were encountered. Further check-
out tests and demonstration runs resulted in a total of 350 hours
F
	
	
of successful operation under simulated solar dish orientation.
Incidently, the gasoline combustion system appeared to function
a
ro erl in all positions, and the induction alternator operated
s expected. Its efficiency was outstanding 	 92-93 percent.	 n
United Stirling has 	 near future designs can be expected
to approach 95 percent.
e 180
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE
The measured performance at1500 rpm for various levels of
working gas mean pressure, which is proportional to load, is shown
in figure 4. Maximum power was 22 kW electrical output, at an overall
efficiency of 31.5 percent. The average temperature of the involute
heater tubes (outer wall) was 720 oC and average cooling water
temperature was 50 oC. Auxiliaries driven by the engine included
the lubricant and scavenge pumps and the helium compressor: Based
on an alternator efficiency of 93% and a burner efficiency of 89%,	 i
the "solar" thermal efficiency is calculated to equal 38 percent
(net heat to solar heat exchanger and shaft power output),
It is estimated that efficienc;, at 1800 rpm is nearly identical
to that at 1500 rpm, and the maximum power is 20% higher, Perfor-
mance inverted was found to be the same as measured when running
upright, as was eatpected.
After completion of testing in Sweden, the powerplant was
shipped to Edwards, California in June 1981 for integration with
the DSSR and installation on the Test Bed Concentrator. Reports
on the Edwards' testing are given by JPL and Advanco..
_i
UNITED STIRLING TESTING AT GEORGIA TECH
On the campus of Georgia Tech is a sol,sr installation known
at the DOE Advanced Components Test Facility (ACTF), consisting of a
field of 550, 3 foot diameter, mirrors. By means of mechanical
shaft and cable drives, the mirrors track the sun and focus concen-
trated solar flux at the lower .level of a tower platform 70 feet
above the ground.
As a result of discussions which began in January 1981, between
USSw and the ACT S
 management, USSw contracted to test a 4-95 engine/
generator package nearly identical to the one at Edwards. The program
was intended to parallel the JPL program and provide additional
experience with solar-only receivers, in contrast to the hybrid type
used with the engine at Edwards. The initial program included
computer modeling and an optical analysis of several USSw receiver
designs. By definition, a Stirling receiver includes the engine
heat exchanger (receiver body) and the optical cavity surrounding
the receiver body. The cavity consists of a sheet metal cylinder
with internal insulation and a ceramic aperture plate. Two differ-
ent heat exchangers, somewhat resembling the standard 4-95 involute
heater, were constructed, as well as several receiver cavities
incorporating different types of insulation and reflecting surfaces'.
Some initial testing was done in August with the standard
involute heater, shown in figure 5, to verify operation and the
automatic temperature control. Working gas was hydrogen. Testing
was resumed in November, with the new receiver body installed. The
outside diameter was increased to 15.75 inches compared to 11.21
inches for the standard involute heater. Several changes were made
to the receiver. The aperture was opened to -a full 16 inches, 	 _°<
t
2
le
E	
F	
1.81
which is the maximum possible, and the engine was lowered in its
tower frame until the conical heater surface was substantially at
the focal plane.	 in addition, the Georgia Tech personnel continued
to realign the mirror field for the solar declination, which had
not been done since August. With much improved weather, 15 hours
of running was achieved over the weekend. Maximum power was 12 kW
The best run was made on November 18, after- completion of the mirror
alignment. Maximum power was 18.5 kW to the grid, with an average
of 18 kW between noon and 1 p.m., This can be seen in the accom-
panyingg chart, figure 6, of power vs, time, The pottier improvement
was achieved as the facility operators learned to optimize the hour
angle setting by observing the heater temperatures, as can be seen
on the chart oftemperature vs. time, figure 7. The engine was
operating with automatic temperature control, holding the average
at about 720 oC.
On the weekend of November 71, the engine was operated with the
second of the two new heater designs, Maximum power achieved was
16.5 kW, at about the same insolation level as on November 18.
Since the principal goals of the program had been met, the engine
was removed from the tower.
Three major achievements were realized from these tests, in
addition to the record electrical power output:
1) Solar heat exchangers were tested for the first time under-
sunlight intensities roughly equal to those from a parabolic dish
concentrator.
2) Two new solar-only heaters were tested successfully in a
running engine. Although having somewhat greater dead volume than
the standard heater, it did not appear to seriously reduce power
or efficiency. No malfunction or leakage occurred.
3) The 4-95 solarized engine has proven itself in the solar
environment. It performed as designed without requiring maintenance
to the basic Stirling cycle.
i
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ORIGINAL PU3E.
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
FIGURE 2 -- 4-95 ENGINE INVERTED w H ALTERNATOR
AND MOUNTING FRAMES
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FIGURI 3 -- 4 -95 ENGINE I NVERTFD WITH  COMBUSTOR
AND TBC MOUNT I NK RING
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DISH STIRLING SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND TEST PROGRESS REPORT
µ	 R. A. HAGLUND, VICE PRESIDENT
ADVANCO CORPORATIO N, El Segundo, California
Abstract
Advanco Coporation under contract to the Jet Propulsion laboratory with support
from United Stirling, Sweden, Solar Turbines International, San Diego, California
and the General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York, each working under
separate contracts: to the het Propulsion Laboratory, have carried out and
completed the integration and check-out of the complete Dish Solar Stirling
Thermal Power System at JPL's Parabolic Dish Test Site at Edwards Air Force_
Base, California. The test program to demonstrate this full-up Dish Stirling
Solar Thermal Electric System is well under way and the preliminary results of
the tests conducted thus far are presented. The results are very encour:_ging and
i	
show promise of high performance and efficiency. The outstanding performance
and durability of the 4-95 Stirling engine has been the highlight of this 6 month
a
1
integration and test activity. Exposure to severe heat, dust, sand and wind
during the summer months and heavy rains, high winds, including sand storms and
freezing cold in recent months has not affected the engine orthe receiver in any
noticable manner.
Integration
G .	 The Dish Stirling Solar Thermal Electric System is comprised of the following
major components and susystems.
oorrrGnfNG PAGE BLANK Noll FILMED
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOH QUALITY
Figure 2. DSSR and 4-95 Engine/Alternator
M
ro	 JPL, Test Bed Concentrator No. 2
o	 United Stirling 4-95 Stirling engine
o	 Fairchild direct coupled Hybrid DIsh `tlrling Solar Receiver
o	 General Electric 25KVA induction Alternator
o	 General Electric Utllity Interface and Substation Unit
o	 Advanco Di-.h Stirling System Control Console
The complete full-up Dish Stirling Solar Thermal Electric System when operating
"on-sun" Is Illustrated in Figure 1. The basic features of the 4-95 Stirling engine,
the 25 KYA Induction alternator and the hybrid Dish Solar Stirling Receiver are
shown in Figure 2a and 2b. The Dish Stirling System Control Console is shown In
Figure 3.
A single line schematic diagram of the electric system contained within the
Utility Interface and Substation Unit is shover, in Figure 4.
The closed loop cooling water systern including air-cooled radiator can be seen in
Figure 1.
o
r`	 Test Program a
A number of component and subsystem tests were conducted prior to the
r	 Integration activity. A separate engine test program to prove the design of the
k	 ^
E	
,
dry oil sump lubrication system to permit operation of the engine in the inverted
position was conducted by United Stirling in Sweden. A hybrid receiver
combustion and heat thransfer development test program was conducted jointly
by JPL I Fairchild and the Institute of Gas Technology prior to delivery of the
receiver to APL for Integration with the 4-95 engine.
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Integration tests with the hybrid recelver, the 4-95 engine, the Utility Interface
and Substation Unit and the Dish Stirling Control Console were conducted on the
precursor pad at 3PL Os Parabolic Dish Test Site prior to integration with the 3PL
Test Bed Concentrator. Assembly and check-out of the full-up Dish Stirling,
Solar Thermal Electric System was completed on October 2, 1981. A matrix of
the progressive sequences of test conditions starting at low power and ultimately
reaching full power at the maximum design pressures and temperature Is shown
in Figure 5.
ENGINE
PERCENT	 HEATER	 MEAN
FACETS	 TUBE
	
WORKING
(ACTIVE)	 TEMPERATURE (oC)	 PRESSURE (MPA)
	
0	 650	 7
	
25	 720	 9
	
50	 770	 11
	
80	 (820)	 (13)(15)
To achieve the initial low level of solar heat input (i.e., 25 percent active mirror
facets) the non-active mirror facets were masked as shown schematically in
Figure 6. The masking pattern that was developed by computer analysis to
assure the optimum ;solar flux pattern. The computer analysis was confirmed by
flux mapping and cold water calorimeter tests.
t
[ 
/ 
Masked Mirror Facet 
Active Mirror Facet 
Figure 6. 25% Mirrors 
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The test results obtained at the various pressure and temperature conditions with
25 percent and SO percent active mirrors facets are shown in Figures 7 and 8
{ respectively.	 By coincidence, the opportunity arose that allowed observation of
4
engine/receiver transient performance during rapidly changing cloud cover 	 {{{ i
conditions.	 As shown in Figure 9t the engine output remained essentially
constant while the insolation level changed dramatically and suddenly.	 The
combustion system provided thermal buffer energy as required to maintain
k < constant engine speed and power output.	 Low power tests in the "solar only"
mode (i.e. on sun with the combustor off) have been successful. Such additional
tests at high` power are planned.
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COMMERCIALIZATION OF PARABOLIC DISH SYSTEMS
BYRON WASHOM
ADVANCO CORPORATION, EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA
Recent federal tax and regulatory legislation has provided a short term market
window for renewable energy technologies. A number of entrepreneurial firms in
the small hydroelectric and wind technology areas have taken advantage of these
'supply side economic' incentives and signed multi-megawatt contracts for the
	
1
manufacture of their hardware and sale of its electrical or thermal output.
These same federal tax and regulatory policies are available to the parabolic dish
technology. Although the lack of comparable life cycle testing and low capital
'Ns3
cost makes parabolic dishes a less attracive investment opportunity when
compared to wind and small hydroelectric, dishes remain attractive when
compared to other venture capital investment opportunities in general. This
paper discusses a case for the parabolic dish technology, and it notes the specific
areas in need of technical or economic improvement.
4
The Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) of 1975 provided that _a small
power producer generating from renewable energy sources would be exempt from
the Public Utilities Holding Act if the size is less than 80 MW  and any fossil
fuel consumption is less than 25%. This in effect created the opportunity for
venture capitalist to establish 80 MW solar generating projects and sell
electricity either to local utilities or other customers without being subject to
the impossible federal bureaucracy of being a public utility. This new legal
201
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entity provides a middle.-man between the hardware manufacturers. and the risk
averse public utilities and the cost averse Public Utility Commissions.
Furthermore, PURPA established the basis and price by which the utilities must
purchase the electricity and the basis for establishing the price Is known as the
Fuel Avoidance Cost (FAC) and It is escalated quarterly. The FAC may Include
fuel operations and maintenance, reduced transmission losses, opportunities to
sell power to other utilities, load management, avoided or retired capital, and
reduced reserve margin requirements due to higher system reliability.
The Energy Tax Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-618) and the Crude Oil Windfall Tax Act of
1980 (P.L. 96--223) provide a supplemental investment tax credit of 15% for
	 u
special energy property Installed prior to December 31, 1985. Solar thermal
technologies are now classified afi special energy property. Thus, a purchaser of
solar thermal property would be eligible for the regular 10% business investment
tax credit and a 159 energy tax credit on the basis of the capital cost. This Is
,K
I
particularly advantageous to parabolic dish technologies where the Initial capital
cost is extremely high and the operational cost is relatively low. Utiitles by the
way are Ineligible for these energy tax credits; thus, venture capital groups now
have a decisive advantage over utilities in financing renewable energy projects.
i The Economic Recovery Act of 1981 (P.L. 97-34) created the Accelerated Cost
Recovery System for property placed in service after 1980. Generall,y :,. the
statutory recovery periods for depreciation are now shorter than the most
recently published ADR class lifes. It is believed that most solar thermal
technologies will fall into the five year or ten year depreciation schedule and be
subject to depreciation by the 'straight line' depreciation method.
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The Energy Recovery Tax Act of 1981 provided for exemption of the 'at-risk+
provision for special energy property. Previously a private investor could only
take, for tax purposes, a cummulative deduction from his income up to the
amount of money he has at risk in the venture. No further losses may be
deducted until such time as the investment begins to show net positive taxable
Income. Exemption of special energy property encourages the risk capitalist to
increase the leveraging (i.e., the debt to equity ratio) of his project by securing
the maximum amount of non-recourse debt. This admittedly Is difficult with
solar equipment projects riot providing the. required collateral to the lender
because of doubtful resale value, but it does remove a potential barrier and it
offers creativity of securing of the debt by parties other than the owner (i.e.,
manufacturers warranties, Insurance guarantees, take-or-pay purchase
guarantees by the utilities).
Lets review the federal regulatory and tax laws stated thus far and investigate
ti 
where they are leading capital investment in renewable tecnologies. PURPA
provided a means for entrepreneurial companies to enter into 80 MW Purchase
Power Agreements with public utilities and receive a fair price according to the
provisions of the Fuel Avoidance Costs Clause. These same entrepreneurial 	 i
i
companies are encouraged to make capital investment in renewable energy
technologies by being granted a supplemental 15 energy tax credit and being
	 -
exempted from the 'at risk provision, which allows greater leveraging of the
project. The Accelerated Cost Recovery System provides a more rapid deprecia -
tion schedule thanreviousl available. Therefore Congress has provided for
i	
p	 Y	
'	 $	 p-	 k
significant up .front tax benefits to accrue to investors in solar energy equipment
who under optimal conditions receive payback of their original equity invest-
ments within the first year via tax benefits.
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This paper's enthusiasm for the present tax and regulatory provisions is not
without It's risks to all parties Involved, for there are many. This Is clearly not a
place for the risk averse. The energy tax credits require that the property be
Installed and operating by December 31, 1985; thereafter abscence of this most
significant incentive reduces the selling price depending on the projects debt to
equity `ratio, by more than 50%. It is also questionable as to the maximum
number of fully integrated parabolic dish systems that can be fully tested,
manufactured and installed prior to the 1986 deadline. The source of the
borrowed funds in a highly leverged project will look for an iron clad source of
debt servicing regardless of the profitability and performance of the project
which will require significant recourse loans on the part of the owner,
performance warranties from the manufactuers and possibly take or pay
contracts from the utilities. Lesser issues deal with stabilization of fossil fuel
prices, reduction of the maximum income tax rate on Individuals and land and
transmission line availability.
As many of you are aware the U.S. Treasury Department feinted an attempt at
repealing the energy tax credits this year. Congress expressed their continued
suport of these incentives by circulating resolutions in both the House and Senate
that strongly advised the Administration against any possible proposals. In what
must be regarded as solar energy's finest hourly politically, 64 Senators and 264
Congressmen co-sponsored the resolution. The Administration has subsequently
_i
i
In conclusion, this paper documents the alternative to the federal budget outlays
for the commercialization of solar energy technologies by creating solar
management companies/limited partnerships to take maximum advantage of
existing supply side economic incentives. This opportunity can only be exercised
once a sufficient research, development and demonstration phases of a_program
has been successfully completed. Upon completion, those manufacturers in
conjunction with venture capitalist are provided a clear investment opportunity
where the high risks are compensated with attractive economic returns. Wind,
parabolic trough, photovoltaic, small scale hydroelectric and alcohol fuel pro-
jects are fully utilizing this approach, and the parabolic dish systems have every
opportunity to do the same.
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1.0	 Introduction and Objectives
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm and the Kuwait Institute -for Scientific Research
developed together a point focusing parabolic dish, which is in its actual
configuration able to deliver process heat for the temperature range between
150 and 500 o C. This point focusing parabolic dish was identified as the
most promising solar collector for small solar thermal power stations (1).
The first collector module was tested at the Solar Energy Experiment Station
of KISR in 1979.	 In the meantime 56 dishes have been assembled in 100 KWel/
500 Kurth food/water/power complex, which is in operation in the Kuwait desert
}t
region of Sulaibyah (2).
ff
This paper identifies the utilization potential of the point focusing para-
bolic dish, summarizes its main design parameters, reports on the collectors
performance tests and describes the utilization of the collector as primary
energy source in a food/water/power complex.
F
2.0	 Utilization Potential
'	 2.1	 Process Heat Generation
The production of process heat seems to be one of the most promising applic-
ations of solar utilization in a near future. A simple system consisting out
of small collector field, a heat storage and a heat transfer system is able
to deliver thermal energy for a temperature range up to 500 o C, where
industrial process heat is requested for industrial applications as
food industry (cooling, drying, pasteurizing)
— textile industry
I
- paper industry
- concrete and ceramic industries
- steam for injection into oil fields
breweries
alcohol production.
ff
To produce process heat for these industrial applications concentrating
collectors are needed with concentration ratios between 50 and 300. In order
to keep capital and operating cost low use must be made of effective solar
collectors with efficiencies of higher than 60 to 70 %. Figure 1 shows that
208
the parabolic dish is the only collector, where the efficiency drops slowly
with increasing temperature. In the Mediterrean and North African Region
actually 20 % of the total oil demand is needed for process heat, represent-
ing a big marketing potential for near term energy utilization.
2.2 Electricity Generation
The most challenging application for the use of solar energy is the electri-
city production by small solar systems for agricultural communities in remote
areas, far away from an existing grid. The power level ranges from 50 KW
through several hundred KW up to about 1 MW.
High concentrating collectors as the parabolic dish are able to be operated
with upper process temperatures of 300 o C to 500 o C and lead therefore to
power station efficiencies of 10 to 15 % overall efficiency. Figure 2 shows.
the typical schematic design of a_solar farm with parabolic dishes, where
the collector field is coupled via a thermal storage to an Organic Rankine
Cycle; as energy conversion system.
All known farm systems, which are underdevelopment or already in operation
are based on the two loop principle, where-the absorber is operated with a
fluid in the liquid state. The absorber of the parabolic dish,.presented
in this paper, is designed in such a manner that a phase change from liquid
to vapor can take place in the absorber so that a single loop system is
feasable, which is with respect to econoony much more attractive than a two
loop system.
l
^	 1
Solar farm systems using parabolic dishes in :combination with gas turbi nes
or stirling engines are expected to be in an efficiency range of 20 p to
25, that is the same range of large tower systems operating from 500 o C
to 1200 0 C (4) .
2.3	 Cogeneration
Solar farm systems working with high concentrating point focusing collectors
can be operated with a lower process temperature, high enough to Iipply
sufficient process heat for a lot of applications, e.g. brackish andsea
eater desalination, domestic hit water, cooling etc. Cogene ration plants	 3
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of this type serve therefore as the main source of electrical and thermal
energy for integrated food/water/power complexes supporting small agricul -
tural communities in remote areas. For such settlements all the energy
required far food production, purification of water and electric power needs
can be taken from the sun. Today the cost of solar produced energy is rather
high when compared to energy generated from fossil fuel. However, for remote
areas far away from existing grids, the cost of solar produced energy by
cogeneration plants may become acceptable earlier.
The desalination of water in the Arabian Gulf area is extremely expensive.
In Kuwait, the consumer has to pay today US$ 3,2 per 1000 Gallons of desalted
water (a government subsidized price). The real production costs are much
higher, therefore the desalination of water with the waste heat of solar
cogeneration•plants seems to be an attractive concept (5)
`V
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3.0	 Development of a Paraboli c Dish Collector
3.1 Main Design Parameters
For the design of a parabolic dish collector two parameters are of main
importance;
- the rim angle qR of the mirror contour
the concentration ratio Operture area to absorber area)
The rim angle affects the surface area of the collector, as a function of the
aperture area. Figure 3 shows the effect of the rim angle, in which the
ratio of mirror area to aperture increases rapidly when the rim angle is
increased. Figure 4 shows the energy collected by a certain aperture as a
function of the rim angle. Due to decreasing optical performance of the
mirror areas near the ,edge of the paraboloid, the effectivity related to the
-	 aperture levels out when the rim angle is increased beyond 130 0.
The energy collected, related to the mirror area, therefore has an optimum
in the range of as	 90 i 110 0 , depending slightly on the mirror surface' 	
B	
^v
propert"as.
Optimizing the concentration ratio of a paraboloid collector needs detailed
knowledge on optical and thermal losses as function of the absorber size,
210'
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Before entering this optimization procedure the type and shape of receiver
must be defined. Surface receiver and cavity receiver both are candidate
types for the paraboloid collector.
e
The cavity receiver requires a considerably larger focus length for the para-
boloid than the surface receiver, thereby increasing the requirementsfor
contour accuracy, mechanical support stiffness and tracking.
The surface absorber allows for a very small focus length and is comparable
in efficiency as long as its surface reflectivity can be kept down by
coatings.
Up to 750 K several coatings are available with small reflectivity and very
small degradation rate. Therefore the surface receiver was selected as a
baseline concept for applications up to 750 K. Figure 5 summarizes the
optimization of concentration ratio using a spherically shaped surface ab-
sorber in the focus of the paraboloid.
The calculation of the absorber intercept factor was based on detailed laser
measurements and a computer calculation using these results. For the techno-
logy applied for the mirror surface and ar spherically shaped surface absor-
ber the optimum concentration ratio is in the range of 200.
3:2	 Basic Design Concept
The design of the parabolic dish collector which is shown in Figure 6 was
based on detailed configuration studies. Its main features can be summarized
as follows:
Y
k
Tracking:	 polar mounted hour axis using a computer guided
control for following the daily path of the sun.
6
Reflector dish: Six sectors of sandwich structure, plated with small
r	
black silvered flat glass mirrors each 30 x 30 mm in
size and 09 mm thi ck, are bol ted together to form
^	 the paraboloid contour, 	 ^ i
s
Absorber:	 The spherically shaped absorber is built from copper
(Fig. 7). The sphere is formed by a shell of 20 mm
thickness, at the outer surface of which a spiral
211
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.. a pan
channel is machined which afterwards is coated
with a 3 mm copper layer by electrodeposition.
It is highly insensi^ive to local peaks in heat
'	 flux distribution. This allows to keep the
absorber in a fixed position, while the reflector
is moving around the focus. Thereby flexible hot
lines are avoided and the absorber can be connec-
ted to the field piping system by well insulated
stainless steel tubes.
Mechanical rigidity and life duration capability
of the copper structure are proven up to a tempe-
rature of 750 K. So the temperature limits of
absorber structure, optical coating and the heat
transfer fluid are nearly identical and corre-
sponding to the optimum performance temperature
range of the system.
7
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E^ f3.3	 Technical Data	 or the Point Focusing bPara olic Dis	 h ,
Concentration ratio 200
r	
^)
Intercept factor 0.94
a
Ground cover area 5 x 5 m
Height 6 m
Wind'speed	 (op. /emerg.) 50/130 km/h
Thermal power 1315 KW
Aperture area 18,3 m2
Concentrator diameter 5 m
N` Concentrator material reinforced plastic
Mirror 0.9 mm facets
Rim angle 102 0
Absorber di ameter 170 mm
Absorption 0.92 x
Tracking Microprocessor-controlled
Y
x	
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3.4 Collector Performance
Initial testing of heat transfer behaviour was conducted on the absorber
using a fossil heat source, during its early stages of development, for
simulation of the-heat flux imposed on the absorber surface. These tests
were necessary to compare several energy transfer fluids like Diphyl (Dow
therm A), Marlotherm S and Santotherm 66, which are applicable for two loop
systems. During these heat transfer tests, the superiority of Diphyl was
confirmed with respect to circulation pump power required, Table 1.
i
f
Detailed environmental testing was also performed on optical surface coatings
for the copper absorber. The coating can be replaced at the site without
disassembly of the absorber. The subsequent heat treatment procedure can be
performed during operation also.
The efficiency of the collector may be obtained from the relation:
T14 + T24	 T 4 + K T1 + T2 To)
_RxExCI;_-Ext'^	 2
IxC
where
R a Ref 1 ecti vi ty,
F = Intercept factor
C(
	
Absorber absorptance
E = Absorber emittance
G„ = 5.67 x 10"8 ( W/m2 0)
Ti = Absorber inlet temperature (OK)
T2 = Absorber outlet temperature (OK)
To _ Ambient temperature (OK)
I	 Incident radiation (W/m2)
Ap	 Aperture area (m2)
`	
AA = Absorber area (m2)
C	 Concentration ratio Ap/AA
K = 20 W/m2k (experimental value)
The first collector module was installed and tested at KISR in October 1979;
i	 4
The testing continued, during 1980 to study the performance and the reliabi-
lity of the collector. Figures,8 to 10 show typical performance runs for
different operation temperatures from T = 250 o C to T = 450 0 Co'
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As already mentioned the actual absorber is covered with a non selective
coating, which has an emittance of 0.85, due to the reason that easy main-
tenance during operation had priority over higher efficiencies. Figure 11
indicates the potential improvement of the collector performance if the
actual emittance of 0,85 is decreased to 0.10.
All mechanical and optical inaccuracies are summarized by the collector
intercept factor, which is in the range of 0,92 to 0,95. This value in
conjunction with the concentration ratio of 200 may illustrate the develop-
ment status achieved with this collector.
The inherent capabilities for increasing the concentration ratio and tempe-
rature may be demonstrated by figure 12 which shows, that the thermal out-
put is completelyinsensitive to tracking inaccuracy within a range of
0,25 0.
During the last year, tests had been performed for single loop systems using
the spherical absorber for the direct generation of superheated steam. Steam
generation tests up to 500 o C indicate already, that this absorber concept
can easily be adapted also for the use in single loop systems.
Because the paraboloid collector developed principally can also be used for
high temperature cavity receivers, some predevelopment effort was also spent
on receiver concepts being capable of withstanding temperatures up to 1000 0 C.
4.0	 Application Example
A collector field consisting of 56 point focusing parabolic dishes is operated
since June 1981 in Kuwait in an integrated solar complex, whereby the rejected
thermal energy of the organic Rankine energy conversion system can be
effectively utilized, so that cogeneration of 100 KW electric power and
500 KW thermal power is available.
Figure 13 shows the collector field, where all dishes are assembled in
parallel and the collected energy is delivered to a thermal storage having
a capacity of 700 KWh.'
From the 1000 KW of direct normal radiation received by the collector field,
214
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•	 728 KW are absorbed by the collectors and 670 KW are delivered to the heat
exchanger of the energy conversion system. The energy conversion process
is presented in Figure 14, and it should be pointed out that the solar power
station was designed from the very beginning with special regard to a
^ 	 subsenuent utilization in an application program for electrical and thermal
users. The lower process temperature is on a sufficient high level to be
usable for thermal applications.
The first users of the power station require electric energy. Accordingly
to the net electric output the station provides sufficient electric power
for:
- pumping' brackish water from approximately '70 m depth to a
reservoir located at ground level
distribution of brackish water for irrigation of an area
of about 2 ha used for agriculture
to drive a reverse osmosis desalination unit delivering
potable water
to power the air ,conditioning systems of several mobil homes
- to power a data acquisition system and a small workshop.
The plant also includes several large greenhouses equipped with passive and
active evaporative cooling systems for desert operational conditions, trickle
irrigation systems, automatic moisture monitoring and irrigation control.
After the first phase of operational tests, the air cooled condenser will be
replaced by a water cooled condenser so.that the rejected heat from the plant
itself can be fed to a low temperature store from where all anticipated
thermal users are supplied. Most of the thermal energy will be supplied for
water desalination, because the Multistage Flash desalination represents
an ideal user of the waste thermal energy and allows for studying the various
scenarios for solar energy utilization of such users in a s(flar system,
where the thermal varies during the day (5). In a MSF desalination system
sear or, in this case, brackish water is heated. The heated brine may then
a
,be fed into a series of chambers ( stages) with decreasing pressure. The hot
a
brine evaporates and the produced steam condenses around the cooler condensing
tubes at, the top of each stage chamber. In each stage the condensing water
preheats the brackish /sea water feed. Whereas in -a simple distillation
215
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process 60A Kcal of 'heat yields one liter of fresh water, the MSF process has
the potential of multiplying this yield many folds. 	 4
The residual amount of the reJected heat from the power plant's condenser
will be used for the supply of domestic hot water.
5.0	 Economic Considerations
A great effort has been spent in the last years in many countries for the
direct use of solar energy for industrial, agricultural and domestic pur-
poses. The progress achieved is evident.
Nevertheless, it is obvious, that solar,
 plants are still far away from energy
costs that are tolerable under economic aspects, and that a considerable
effort will be necessary in the future to achieve -this goal.
The dominating factors for cost reduction are
increase of system performance and efficiency as far as possible
in order to minimize the solar collector area which is the cost
leading item of such plants
-decrease of production cost by cost minimizing design and serial
production for solar collectors.
	 'H
Solar power stations, which can be operated with a high system performance
and efficiency have aood chance to be compatible with fossil energy sources9	 p	 y 
in a near future. With respect to process heat production, parabolic dish
collectors can be operated in systems having an overall efficiency of 60
to 70 %. In areas with a high solar insolation, as it is the fact for all
Mediterroan areas this kind of collector can-supply an average daily amount
of 6.5 KWh1m2 , A small collector field, as it was represented in the previous
chapter, is capable to deliver approximately 1 ton of high qualify steam
per hour at a temperature level of 450 o C. Cost analyses comparing small
fossil fired plants with solar heated plants of the same dimension show than
the solar station will be compatible with an oil fired plant in the next
five years.
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Fluid vicosity10I Ian /s conductivitW/MK densityKg/m' x,spe^ific1 heat 3/qK Relative Pwfpower
	
%
Calorix HT 43 0,10 0,114 699 2,80 23,7
5yltherm 8 0,50 011ie 680 2,03 19,7
3antotherm 66 0,44 0,108 785 2178 13,0
Marlotherm 5 0,51 0,102 834 2,55 18,;
Diphyl (Dowtherm A) 7,25 0,097 We 2,26 7,5
6ilothem OMO 0,39 0,113
-952 2139 10,5
Hitoc 1076 0,603 1870 1,56 1,7
I
r
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Table
	 Comparison of energy transfer fluids in terms of circulation pump
power relative to the energy transfered (Absorber inlet temperature
2400
 C, absorber outlet temperature 350 •
 C; fluid properties at
290•
 C peak host flux 25 W/cm')
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THE FRENCH THERMO-HELIO-ELECTRICITY-KW (THEK) PARABOLIC DISH PROGRAM
1
Among the several research and prototype development programs
which were started by Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS) in 1975, the THEK program aims to develop parabolic dish
j
	
	 solar thermal power plants to produce thermal, mechanical, or
electrical energy within the range of a few tens of thermal KW to
some MW, at a temperature up to 3500 C.
r
This program handled by Marseille Heliophysics Department
involves three phases:
1) Design, construction, and experiments on two varients
of laboratory prototype collectors to prove the feasibility of
such collectors.
2) Based on the results of Phase 1, the aim of this phase
is to start industrialization of collectors and to design, build,
and experience an installation featuring 10 collectors to produce
process heat.
3) Construction and implementation of demonstration collector
fields to real applications.	 7
PHASE THEK 1 (1976 - 1979) 	
j
The collector unit which has been chosen after preliminary
studies is a parabolic dish made of flat elementary minor elements
'
	 approximating a paraboloid of revolution. The main specifications
of such a collector are; Surface
	
50 m2
Focal Length	 4.8 m	
oqf
A
T7
i
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s
{Concentration Ratio	 250
J.	 Tracking Accuracy	 1/100 radians
Receiver
	
Black tube
Heat Transfer Fluid	 Thermal oil
Output Temperature
	 3250 C
Efficiency (800 W/m2 )	 70%
Thermal Power
	 28 kWth
Two varients of collectors have been constructed and experi-
mented during Phase TREK 1. These two collectors had the same
optical, and thermal performances, but their structure and mechan-
isms were different (see figures 1 and 2).
In addition to the primary thermal loop (collector/storage
tank), using thermal oil as heat transfer fluid, a secondary
thermal loop was installed featuring a steam generator feeding
a piston engine, itself connected to a DC generator.
1
The first objective has been fully attained. The prototypes
allowed regulated production of thermal energy by heating a single
phase heat transfer fluid up to 3000 C. with an instantaneous
total efficiency of nearly 70% in nominal conditions.
Tests conducted over a two-year period on these collectors
served to initiate their industrial development with a greater
knowledge of the subject.
PHASE THEK 2
A. Industrial Manufacture of Collectors.
To perform the first goal of Phase TREK 2 a detailed manu-
facturing design with cost analysis and production drawings have
been made. Then, two contracts have been given by COMES (Solar
Energy Commission) in 1980 to two companies* to realize two in-
dustrial prototypes each.
*BERTIN associated with CREUSOT LOIRE; The Societe de Propulsion,SEF
227
RThese four collectors are presently installed in Saint-
Chamas (near Marseille) and have been running tests for two months.
The first measurements show an optical efficiency (low
temperature efficiency) between 77% and 81%. The efficiency at
3250
 C., which is the maximum operating temperature for the thermal
oil, are between 70% and 72%, as already measured on the two SEP
collectors.
B. TREK 2 Experimental Power Plant.
The construction of a field featuring some ten collectors
will serve to analyze the different problems raised from elementary
collectors to the operational field of several tens of collectors.
These problems arise at various levels and involve the following
choices:
 Heat Transfer Fluid
Heat Storage Fluid
Fluid Collection Circuit
Controls to be Automated
Monitoring System
Power Plant Management Strategy ( in line with upstream
and downstream external conditions, such as, atmospheric
conditions, load power draw, etc.
The design studies have been conducted in 1980 for a nominal
100 collector field to produce steam at 1800 C.	 10 bars. In
order to experiment the solutions adopted in these studies a 10
collector field will be installed in Saint--Chamas. The schematic
of this experimental power plant is given on Figure 3. The hea t
transfer fluid in the collectors will be pressurized water at
2600 C. - 60 bars.	
µ
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The heat storage fluid, in the tank, will be saturated
water at a temperature varying between 180 0
 C. - 10 bars and
i	 2250 C. - 23.5 bars.
aT
a	 The steam at 1800 C. - 10 bars will be obtained from the
i	 steam in the upper part of the storage tank through an expander.
COMES has issued a tender last month for the collectors
N
and another tender will be issued by Heliphksics Department
tt
f	 before the end of this month for the other parts of the plant.
Then, the construction of the THEK 2 Experimental Power Plant
will begin early in 1982, and should be completed within nine months.
PHASE THEK 3
Application of TREK collectors has already started with the
construction of 11 collectors (75 m 2 each) as an auxiliary heat
source for the central tower power plant THEMIS.
The first industrial_ applications will probably he concerned
with steam production for Agro-Food industries in Southern France.
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE CERAMIC HEAT EXCHANGER
ELEMENT FOR A SOLAR THERMAL RECEIVER
Hal J. Strumpf
avid M. Kotchick
Murray G. Coombs
AiResearch Manufacturing Company
A Division of The Garrett Corporation
Torrance, California 90509
ABSTRACT
A study has been performed by AiResearch Manufacturing Company, a division
of The Garrett Corporation, on the development of a high-temperature ceramic heat
exchanger element to be integrated into a solar receiver producing heated air.
A number of conceptual designs were developed for heat exchanger elements of
differing configuration. These were evaluated with respect to thermal perform-
ance, pressure drop, structural integrity, and fabricability. The fabrication
analysis was performed by the Norton Company, a ceramic manufacturer acting
as a subcontractor to AiResearch on this study: The final design selection
identified a finned ceramic shell as the most favorable concept. The shell
is surrounded by a larger metallic shell. The flanges of the two shells are
sealed to provide a leak-tight pressure vessel. The ceramic shell is to be
fabricated by an innovative combination of ship casting the receiver walls and
precision casting the heat transfer finned plates. The fins are bonded to the
shell during firing. The unit is sized to produce 2150°F air at 2.7 atm pressure,
with a pressure drop of about 2 percent of the inlet pressure. This size is
compatible with a solar collector providing a receiver input of 85 kw(th).
Fabrication of a one-half scale demonstrator ceramic receiver has been completed
by Norton.
INTRODUCTION
A study has been performed by AiResearch Manufacturing Company, a division-
of The Garrett Corporation, on the development of a high-temperature ceramic
heat exchanger element to be integrated into a solar receiver producing heated
air. The study was funded by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) under Contract
No. 955875.
t
A number of conceptual designs were developed for heat exchanger elements
of differing configuration. These were evaluated with respect to thermal
performance, pressure drop, structural integrity, and fabricability. The
fabrication analysis was performed by the Norton Company, a ceramic manufac-
turer acting as a subcontractor to AiResearch on this study.
The two most favorable designs were chosen for further evaluation. From
	
t
this evaluation, the selected concept emerged. A detailed preliminary design
and fabrication analysis was performedfor this concept. In addition, ,a fabri-
cation demonstration program was conductedby Norton. The outline of the study 	 }
program, divided for convenience 'into two tasks, is shown in Figure ,1.	 z:
.t	 Y
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Figure 1. Program Approach
	 Al"38
This paper concentrates on the details of the selected design. The
conceptual design study and selection process are reported elsewhere-1
	
L
ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The function of the solar receiver is to absorb sunlight, using the energy
to heat the working fluid (air). The sunlight is focused by a concentrator;
the focal point of the concentrator is located at the receiver aperture.
Figure 2 shows a conceptual concentrator and solar receiver system.
The concentrated incident solar flux is distributed on the interior walls
and heat transfer surfaces of the receiver. Most of the energy is absorbed by
	 g
the air; the remaining energy escapes back through the aperture or is host
r
	
	 from the outer surfaces of the receiver. A generalized schematic of a solar
receiver is shown in Figure 3.
3
i 1A High-Performance/Low Cost Ceramic Heat. Exchanger for a Solar Thermal
Receiver, AiResearch Report 81-1 52 to be published
r
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Figure 2. Solar Collector Module
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Figure 3. Solar Receiver Schematic
a
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hThe applications for the hot air produced by the ceramic solar receiver
may be in the areas of electric power, fuels and chemicals, or industrial
process heat. It is clear that precise design requirements cannot be developed
until, at the very least, the receiver application is selected. It Is neces-
sary, however, to develop problem conditions in order to conduct the present
study. A convenient and typical set of conditions is available for a power
producing solarized automotive gas turbine (AGT) engine being developed by
the Garrett Turbine Engine Company. This engine configuration is referred to
as the Mod I. The design point for the solarized AGT receiver is given in
Table I. In order to heat the working fluid to the requilred temperature, a
ceramic heat exchanger element is required because metallic material limits
would be eueeded. The material selected for the present study, siliconized-
silicon carbide manufactured by the Norton Company (NC -430), has an upper
temperature limitation of around 24000f.
JPL has specified an aperture diameter of 8 in. In order to limit
incident flux spillage outside the aperture, a concentrator with a slope error
of no greater than 1 mrad is required. From representative flux distribution
curves for concentrators of this accuracy supplied by JPL, AiResearch flux
mapping techniques were used to develop cavity wall incident flux distribution
maps for the cavity sizes of interest to the present study. These techniques
are described in another publication. 2 The generated incident flux distribu-
tions are symmetrical in the circumferential direction of the receiver. A
typical generated flux profile is shown in Figure 4 for both incident and
absorbed radiation.
TABLE 1
RECEIVER DESIGN POINT
Working fluid
Outlet air temperature
Inlet air temperature
Inlet pressure
Maximum pressure drop
Receiver input power
Air
2150°F
1580°F
2.7 atm
4.0 percent of inlet pressure_
85 kw(th)
2Eastwood, J. C., Open Cycle Air Brayton_Solar Receiver Phase I Final Report,
AiResearch Report 79-15677, February-1379.:
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Figure 4. Typical Heat Flux Profiles
i
The thermal input to the working fluid is not specified. Therefore,
neither the working fluid flow rate nor the desired cavity efficiency is given.
The cavity efficiency is defined as the ratio of the working fluid thermal input
to the specified receiver thermal input. The cavity efficiency takes into
account the receiver thermal losses, including radiation and convection losses
out the aperture opening and losses from the receiver outer surface. The cavity
efficiency is, of course, a function of receiver geometry and temperature level.	
z
F
It is desired to minimize receiver size and weight, because small size
improves fabricability and enhances survival probability. In addition, small
a.
	
	 size aids in mounting and packaging of the receiver. A secondary consideration
is to maximize the receiver cavity efficiency.
The receiver consists of a cylindrical main body, a flat or hemispherical
i	 closed end, a conical aperture end, and an incident radiation reflection skirtlocated around the aperture. The skirt helps direct any incident flux that
spills over the aperture opening into the cavity. The closed end and cylin-
drical body of the receiver are covered with insulating material. An outer
case surrounds the insulation. This is the general arrangement shown in
Figure 3 (the reflector skirt is not shown, however). Figure 3 shows that the
< fluid inlet section is located at the aperture end, and the outlet section is
at the closed end. Due to the nature of the flux distribution (see Figure 4),
this arrangement has'been found to yield a lower maximum wall temperature and
a higher cavity efficiency than an otherwise identical receiver with opposite
flow direction.
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SELECTED DESIGN
Concept Definition
The selected sular receiver concept is shown in Figure S. A cylindrical
ceramic shell, with a slightly convex closed top and flanged bottom, acts as
the inner wall of the receiver, absorbing the incident solar radiation. Bonded
to the outer surface of the shell is a ceramic finned plate, which acts as the
heat transfer surface for heating the working fluid air. Details of the finned
"
	
	 plates are shown in Figure G. The fins can be either plain or offset (offset
fins are shown in Figure 5).
Plain fins form a series of discrete flow passages that enable hydro-
dynamic and thermal development of the flow. Offset fins form interrupted
flow passages with accompanying flow migration among the passages. The off-
sets preclude the development of the flow by disrupting the fluid boundary
layer. This results in an increase in the fluid heat transfer coefficient
and pressure drop As shown in Figure G, the fi ns form an integral unit with
ithe plate. This s different from conventional metallic plate-fin assemblies,
which consist of separate fin sheets bonded to a plate.
As shown in Figure 5, the fins are in the cylindrical section of the
shell. There are no fins in the top or flange regions.The outer boundary
of the flow passages is defined by the insulation, which is expected to be
of two types. The inner portion forming the flow passages is an air setting
coating cement, which hardens to form a rigid, non-porous boundary. The outer 	 j
insulation is a high temperature, blanket-type alumina-silica product. The
insulation also forms the outer boundary of the outlet duct, as shown in
Figure 5
Outside the insulation is a metallic outer shell (continuing into the
outlet duct region). The metallic structure is sealed to the ceramic shell
using a "Flexitallic" chevron seal between the metallic and ceramic flanges.
The seal consists of a spirally wound strip of metal and ceramic filler on a
F	 metallic mandrel. This type of seal is under development in another AiResearch
program, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Project 5452, "High Tempera
tune Ceramic Heat Exchanger. 	 The sealed ceramic and metallic shells form an
assembly that acts as a_pressure-containing vessel for the working fluid. The
pressure loading acts in the direction to improve the seal. Note that the insu-
lation is not pressure loaded and does not act as a structural member.
The working fluid flow path can be observed in Figure 5. Space left
between the end of the fins and the ceramic flange serves as a flow distribution
manifold. Fluid enters the manifold through a duct formed by the insulation,
is distributed around the cylinder, and flows up through the fins. The fluid
j
	
	
is collected at the top of the heat exchanger and exits through the outlet
duct.
The distribution manifold must be sized large enough to ensure good flow
distribution,, Insufficient manifold flow area might cause flow starvation in
	
.
the passages most distant from the inlet duct.
r
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Analysis and Sizing
The receiver thermal analysis was performed using the AiResearch receiver
computer program, RECMDL. This program performs the required conduction,
convection, radiation, and fluid stream calculations along with pressure
drop calculations topredict the overall cavity efficiency and pressure
losses. The program models the receiver as a finite element grid; the output
includes a complete nodal temperature map of the receiver (solid and fluid).
F	 It should be mentioned that RECMDL models the receiver geometry in two
dimensions--axial and radial. Hence, complete circumferential symmetry is
assumed for both absorbed flux and surface temperature. This would appear to
be a good assumption for an accurate mirror/collector system and uniform heat
exchanger flow distributi,it. Although RECMDL can be used for eether transient
or steady-state analysis, only the steady-state mode was required for the present
study, in accordance with the steady-state problem conditions of Table 1.
To meet the design point of Table I while maintaining all surface tempera-
tures below 2400 0F, the minimum receiver size listed in Table 2 was required.
The receiver operating characteristics are also given in Table 2. The active
length is the length of the fins, while the overall length includes the flange
and convex top. The manifold flow area is sufficient to limit the flow mat-
distribution to less than 4 percent. The core pressure is well under the
allowable, leaving pressure losses available for the ducts, manifold, and
top region. The cavity efficiency is based on f in. of insulation around the
entire receiver and includes all aperture and surface radiation and convection
losses.
TABLE 2
RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS
Ceramic shell ID 18 in.
Ceramic shell OD 19.3 in.
Active length 24	 in.
Overall length 30.5	 in.
Wall thickness 0.25 in.
Manifold flow area 9 sq in.
Fin count 5 per in.
Fin height 0.375 in.
Fin offset 0.6	 in..
Fin thickness (average) 0.040 in.
Pressure drop (core only) 1.87 percent
Cavity efficiency 0.852
Maximum wall temperature 2388°F
i
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The surface temperature map for the receiver is shown in Figure 7. The
temperatures are for the inner receiver wall. The maximum temperature is
at the top of the receiver, even though the maximum absorbed flux location
is well down the receiver (see Figure 4) because of the absence of extended
heat transfer surface (fins). In an effort to maximize the heat transfer,
the velocities can be kept high by forming a narrow flow passage at the top
with the insulation. The flow passage is shown schematically in Figure 8.
Based on the temperature map of Figure 7, a three-dimensional stress
analysis was performed using the standard ANSYS computer code. The calculated
maximum tensile stresses are presented in Table 3 for the top, cylinder,
and flange sections of the receiver. The tensile stress is invariably the
key stress for ceramic designs since the compression strength is much larger
than the tensile strength. The stress directions are in reference to the
receiver; i.e., circumferential is around the receiver, axial is along the
receiver axis, and radial is outward through the receiver walls and fins.
To limit the modeling effort and computer time -usage, temperature gradients
in the radial direction were not considered. These gradients are not expected
to add significantly to the stress levels since the fins are unrestrained and
free to grow in the radial direction.
i
2264
2388
2245
2236
;2237
+2255
E	 _
t
A40"
Figure 8. Receiver Top Retails
TABLE 3
RECEIVER MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESSES, PSI
A
a
Section Circumferential Axial Radial
Top 120 560 1800
Cylinder 5900(1) 2800(2) 1100(3)
Flange	 7300	 JGO	 2700	 N
l
(1) At top near donee
(2) Near center
(3) At bottom near flange
E
The maximum stress level is about 7300 psi in the flange region. Previous
experience with the NC-430 material suggests that tensile stresses should not
exceed about 8,000 to 10,000 psi for a highly reliable design. The maximum
predicted stress is probably acceptable, although somewhat on'the high'side.
As shown in Figure 7, the temperature gradient is large in the flange region.
It should be _possible to reduce this gradient, and the accompanying stresses,
by selective insulation of the flange. Varying the flange thickness is another
	 p
potential approach to reducing the stress level. Further details concerning
t	 the stress analysis, including the AResearch probabilistic approach to cer^
antic design, can be found in Reference 1.
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FAURICATION TLCNNIOUL
Fabrication analysis conducted by AiResearch and the Norton Company indi-
cated that the host desirable fabrication al , proach using statr-of-the-art
techniques was a combination of precision and slip castinS. 	 iip casting can
be explained with the aid of Figure 9. A plaster of Paris mcld is constructed
in the obverse shape of the desired tart. A solution or slip of silicon carbide
particles is poured into the mold. The ceramic part is formed by deposition of
these particles as the solution is absorbed by the plaster mold. the excess
slip is drained and the cast shape air dried. The resulting shrinking allows
the cast to separate from the mold. Any mold curvature must be in a direction
that allows for cast shrinkage and separation without any cracks forming in the
casting.
• lab"
Figure 9.	 Slit Casting
Precision casting is recomilended for hichly detailed parts. As shown in
Figure 10, a plastic mass of silicon carbide particles is formed into the
desired shape by pressing into a mold. Air setting binders in the elastic mix
rigidize the ceramic part. The mold can then be stripped aWay leaving the
cast piece.
The proposed combination cf techniques is explained with the aid of
Figure 11. The ceramic shell is slip cast in two pieces, one piece for the
cylinder and top sections and a separate piece for the flange. The cylindrical
cross-section is rot circular, however, but poly gonal. This results in a
series of flat facets along the cylinder outer walls. Twelve to sixteen facets
are required. The facets will he slightly less defined on the inner receiver
surface.
The finned plates are to be fabricated by precision castine, with the
width of each plate equal to the facet width. For ease in stripping the cast-
ing from the mold (see Figure 10), the length of the plate is lin • ited so that
two or three pieces are required for each facet.
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are bonded l togethercduringr firding l ing a silicon environment.
finned
The si licon
pl at esip	 Y	 precision
 i
absorbed by the silicon carbide resulting in the formation of the siliconized-
silicon carbide material (NC-430).
FABRICATION DEMONSTRATION
The Norton Company has fabricated a one-half scale ceramic receiver using
the techniques described above. Full-size fins Were used with the reducedsize,
sixteen-sided cylinder, as shown schematically in Figure 12. A photograph of
the fabricated receiver is shown in Figure 13. The slip cast shell was fabri-
cated in one piece, with the flange integral with the cylinder.
15.25
IN.:
r	 1
PRECISION CAST{	 ,	 OFFSET FINS	 1(FULL SIZE)
1.5 1N.
SLIP CAST CYLINDER(1/2 SCALE)
A-2230	 ,.1
1
Figure 12. Fabrication Demonstration Model -
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Figure 13. One-Half Scale Ceramic Receiver
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Ceramic high Temperature Receiver
Design and Tests
During the fuel shortage of 1974, Sanders' management determined that the crisis was not simply an acute
i rite rruption ofsupplies, but wasa significant indicatorof anevolvingchronicenergy shortage of worldwidescopc"
A review of Sanders'tcchnology showed two areas of potential applicability to energy concerns, software and high
temperature ceramics, Software for energy management was already an evolving technology, but Sanders'
experience with and knowledge of high temperature ceramicmatrices provided a unique niche wherein we could
transfer established technology to it new problem area and ultimately provide economically viable hardware to a
worldwide market.
Sanders had been supplying infrared countermeasure (iRCM) systems to the military for the onboard
self-defense of aircraft against heat seeking missiles. The systems use it combustion system to provide flue gas
heating of a silicon carbide honeycomb matrix. The heated matrix then radiates 1 R energy to foil alts, heat seekers,
Generally, the matrix operates in the I RCM systems above 1000° C, so the material, it was reasoned, could be used
as a high temperature absorber of concentrated sunlight:
in the fall of 1974, Sanders built  "reduction to practice" n, Ael of the recciverand performed verification test
at the ,5 kW level, Since then, Sanders has been active in a • umber of contracts, funded by DOE, developing
technology for its eventual application to commercial solar-thernial-eiectricconversion systems,
The High Temperature Solar Thermal Receiver, which was tested tit Edwards AFB, CA during the winter of
1980-1981, evolved from technologies developed over a five year period of work.. Subsequent to our "concept
proof" work we were funded by NSF to build and test a 10 kW thermal receiver. This receiver was tested at the
Army Solar Furnace at 'White Sands, NM in 1976. The receiver, shown in Figure 1, was tested successfully at
1768° F and showed thermal efficiencies, of 85 070. The results were sufficiently promising to lead ER DAto fund our
development and test of  250 IW receiver to measure the efficiency of an open cavity receiver atop a central tower
of a heliostat field. This receiver was required to be design scalable to 10, 50, and 100M W-electric sizes to show
applicability to central power tower receivers, That receiver employed rectangular silicon_ carbide panels and
" .s rtical stanchions to achieve scalability. The construction was shown to be fully scalable; and the receiver was
operated at temperatures up to 2000° F to achievethe performance goals of the experiment during tests at the GIT
advanced components test facility during the fall of 1978.
t
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Figure I Installcd at I	 \rite, Hcat Furnace N hite Sands \ \1
Dming 1979, Sanders participated m it system tradcoff .turfy of till Ok' air hrayton receivers tut use on a
paraholic dr.h concent!ator. Bra yton .\.term were shown to operate in the afar appli, ton roost econunucall%
with low prc.•ure ratio%. with 80-90 1 '(' recuperation of waste heat. and with iiuhme inlet temperatures of IWO'F
.indaho.e(toapproimiatel\2NX)'F).InIigtitulthe.etmding%.tiander.wa%cuntIactcdh%.114 to de\clupadc%Ign
concept for .i Ifrgh I cniperature Solar I hernial Rccei yer and to rise.% its producibility. I he de.rgn was to he
compatible with operation in the 2(1411)-10114) I- temperature range at pre.sures from 1 1) to 7.0 atnt ahs. I hat .tud\
concluded that a cost effecli.c reemer could he huilt to operate at temperature. to 2MN)° h to the desired ptcssure
range I he conceptual design that wa. dc\clupcd used a6anced ceramic material. as a n ►ean% of achiey u ►g long Site
at cost eltecti\c price..
I he stud\ contract was suh.eyuenth modified to provide for the design. fabrication, and test of a recci,ci
during 19140 1 he artist's depiction of the reccncr. I igure 2. shows the salient features of the Cermaic High
Temperature Receiver.
: tic .pecilicd high opciating icnip-ature%e..entiall\ eliminated all metals from consideration lot use wnhin
the recencr %letal.could ha%c been used. but would ha\e required acti,ccooling and would ha,c then reptewmed
a .igniticant eflicienc% loss. Ccrarmcs are t\picall\ considered too sensili%e to ;hernial and mechanical .hock to
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I ipure 2. 1tic IIigh Icntperaturc Solar Keccrccr I)c%ign Cmicept Has I)e%cIoped in 1970
,order the transient conditions anticipated in the solar pataholic dr.h enwonment, hilt can he used It carctull%
'ciccted ,Ind conlr);ured Internal structure and the then mal impedance is pro%Ided he use tit a semi-rigid Iihrous
ceramic m%til.r ion dc,r);ncd till l.rins. I he particular matemil. %himn in cross hatch. is a John%-%laneille product
suuahle Ior use at temperatures to 271X)` I-. 1 he tieC reccncr matt rs r. an c\iru%wn. hc%cled ar.d mortal to loan a
tccckc sealed p\ramrJ Orientation and si/InE of the Ilo" channels in the maim pro\tdes lot cilrcrent, pct
destrihuted.ah.orptron tit thesolarenerpneccssantoachrecrpanellongoi1% I tic nulllitcstoragemediapro\ides
thcrtn,rl hullerrng to the output mr. Sudden loss of solar Input clue to passing clouds are termination of traclsutg
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results in a gradual change of receiver output tcntpctatuic: the huffer limih output temperature change% to shout
70°1- per n ► uriiw 11,- window i% made of fused quart/ and ahsoihs onh 1'r' of the passntg solar. I  icrad ► ation is
reduced by 30"1 at high operating temperature.. At loner ten ► peraime%. the I  wradiation is almost t.ompletely
Mocked by the window Con%wii,c air translcr thtuugh the aperture ► s eliminated by the window Hnalh, the
window seak against the pressure load and pct units use of the iecencr d ► recth In the fpressut dl hrayton cycle
without nerd for an intervening heat cvchangci When coupled with Stirling or Rankine engine., the ceramic
receiver can supph power without severe transients and localvcd high heat Ilu,.rs Much have plagued solar
•i1 nccation of tilesc cngutcs.
I he high tenipciature receiver, shown tit I igure during fabrication, shuns the quart/ aperture window and
aircooled flange on the left. The prchcater a.scrnhh, at tl c i ight, provided Inlet air to the receiver at tcn ► perattires
%imulating cr►gine regenerator exhaust temperatures. I is control system developed for use in last year% test
provided \aluahlc experience tit 	 control of it	 operating tit 	 h^hrid mode.
I igure z	 I hr II I sR .nd Prchratcr ASSLIIII)k .uc l ap.ihlr ul lk hied (IpciatIOn
I he High lcntpetatut Rccener Program culminated in.laruary 1981 witi thesucceaful tcst tit the reccnerat
ntaxnnum output tetttperatures of 2(d10+"1
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"Typical of the kinds of technology dcvelopmcntengendered by DOE/.I PL funding of component programs is
the research and development in Silicon Carbide applications and processes, In the United States, Ca ► rborundum
and Norton have research labs working oil fabrication of SiC compottents'for chemical processes, engines, and
solar receiver components, in Japan, NOK is aggressively pursuing sintered silicon carbide technology, In
Germany, Anawerke is developing methods for partnership with US firms, The Sanders receivers have tracked the
state of the art,, our receivers have used the latest available SiC materials throughout the ev011.10^ of receiver
technology. Ourearly receivers--,5 kW and 10 kW--used materials based oil rolled corrugate. T,, .0 matrices
used in the experimental receivers were developed specifically for use in our I RCM systems and were fitted to the
receiver with essentially no modification.
While ibis material wassubjeet to delamination and demonstrated marginal structural integrity, it performed
satisfactorily in the very harsh airborne environment with the help of ,I clamp, The need for a
compressive clamp limits Ilse of the SiC panel to temperatures that will not destroy the clamp--about 2000°F,
Potential for mass production processes to reduce panel cost is limited because significant amounts of hand labor
are required to build the panels. Expected cost in production quantities is equivalent to $90,/kW,
fhc panels used in the nett generation--the 250 kW receiver--were rectangular to provide rceeiverscalability,
L,au'ge receivers would use larger rectangular panels, more rectangular panels, oraa combination of more and larger
panels, Retention techniques used to hold the panels in the 240 kW r ,Xciver were completely transferable to larger
receivers, The particular panels used in the 250 kW receiver werre residuals from were avoided, "1'he scalability and
manufacturing improvements of the rectangular panels offered improved cost effectiveness, but costs were
projected at $60,/kW in production. Marginal st ructural integrity of the pastels again required compressive
clamping with its attendant temperature limitations,
Qualityassurance of the finished panels in both the 10 k W and 250 kW receivers was a potential problem area
because the vendor had to rely oil a subcontractor for the graphite corrugate, The results of the siliconizing process
were significantly impacted by the quality of the graphite starter material,
The advanced panels used in the high temperature receiver meet commercialization requirements, These
pa►,oels tire manufactured byextrusion ofa plasticized SiC powder, The unfired (green) panels arc first beveled and
attitered and then hot fired. These panels have demonstrated superior st ructural integrity and do not require
a. compressive clamping, They havcf Berated atcavity temperatures in excess of 2800 1
 F withouI.degradation, Design
flexibility and wall uniformity p; emit the specification of it- panel which will efficiently capture the solar flux
without thermal transient problems, Finally, quality assurance is more casilyachieved since the vendor produces
the bulk SiC and performs all theextruding processes in-house, Production costs project at $20/ kW, These panels
are shown in Figure q,
i
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Valuable experience will be gained during this experiment to assess system viability and efficiency and to
measure system component reliabilitics. Control response and components and materials performance in the
transient and steady state solar environments will provide valuable data to identify the necessary technology
developments_ needed to develop the system technology to a point wehre commercialization is feasible, Definition
of the s stem operating logic necessary to allow unattended operation is an important goal of this experiment.
Manual input of system control commands, based on predetermined environmental (insolation and
meteorological) conditions,will be attempted to simulated unattended operation if preliminary tests progress
satisfactorily.
HTSR MODIFICATIONS ENHANCE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
APERTURE	 8" ADAPTABLE TO 14"
STORAGE	 NOT REQUIRED
FLOW GALLERIES	 INCREASED FLOW AREA
FACIA SHIELDING	 PASSIVE
INSULATION	 MOLDED & STABILIZED
VESSEL	 REDUCED WEIGHT COMPROMISE i
INTERFACING	 2 COLLECTORS, 2 ENGINES	 a
i
Figure 5, UITSR Modifications Enhance System Configuration
w
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The Solar receiver design tested; at PDTS last winter will be modified for this test to enhance the system
configuration, as shown in figure 5, The aperture will be adaptable for S" to 14"diameterto allow use with the T13C
concentrator at high- efficiency or with the Parabolic Dish Concentrators (PDC-1 or PDC-2) with their
characteristically lower concentration ratios, The (mullite)thermal storage media will be removed--experience hits
shown it is not. needed in this application--to lighten the reciever.
i
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The receiver (pressure) vessel will be redesigned wehre possible to reduce its weight where possible. Flow
gallery cross sections will be enlarged to accommodate the SALT I-A mass flow requirements, Passive shielding
for the receiver will be pursued to increase overall system reliability. Advanced insulation fabrication methods will
-be used to reduce labor costs and to improve insulation resistance to erosion, Finally, provisions will be made to
interface the receiver with other engines by designing interchangeable inlet and outlet duct flanges,
SYSTEM
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t
Figure b,- Teat is Vital Milestone on Path to Commercialization
The SAG* i-A power conversion assembly (KA) test is a vital task, important to the overall solar program.
The key to success is tninimum (amortized) cost per kilowatt-hour of power generated. Brayton engines possess
	
i
characteristics that provide significant system cost advantages over other types of engines, They have few moving
parts and often exhibit operating lives over 50,000 hours (versus fewer than 3,000 hour for mostotherengines) they
	
i
operate with high thermodynamic efficiency thereby reducing requited collector arcas ;'they are mass produced
thereby reducing price; and they are light thereby reducing required support structures,	 i
•	 i
The test is important, then, because it will put onesuch system online in a measurable display of progress, will
demonstrate the rapidlykpproziciiingiivailability of solarelectric power, and will encourage continuing support for
	 -'
the final technological advances needed to make these systems generally available to an energy dependent world.
Er
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,GARRETT SOLAR BRAYTON ENGINE/GENERATOR STATUS
ABSTRACT
The solar advanced gas turbine (SALT-1) is being developed by the
Garrett Turbine Engine Company, (hereinafter referred to as Garrett)
under DOE/JPL/NASA Contract DEN3-181 for use in a Brayton cycle power
conversion module. The engine is derived from the advanced gas tur-
bine (AGT101) now being developed by Garrett and Ford Motor Company
for automotive use under DOE/NASA Contract DEN3--167. The SAGT Program
is presently funded for the design, fabrication and test of one engine
at Garrett's Phoenix facility. The engine when mated with a solar
receiver is called a power conversion module (PCU). The PCU is
scheduled to be tested oil JPL's test: bed concentrator under a follow-
on phase of the program. Approximately 20 kw of electrical power will
be generated.
0
rGARRETT SOLAR BRAYTON
ENGINE/GENERATOR STATUS
1.0 INTRODUCTI,;ON
A solar powered version of an advanced gas turbine is being dev-
eloped by Garrett under DOE/JPL/NASA sponsorship and direction. This
Y
involves the design fabrication and test of a small regenerated
Brayton cycle cingine designated SAGT-1. Another effort currently
under consideraiton involves mating the SAGT-1 engine with a solar
receiver for tests on the JPL Test 'Bed Concentrator. This configura-
tion would include an electrical generator on the output power shaft
and is designated the SAGT-]=A (Figure 1): The intended purpose of the
SAGT-IA is to provide an early field demonstration of the capability
of solar power to provide electric power output from a Brayton cycle
engine.
c
This paper provides a report on the SAGT-1 phase of the program.
Items addressed area the SAGT-1 design, progress of the AGT101 advanced
gas turbine (DOE/NASA Contract DEN3-167) from which the SAGT= 1 is
derived, and predicted SAGT-1 performance. The potential SAGT-lA
program also is described.
c
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Figure I. SAGT-lA.
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2.0 SAGT-1 DESYCN
The SAGT Engine (Figure 2) utilizes the automotive AGT101 power
section with only minor modifications to allow for operation with the
external solar heat source. The SAGT also is capable of operation on
fossil fuel with the existing combustor.
As is evident, the AGT101 is used nearly in entirety. This is of
prime importance because 't allows the SAGT program to take full
advantage of the extensive AGT101 development effort. The AGT101 is
planned for automotive usage; this offers a mass production cost
potential that will enhance SAGT applications to the solar market.
Sj,nce the SAGT program is so closely attuned to the AGT101 program, a
brief description and status of the AGT program 1s presented in Sec-
tion 3.0.
ORIGINAL PAGr IS
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KAROWAFE PECULIAR TO SAGT
= KARDWARE COMMON TO AGTIOI MOO I
Figure 2. SAGT Power Section.
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3.0 AGT101 STATUS
The AGT101, is being developed by Garrett and Ford and leading
ceramic contrao tors under DOE/NASA sponsorship. The program was ini-
tiated October 1, 1979 as a powertrain development program for auto-
motive usage. However, the program has been retargeted toward an
engine development program as a result of budget constraints. It is
anticipated that the engine development will be competed at the end of
FX85.
The AGT101 is a regenerated single
-shaft engine. Ceramics are
extensively used in the engine hot-flow--path section. The engine, as
shown in -Figure 3, is flat rated at 100 horsepower, with a maximum
operating speed of 100,000 rpm, a turbine inlet temperature of 2500°F,
i	 and a minimum specific fuel consumption (SFC) of less than 0.3. The
single-shaft rotating group is composed of a turbine, compressor, and
output gear supported by an air-lubricated, foil- journal bearing and
an oil-lubricated ball bearing.
Ambient air enters the engine through variable inlet guide vanes
and passes through a single-stage compressor. The compressed air is
routed around the full engine perimeter to the high pressure side of
the ceramic rotary regenerator. This feature provides increased ther-
anal efficiency by minimizing heat loss from hotter interior compo-
nents. The partially heated air passes through the regenerator core,
where it is further heated prior to entering the combustor. Fuel is
added and combustion takes place. Hot gas exits the combustor at a
maximum temperature of 2500°F (full power) and then expands through
4
	
	
the turbine. The hot turbine exhaust gases heat the regenerator core
and then are exhausted from the engine at a temperature of 520°F.
`
	
	 Ceramics (Figure 4) are used extensively in the engine to allow
high turbine inlet temperature (without cooling) which provides the
jj
e
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Figure 3. AG IC101 Engine.
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Figure 4. AGT101 Ceramic Par
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attendant high efficiency. In addition, ceramics offer the potential
for low cost in production when pet shape techniques and tooling
evolve. The ingredients for ceramics are abundantly available in the
United States at low cost. Thus, many of the materials used in {,Today's
gas turbines, which are expensive, come from foreign countries, and
are considered strategic materials by our Government, can be replaced
with ceramics, Another advantage of ceramics is light weight.
Rotating parts exhibit lower inertia which enhances acceleration. A
lighter engine aloe aids the associated, veh=icular fuel economy gain.
All ceramic hot section structural components are symmetrical
except for one housing that separates high and low pressure regener-
ator flow. The symmetrical design provides a more uniform stress dis-
tr ibution and eases manuf acturing, Individual Ceramic components,
shown in Fig; ^ re 4, have been received from four leading United States
ceramic cente: ,t s [Ford, AiResearch Casting Company ( ACC), Carborundum,
and Corning ("ass Works] and NGK in ^Tapan. Material compositions
include silico nitride, silicon carbide and lithium aluminum sili-
cate. Pressure screening tents have been satisfactorily completed on
M'	 several parts and are in process on others.
Ceramic turbine rotor development has progressed with Ford and
ACC simulated rotors successfully passing cold spin pit screening
tests at speeds greater than 115,000 rpm. Both suppliers are cur 	 Ax
rently developing bladed rotors. Ford recently cold-spin tested a
ceramic bladed turbine rotor to 115,000 rpm.
i
These demonstrations constitute a, significant breakthrough in
ceramic development and, moreover, demonstrate the feasibility of the
Z
single-shaft gas turbine engine for automotive application. The simu-
lated and bladed turbine rotor are shown in Figure 5. is
i
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SIMULATED ROTOR
	
BLADED ROTOR
Figure 5. AGT1U1 Turbine Rotor Approach.
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AGT101 engine	 development	 begins	 with an all metallic (except
regenerator) 1600°F turbine inlet temperature	 (TIT) engine designated
Mod I,	 Build 1.	 For	 the	 Mod I,	 Build 1	 engine, which has already
begun checkout tests, the aerodynamic flowpath has been fully repli-
cated	 using uncooled metal castings,	 as	 sown in Figure 6. This
Mod I, Build 1 engine is the basis for the SAGT-1 engine.
AGT engine development for automotive applications progresses by
using ceramic hot section parts (except turbine rotor), as depicted in
Figure 7, to the Mod I AGT101 (2100°F TIT) version, and finally to the
Mod II engine (2500°F TIT) with ceramic turbine rotor.
AGT101 performance follows engine evolution as shown in Figure 8.
As turbine inlet temperature is increased from 1600°F (Mod 1, Build 1)
to 2500°F (Mod II) an improved SFC is realized. In particular, the
improved SFC for the Mod II is significantly better in the 10 to 30 hp
range where much of the Combined Federal Driving Cycle (CFDC) 6imula-
tion occurs. This results in a CFDC fuel economy of 42.8 mpg using
diesel fuel in a 3000-pound vehicle.
Component development activities parallel the engine development
to characterize and "quality" the components prior to engine testing.
Dedicated test rigs are utilized to establish and evaluate aerothermo-
dynamics, mechanical integrity, stress distributions due to pressure
and thermal loadings. Qualified components that evolve from the com-
ponent development programs, are selectively introduced into the
engine development test program. Throughout the engine development an
interactive component/engine feedback loop is established and main-
tained through planned design iterations to aid in achieving projected
1985 component/engine technology levels and overall program goals
(i.e., fuel economy, acceleration, emissions, etc)
^	
p
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Figure 6. AGT101 Mod I, Build 1 Metal Castings.
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As shown in Figures 9 and 10 the first engine build has been com-
pleted. The configuration depicted is the Mod I, Build 1 engine being
prepared for the first series of planned tests--cold motoring, regen-
erator seal breakin/glazing, and leakage evaluation. Not and cold
motoring tests have been initiated. Testing, including engine per-
formance, will continue in 1982.
3.1 SAGT Performance
Now that the AGT has been discussed, it is appropriate to review
- R the SAGT performance predictions; thus the predicted part load char-
acteristics at 1500 OF and 2100°F are presented in Figure 11. The
SALT-1 engine will be operated at 1.500-1600 0 F TIT. The prediction for
the 2100 O F
 TIT SAGT show the engine growth potential with ceramic com-
ponents.
It is evident in Figure 11, that engine operating temperature may
be held constant for varying thermal inputs by either changing engine;
speed or inlet guide vane (IGV) angle. The 20-degree IGV position
with variable speed offers the optimum engine efficiency over a wide
range of thermal inputs. However, where engine operation is not
required over a wide range of thermal insulation, there can be signif-
icant system advantages for constant speed operation.
3.2 SAGT-lA Design
1
As previouslydiscussed the SAGT-lA [also called power conversion
unit (PCU)] involves mating the SAGT-1 power section with a solar
receiver, which then will be tested on the test-bed concentrator. The
SAGT-IA configuration is shown in Figure 12. The PCU major components
are:
o	 SAGT-1 engine (DOE/JPL/NASA Contract DHN3-181)
o	 A 60-cycle induction generator/motor
272
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Figure 9. AGT101 Mod I, Build l Engine and Test.
2:3
Figure 10. 1GT101 Mod I, Build 1, Engine and Test.
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Figure 11. SALT Growth - Speed and Turbine Inlet Temperature.
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Figure 12. SAGT-IA PCU.
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7i o	 A 38 :1 reduction gearbox d
}
o	 A belt-drive system used to drive the generator
o	 A solar receiver and connecting duct to the engine-
y
' o	 A structure that transforms the system components into the
PCU as Well as mounting the unit to the parabolic dish
o	 A control system
j
The	 SAGT-IA will	 operate at constant	 speed with	 the 6.0-cycle
generator connected directly to the grid.	 TIT will be held at 1500°F
_ as the solar thermal input varies,, b y the use of the variable° inlet
guide vanes	 (IGV)	 on the engine:	 Temperature will be automatically
controlled by the engine control system.	 The engine also is capable
of operation on fossil fuel in conjunction with a semi-automatic con-
trol system.
	
Starting is accomplished by using ac grid power and the
induction generator as a starter motor.	 The PCU will perform satis-
factorily over	 the entire attitude operating range of the parabolic
dish.
I
From the above description of operation, and system simplicity,
the following advantages for the SAGT-lA are evident:
a o	 Use of the SAGT-1 without further modification minimizes the
need for development
o	 Use of an off-the-shelf, high-efficiency, 60-cycle genera-
for connected directly to the ac grid, eliminates the need
for a separate power conditioning unit as well as a speed/ 	 }
load control for the engine
o	 Provides for an early low-cost field test demonstration
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3.3 SAGT-1A Program Plan
The program entails the following steps:
o	 Use of existing SAGT-1 engine
o Design, fabricate and/or procure the generator, belt-drive
components, or control system, supporting structure and
accessories
•	 Assemble and test the PCU (engine and receiver) at Garrett
•	 Deliver PCU to Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS)
•	 Assist in checkout and test
o	 Return SAGT-1 to Garrett for disassembly and inspection
Performance predictions for the power section operating at the
PDTS are shown in Figure 13. The associated PCU accessory efficien-
cies are shown in Figure 14. Combining this data, the overall peak
predicted PCU efficiency is 25 percent for a 1500 °F TIT. A plot cf PCU
electrical output versus thermal input is shown in Figure 15.
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9.0	 SUMMARY
r,
The SAQT-1 design and fabrication is now complete with testing
scheduled. in January 1982.	 Progress on the AGT101,
	 from which the
SAGS' is derived, has proceeded satisfactorily.	 Mod I. Build 1 compo-
nent rig performance	 tests have been completed for 	 the compressor,
turbine,	 combustor,	 and	 are continuing	 for	 the
	
rotor	 dynamics and
regenerator.	 Tho.first AGT101 engine testing is underway.	 Ceramic
development has been very encouraging on the static structures and
rotor.
s
The SAGT-lA program presently is being formulated. 	 It is tar-
geted to perform tests in mid-1982.
Ceramic development on	 the AGT program offer
	
increased engine
s efficiency for	 the	 future,	 with ,attendant	 increases	 in	 electrical
power	 output capability.	 '.1,'his offers attractive options for future x
solar applications.
j
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i
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APPLICATION OF THE SUBATMOSPHERIC ENGINE TO SOLAR THERMAL POWER
INTRODUCTION
A natural gas-fired Brayton engine is being developed under the Joint
sponsorship of the Gas Research Institute, the Department of Energy, and
AlResearch'and is intended to be the prime mover for a 10-ton commercial heat
pump. This engine has many attractive features that make it an ideal candidate
for solar thermal-power generation applications.
The unique feature of this engine is its subatmospheric mode of operation.
It operates between atmospheric pressure and a partial vacuum. This means that
heat is added to the cycle at atmospheric pressure; this permits the receiver
to be unpressurized, greatly simplifying Its design and cost.
Other features Include:
•	 Designed for high production (10,000 units per year)
•	 High efficiency due to recuperation (up to 30 percent engine
efficiency)
•	 Long life without maintenance
•	 Suitable for hybrid fuel/solar operation	 3
_	
E
•	 No liquids required on tracking assembly (insensitive to gravity)
Six engines are being manufactured under the current heat pump development
program.	 The next phase, to start in January 1982, will 	 involve 10 additional 	 J
engines for field test.
	
Pilot production is scheduled to begin
	
in 1984; thus
prototype and production engines could readily be made available for use in 	 i
solar thermal-power projects. !
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This engine Is suitable for mounting at the focal 	 point of a two-axis track-
Ing parabolic dish as illustrated; in Figure i.	 When combined with a 7-meter
dish and an appropriates receiver, the engine wil l be capabl e of an 8-kw elec-
trical output.
	
The output of the alternator is high frequency ac, which can be
used directly or rectified to dc.	 Systems can be operated independently or
connected with other modules via _a common do bus to provide any desired amount
of power.
Engine/Alternator
I
The basic engine being developed under the GRI/DOE contract is designed	 a
to utilize natural gas at low pressure (several 	 inches of water) without the
need for a gas compressor. 	 In the subatmospheric_ configuration, heat is sup-
plied at atmospheric pressure rather than at higher pressures as in conventional
gas turbine engines.
	
The basic gas-fired engine is easil y converted to a solar 	 a
a
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engine by connecting a solar receiver between the regenerator outlet and the
combustor as shown In Figure 2. The combustor is eliminated for pure solar
applications or retained for solar hybrid applications.
in the solar mode, the engine operates as a "closed" Brayton-cycle engine
referenced to ambient pressure through the open receiver. There is essentially
no flow into, or out of, the system except through the receiver aperture as the
system heats up or cools down.
Hot air at about 1200°F from the regenerator flows into the receiver where
it Is heated by solar energy to 1600 °F. It then expands through the turbine
to a partial vacuum of about 6 psia. As It expands, it is cooled and produces
shaft horsepower. Part of this shaft horsepower drives the Brayton compressor,
and the remainder is available to drive the alternator. Turbine exhaust air is
further cooled in the regenerator and then in the sink heat exchanger, where
its temperature is reduced to near ambient.
This air, which is stiil at subatmospheric pressure, Is now compressed to
slightly above atmospheric pressure by the Brayton compressor. It is then
heated in the regenerator, thus recovering energy from-the turbine exhaust and
completing the circuit back to the receiver.
in the hybr id mode, makeup air for combustion Is drawn Inthrough the
receiver aperture and discharged through the vent.
Turbocompressor
The Brayton turbocompressor shown In figure 3 has been designed for long
maintenance-free life. It incorporates many of the design features found in
automotive turbochargers, thus having potential for extremely low production
costs. The unit consists of a cast single-stage radial turbine and a single-
stage radial compressor. These are bolted back-to-back to the shaft to form
the rotating assembly. The shaft is supported on unique foil air bearings
developed by The Garrett Corporation. The bearings use ambient air as both the
coolant and the lubricant, and are entirely self-acting (hydrodynamic).
The turbine wheel is of high- temperature cast alloy, and the compressor
wheel is cast steel. Cast turbine and compressor scrolls, a turbine nozzle, a
compressor diffuser, a thermal sh'ieid, and a compressor i nl et housing complete
the drive design.
1
The design arrangement draws cooling air over the bearings into the com-
pressor inlet housing. A labyrinth seal keeps the bearings essentially at
ambient atmospheric pressure. A thermal shield between the turbine and corn-`
'I 	pressor wheels, plus other thermal designfeatures, minimize thermal leakage.
r,
Recuperator
The high-temperature  recuperator is constructed from a formed tube sheet
p ;	 of nitride-dispersion-strengthened, 400-series,, stainless steel. Its counter
: flow configuration provides an effectiveness of 0.90.
7
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The core consists of alternate layers of gas end air f!ns. The development
unit is sho%n in Figure 4. Air enters a plenum and Is distributed by turning
fins Into the central eounter,low section of the core, whore most of the recu-
peration takes place. After leaving the :ounterflow section, air flows through
additional turning fins and out of the return air plenums. Gas enters at the
return air end and passes through the core in a counterflow direction. High-
performance rectangular strip tins are used In the counterflow section In both
the air and gas passages.
Both tho air and gas fins are brazed to the tube sheets with a high-
temperature, nickel-bese braze alloy. Brazing maxlmizV heat transfer and
^sakes the entire core an Integral structural assembly capable of withstanding
high pressures and temperatures without ex'ernal support. This type cf design
Is used by AlResearch in Its large industrial regenerators.
LOW COST, HIGH EFFECTIVENESS
AND DURABILITY ACHIEVED BY
COUNTERFLOW
FORMED V I BE SHEET-,
INTEGRAL MANIFOLD4
OFFSET FINS
NICKEL BRAZED CONSTRUCTION
HOT PASSAGE
TYPICAL 76I'LACES
COLD PASSAGE
TYPICAL 75 PLACES
FLOW
83883.2
Figure 4. Recuperator
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Alternator
The alternator, shown in Figure 5, was developed as a dynamometer to load
the engine in the heat pump program. It Is a two- pole permanent magnet, brush-
less design uti lizing samarium cobalt magnets. it has been demonstrated In test
to have an efficiency of over 94 percent. This unit also Incorporates foil air
bearings of similar design to those used In the turbocompressor. Al_'.a^'cooling
of the alternator is done with ambient air.
The alternator housing Is bolted to the turbocompressor housing. The
rotating assemblies are connected via a permanent magnet coupling. Thus the
alternator rotates at the same speed as the turbocompressor. This simple
design precludes the need for a gearbox with Its attendant lubrication system
complexity and maintenance requirements. All system lubrication and cooling
is provided by ambient air.
Receiver
Undoubtedly the greatest benefit of a subatmospheric cycle utilized In
a solar system is that it permits use of an atmospheric receiver, thus greatly
simplifying the design requirements for this critical component.
Figure 6 depicts an atmospheric receiver design prepared by Sanders Asso-
ciates for use with tLe AiResearch subatmospheric engine. Air enters the
receiver at 1200°F. it is distributed around an annular passage and flows into
the main open cavity of the receiver. It then passes through the active heat
transfer element, a disc of silicon-carbide honeycomb. The heated air Is
collected and exits the receiver at 1600 °F.
As can be seen from the figure, the design is extremely simple. Nothing
has to be sealed, there are no pressures to contain, and parts may be allowed
to float during thermal expansion and contraction. Thus no mechanical or
	
a
thermal stresses are imposed in operation. This results In ;a lightweight unit
with low-cost materials.
Since the unit is operating well below the temperature limits of the
silicon carbide, it is insensitive to "hot spots" caused by unanticipated 	 l
variations in solar flux distribution.
	
1
ENGINE PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
All major components have successfully completed component development.
	
-i
They have been assembled into a fully integrated preproduction engine (shown
In Figure 7). System development is proceeding satisfactori ly. final system
performance based on component test calibrations is predicted to be as shown
In Figures 8 and 9,. The engine efficiency at the design point of 1600°F turbine
inlet temperature is predi cted
 to be 30 percent with a power output of 8 kw, 	
a
r
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Under the present contract, six prototype ► engines are being built and	 r
tested, Including one for extended endurance testing. In a follow-on contract
to be started In January 1982, 10 add'tional englnes will be manufactured and
Installed In gas-fired bent pumps. These heat pumps will be Installed on com-
mercial buildings around the country and operated In a field test program.
Preproduction and full production are scheduled to start in 1981 and 1985,
respectively. An annual angina production rate of between 5000 and 10,000
units Is projected for heat pump applications alone. Other uses for the engine
such as solar thermal-power generation would increase this production rate.
1
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STES BENEFITS ANALYSIS
Introduction:	 The Private and Social Benefits	 •
of Solar Thermal Energy Systems
The 1973 Arab oil embargo focused attention on the precarious natur e of r
the U.S. energy market which had developed a heavy reliance on imported petro-
leum and natural gas. 	 This gave ruse to widespread political and public
support for a national energy policy designed to solve the "energy crisis" in
a manner consistent with the overall objectives for the U.S. economy. 	 The
resulting energy policy stresses reducing the demand for petroleum-imports
primarily through two mechanisms: 	 energy conservation in the near-term ^.
augmented by the, development of a broad range of alternative domestic energy
technologies in the mid- to long-term.	 Solar Thermal Energy Systems (STES)
constitute one of these domestic energy alternatives.
STES will provide cost competitive energy alternatives for deployment in a
wide 'range of applications. 	 The impact on the domestic energy market resulting
from the development and installation of an innovative energy technology such
as STES is depicted in Figure 1.
	
In this diagram, hypothetical energy demand
and supply curves representing two situations have been pictured:
	 before and
after the development of STES.	 In the absence of an STES option, the inter-
section of the supply and demand curves indicates that domestic energy
consumption fro0 conventional sources will equal Qp. - The introduction of
STES will shift the energy supply curve as shown, indicating that the total
supply of energy will increase when a new energy technology becomes available.
The magnitude of this shift, for alternative energy price levels, depends on
the cost of producing STES. 	 In this stylized illustration, STES is not
economically competitive when energy prices are low.
	 Therefore, the supply
` curve does not shift in the low price region.	 If high energy prices prevail,
however, STES becomes competitive and the supply curve shifts outward by an
F amount equivalent to the quantity of STES forthcoming at each corresponding
energy price level.	 The intersection of the demand curves with. the new energy
c supply Indicates that domestic energy consumption will increase from Qp to
QN.	 At this level of total consumption? QC indicates the level of energy
supply from conventional sources, while the quantity between QC and QN
represents the energy supplied by STES.	 Furthermore, the price of energy, as
indicated by the vertical axis, is higher in the initial situation than it is
after the deployment of economically competitive solar thermal,energy systems.
The net result, in the simplified illustration provided by !Figure 1 0 is
that the development of cost.competitive energy alternatives such as STES can
be expected to increase total energy supplies and domestic consumption while
reducing the quantity of energy supplied from conventional sources.
	 The
increase in energy consumption results because STES secures a level of market
penetration which more than compensates for the reduction in consumption from
. conventional sources. 	 Furthermore, while STES is expected to displace a
variety of fuel types, the primary impact will be on the most expensive alter-
native fuel, petroleum.i
There are a variety of benefits which can be attributed to the development
Mand deployment of STES. 	 More specifically„ the benefits accruing from the -
installation of cost competitive STES can be divided into two broad categories:
benefits which are reflected in market transactions, and impacts which are not.
The primary benefit in the first category In the savings in energy related
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costs realized as electric utilities, industrial, and agricultural sectors
replace conventional generating capacity with economically competitive STES.
The value of this benefit is represented by the shaded area in Figure 1.
Secondary benefits in this category include considerations such as net changes
In employment levels and the affect of lower energy costs on other sectors of
the domestic economy. The second category of impacts, which are not captured
through the pricing mechanism or market transactions, include positive environ-
mental impacts, as well as increases in the levels of national security,
economic stability, and competition in the domestic energy market. Potential
benefits in this second category could be quite significant, however, they are
quite difficult to quantify and often excluded from consideration.
Solar Thermal Electric Systems: A Complement to
Coal and Nuclear Technologies
As outlined previously, an excessive reliance on imported petroa,eum is
frequently perceived as the characteristic leading to the "energy cr,,isis" of
1973• In the electric utility industry, for example, generating capacities
prior to 1973 included a high proportion of petroleum-fired technologies for
use in base, intermediate, and peaking applications. As a result of the 1973
Arab oil embargo, a variety of federal policies were implemented in an effort
to reduce the use of petroleum as a fuel source. Conservation has been
encouraged to lower electricity consumption in general and alternative
domestic energy technologies are being developed to replace petroleum based
systems. Coal and nuclear technologies have been particularly successful in
displacing petroleum technologies in base load applications.
The impact of these measures is depicted in Figure 2 which shows the
projected electric utility consumption of fuel by type from 1980 to 2000. In
this figure it is evident that coal and nuclear systems are expected to account
for an increasing portion of electric power generation, while the share attri-
butable to petroleum and natural gas is expected to decrease. This shift in
generation mix results from the economically driven replacement of petroleum
and gas fired base and intermediate load capacity by coal and nuclear capacity.
In the year 2000, this transition is virtually complete. The remaining petro-
leum and gas consumption represents peak load applications. Further petroleum
displacement by nuclear and coal systems is likely to be,economically prohi-
bitive due to the technical difficulties encountered in using coal and nuclear
energy in peaking applications. Thus, if further reductions in petroleum
usage are desired, they must be secured through the deployment of some other
domestic energy technology.
Solar energy systems, including STES, offer the opportunity for additional
economic displacement of petroleum as a fuel type in electric power generation.
Due to the low start-up and shut-down costs of solar energy technologies, com-
bined with the high correlation between peak electricity demand and peak
'insolation in the southern and southwestern regions of the U.S., solar energy
provides a potential means for the economic displacement of petroleum used to
satisfy peak load electrical demands. Nuclear and coal based systems encounter 	 -
significant technological difficulties in attempting to supply this portion of
the demand for electricity. Thus solar energy systems complement nuclear and
coal fired technologies by displacing petroleum in usages for which nuclear
•	 t
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and/or coal substitution are infeasible or economically prohibitive. Further-
more, the development of solar energy systems provide a hedge against the
possibility that coal and nuclear will experience limited future utilization
due to unforeseen technological, environmental, or political problems.
Thus, solar energy represents an important element in the national effort
to develop a broad range of domestia energy alternatives. Solar energy systems
complement other technologies, such as nuclear and coal-fired capacity, thereby
encouraging additional cost-effective displacements of imported petroleum
which would not be feasible in the absence of a solar option. As such, the
development of solar energy contributes to the national objective of reducing
the U.S. dependence on imported petroleum. In addition to displacing imported
petroleum, the economic, environmental, and political benefits outlined
previously will all characterize the deployment of solar energy systems in
electric utility _applications.
STES: A Range of Applications Serving a
Variety of Economic Sectors
Federal, energy-related RED programs in the po6t-103 period have concen-
trated primarily on developing alternative technologies to be used in the
generation of electricity. Figure 3, however, indicates that the electric
utility industry directly accounted for less than ten percent of the U.S.
petroleum consumption in ;1980, This share is projected to decrease over time,_
becoming less than two percent by 2000. As a result, significant progress
towards displacing imported petroleum requires programs which address the
household and commercial sector, the industrial sector, and the transportation
sector in addition to the electric utility sector. Primary emphasis in the
development of coal and nuclear technologies, however, centers on the use of
these resources in the generation of electricity. Similarly, many solar
A
	 1energy technologies, including photovoltaics and wind systems, pro uce a ec-
trieit;y as their primary output.	 Thus, progress toward the national objective
of cost-competitive displacements of imported petroleum requires development
efforts on technologies suitable for a Wide range of applications in sectors
other than the electric utility industry.
Solar thermal energy systems represent such a technology. 	 Solar thermal;
energy provides a renewable domestic source of power which can be used to -
generate electricity, heat, or as a total energy system capable of providing
both electric and thermal power.	 Therefore, STES can be employed in a variety'
of sectors including electric utilities, industries requiring thermal power,
and agricultural applications.	 STES can also be used to produce transportable
fuels and chemical feedstocks.	 Furthermore, solar thermal energy can be
supplied through systems ranging in size from tens of kilowatts to hundreds-of
megawatts.	 Since STES is highly modular, it-is possible to maintain more
optimally sized system generating capacities in the face of increasingly,
uncertain demand growththan is the case for large, centralized generating }
systems.	 Similarly, modularity enables users to operate and add additional_
capacity simultaneously.	 These characteristics provide STES flexibility with
respect to system size requirements and range of application, enabling STES to
satisfy many ` categories of energy demand.
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Alternative solar thermal conversion processes exhibit varying degrees of
technical and commercial readiness. 	 Some systems, notably water and space
heating, have virtually completed the R&D process and represent near-term
technologies.	 Other systems, such as solar thermal electric technologies, will	 s
require additional R&D before becoming available for introduction in mid- or
long-term markets.	 Therefore, solar thermal technologies are capable of
providing cost competitive systems for both near-term and long-term deployment.j' This consideration, combined with the flexibility in size and range of applida-
tions discussed above + render STES, an important element in the federal energy
program.	 STES complements coal and nuclear technologies in electric utility
applications and addresses additional market sectors which are not amenable to e
l coal and nuclear technologies or other types of solar energy systems.	 Thus,
F STES provides the potential for cost-competitive displacements of imported
petroleum in a variety of applications}
The Demand for STES in Electric Utility Applications
As of this point, the discussion here has outlined the rationale for
developing solar energy technologies as a supplement to coal and nuclear
systems.	 Furthermore, due to the wide range of potential applications, it has
established STES as an important solar energy option. 	 It is now necessary to
discuss the net benefits expected from utilizing STES in each potential appli-
caton.	 Examination of the net benefits accruing from each STES application
can be used to determine the desirability of federal participation in the
development of STES.	 Similarly, since the expected net benefits are equal to
the value of using STES minus the cost of producing these systems, benefit, I
{ assesszent will also indicate the system costs required to ensure that STES
provides an economically viable energy option for each. alternative applloation.
Thus;, the remainder of this discussion will outline briefly the methodology
used' to estimate the expected net benefits attributable to the development andy
deployment of cost-competitive STES. 	 Results will be presented for three j
a major areas of STES applications; 	 electric utilities (no storage), industrial
process heat (IPH), and transportable fuels and chemical feedstocks. 	 Due to
the preliminary nature of the estimate°, caution should be exercised In
±4	 _ interpreting these numbers.	 These estimates are currently being refined.
The benefit estimates for electric utility applications of S:r:S are based
on work that was conducted by JPL during FY 1981. 	 The FY 1981 activity
described and evaluated the potential benefits, both private and social,
attributable to the deployment of STES in 1990.	 This methodology was used in
the 1981 Multi-Year Program Plan for the Federal Solar Thermal Energy System
Program, in the STES Backup Sunset Review Document, and by the Solar Thermal
Cost Goals Committee.
The value of the benefits attributable to STES depend primarily on two
factors:	 the level of STES deployment and the value of the net benefits
derived from that level of deployment.	 In turn, the level of deployment is
determined b
y	
the value of additional units of STES capacitywith
1
pcomparinng
the costs of producing each additional unit.	 Theoretically speaking, as long
as the value of an additional unit exceeds the costs of producing that unit,
STES market penetration can be expected to increase, though actual deployment
may be restricted due to manufacturing bottlenecks or inadequate consumer
} information.	 The value of each additional unit of STES capacity is referred
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to as the ".marginal value" of STES. Thus benefit assessment of STES requires
both estimation of the marginal value of STES and thO costs of producing the
systems
The primary benefit of STES in electric utility applications is equalr to
the energy post savings associated with the installation of solar energy
systems. These energy cost, savings include the displacement of conventional
fuel and generating capacity, as well as potential savings in operations,
maintenance, transmission, and distribution costs. The benefits estimated in
this analysis include fuel and operation and maintenance (0&M) cost savings
only. Thus, the values presented here provide conservative estimates of the
benefits attributable to electric utility applications of STES. The value of
fuel and O&M cost savings depends on the level of STES penetration, as well as
the quantity and mix of fuel types displaced. The total energy displacement
attributable to a particular solar thermal system varies with the level of
insolation As insolation increases the energy output of the solar system
increases as well. In addition, while STES will displace a variety of fuels,
the primary impact for low levels of penetration will be on the most expensive
alternative fuel, petroleum. As the level; of penetration for a particular
utility increases, STES will displace increasing proportions of less expensive
fuel types. Therefore, the marginal value of STES is dependent on the mix of
fuels used, and will decrease as the level of penetration decreases. Further-
more, since the value of the fuels displaced depends critically on the price
of each fuel type over the life of the system, it is necessary to estimate the
future prices for every fuel type. Fuel price predictions are inherently
uncertain. Because the value of STES is very sensitive to these estimates, a
range of future values should be used, resulting in a range of expected
benefits. More specifically, in this analysis three fuel price scenarios have
been employed, corresponding to NEP III high, medium, and low projections for
the world price of petroleum. Finally, since insolation levels, fuel use
patterns, and fuel prices vary across regions of the country, marginal values
should be estimated on a regional basis. Regional estimates can then be
aggregated to determine the marginal value of STES to the nation as a whole.
The marginal valuecurves for electric utility applications of STES are
depicted in Figure 4 for three fuel price scenarios. In deriving these curves,
attention was restrirted to fifteen high insolation states in the southern
portion of the U.S., with particular emphasis on the highest insolation regions
of the southwest. Individual states were growled according to insolation
level.. The marginal, values associated with successive additions of STES
capacity were estimated for each group of states over a range of STES penetra-
tion levels. The curves for each group of states were aggregated to determine
the marginal value for STES in all states included in the analysis. Thus,
each horizontal segment of the curves in Figure 4 corresponds to a group of
consumers that would be willing to pay the price indicated on the vertical
axis for the quantity of STES capacity depicted by the width of the horizontal
segment
In addition to the three marginal value curves, Figure 4 also shows the a
1990 STES cost targets.
	
The range of costs included in these targets reflects;
the impact of production volume on the projected STES costs. Higher production
volumes will result in lower STES costa, due to economies of scale in manufac-
turing.	 Since the marginal value curve indicates the price that potential'
consumers would be willing to pay for each quantity of STES capacity, the
intersection of the marginal value curve with the cost curve will determine
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theotential marketp	 penetration for STES. This represents the level of solar
penetration which minimizes the total national cost of eleatricity. The market
penetration consistent with this intersection point indicates that sufficient
demand will exist in 1990 to capture all relevant economies of scale. Further.
more, by construction the marginal value curve depicts the value to consumers
of each additional unit of STES capacity as the level of deployment increases.
Therefore, the area between the marginal value curve and the cost curve for
STES is equal to the total value of the energy cost savings attributable to
STES. This area is also equivalent to the shaded area of the diagram in
Figure 1. In other words, this area provides an estimate of one of the net
benefits attributable to the development of an STES option, the potential
savings in energy costs. Due to probable manufacturing bottlenecks and
imperfect consumer information, actual STES market penetration is expected to
fall short of the potential level indicated in Figure 4. Thus, the potential
energy cost savings represent an upperbound on the actual level of benefits
which will be realized by STES installations in 1990. However, if this
analysis was repeated for other years, with more realistic annual males, the
cumin l tive penetration is expected to be on the same scale.
The Net Present _ Value _ of Solar Thermal
Electric Systems Medium Oil Prices
Figure 5 shows the value ( discounted to 1981 base year) of this potential
benefit, assuming the NEP III medium oil price scenario, for a range of STES
costs. Two important points should be stressed with regard to this figure.
In the first place, this diagram assumes that no STES installations in electric
'.	 utility applications have occurred prior to 1990. Any prior deployment would
reduce the benefits realized in 1990. Of course, these earlier installations
would also have a stream of associated benefits which would serve to partially
or wholly offset the decrease in the benefits attributable to 1990 installa-
tions of STES. Secondly, this estimate for the net present• value of 1990 STES
installations assumes that the entire 1990 demand for STES is satisfied in
that year. Due to manufacturing bottlenecks, capital market constraints, and
imperfect consumer information, this assumption is likely to be violated in
reality. This would serve to delay t he realization of a portion of these
benefits. The impact of this delay will depend on the value of the discount
rate relative to the value of the fueland capital cost escalation rates.
The Value of Solar Thermal Electric Systems:
uccesa ya. ftergy Prices
Figure 6 summarizes the net present value of potential energy cost savings
accruing from electric utility applications of STES for three oil price
scenarios and three: levels of STES costs ( reflecting three levels of R&D
success). If R&D success is limited, resulting in STES costs in the $4000/KWe
range, cost-effective installations of STES will occur only in the high energy
price case. On the other hand, highly successful R&D will enable STES to
penetrate the electric utility market in all three energy price scenarios.
The benefits (energy cost savings) in the $4000/KWe success case range from
{	 zero to $10 billion, while the benefits in the $1400/KWe success case vary
from $9 billion to $50 billion. It should be noted that the production volume
can also influence the cost of STES. Thus, $4000 /KWe could represent the case
rt	 characterized by moderate R&D Success with limited rates of production.
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However, as discussed in a pr	 i"3 sea ion, the size of the potential STES
market indicated by the marginal value curves in Figure 4 is sufficient to
capture all important economies of scale over the relevant range of STES
coats.	 Therefore, the alternative values for STES costs can be interpreted as
" primarily reflecting the level of R&D success.
One important point becomes evident from examination of this table.	 Market
penetration and energy cost savings associated with the development and deploy- r
ment of STES are extremely sensitive to both future energy prices and STES
Costs.	 The outcome of R&D projects are hard to predict, especially for high
risk long-term R&D projects such as the development of STES. 	 Similarly, due
to the dominant impact of OPEC on world energy prices and the unstable, unpre-
dictable nature of OPEC pricing policies, projections of future energy prices
are highly uncertain, varying over a wide range of values. 	 Thus, the benefits
of developing an STES option vary ovo r a wide range of values, from zero to r
$50 billion.
Figure 6 indicates that the payoffs to investments in STES ii&D will be 9
significant in either the high fuel price scenario and/or the high R&D success
case.	 Conversely, with limited or moderate R&D success and low or medium
future energy prices, the private market benefits are small or negliatble.
Furthermore, the benefits in this table ignore the cost of R&D. 	 The R&D
investment required to complete the development of STES is substantial
relative to the assets of most potential private 4•nve3tors.	 If these Costs
are deducted from the net present values given in Figure 6, many of the values
actually become negative.	 This indicates that private investments by profit=
making firms will have a negative expected rate of return in some cases.
Since private industry often seeks to minimize the maximum 1033 0 the risk of
achieving negative returns in the preaenpA of low or medium energy prices will
dissuade many firms from investing in STW. 	 Thus, private industry alone z
cannot be expected to fund the development 4f cost -competitive STES.
The objectives of society, however, differ from those of a private profit-
making firm.	 In contrast to private firms, the social objective may be to ;a
minimize the energy related costs which must be born by energy procedures and
consumers.	 Thug , from society's point of view, the values expressed in Figure
6 represent coats incurred by not developing an STES option. 	 If energy prices
follow the high NEP III scenario, the costs of not developing STES will be
substantial (between $10 billion and $50 billion). 	 These costs can be avoided,
however, if resources are devoted to the development of STES. 	 Since private
industry is not expected to fund this R&D, federal, participation in the 4
' development of solar thermal energy technologies is required to ensure that
the best interests Of society are served,
The Demand for STES in IPH Applications
Based on a similar methodology as employed to evaluatesolar thermal...
f`
i
k electric systems, it is also possible to derive the marginal value curves for
industrial process heat applications ( IPH) of STES under a variety of alter-
native fuel price scenarios. 	 These curves are depictedin Figure 'T for three
energy price scenarios corresponding to the NEP III low, medium and high cases
-`0 (system costs are expressed in terms of $/m2 and assume a 60% system
" efficiency).	 The range of system Costs which bound the 1990 cost target for
STES in IPH applications are superimposed over these curves.	 As with "lectric-
E
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Utility applications, the net present value of STES for any particular system
r	 coat can be estimated by calculating the area between the marginal, value cut-ve
and the horizontal line corresponding to that price level:.
The marginal values for the IPH market depicted in Figure 7 reflect a more
literal tax incentive structure than was used in the case of electric
utilities. This changer resulted from a shift in expectations that occurred
during the tithe interval between the electric utility analysis and the IPH
analysis. As such, the marginal values associated with these two sectors are
not directly comparable. Within a particular market sector, however, the
analysis does indicate the relative value of developing an STES option under
alternative levels of R&D success and fuel priCer scenarios.
The Net Present Value of Solar Thermal IPH Systems:
Medium Oil Prices
Figure 8 shows the relationship between R&D success, as reflected by
system costs, and the net present value of STES in IPH applications adsuming
NEP III medium energy prices. This figure indicates that limited penetration
is expected for thermal applications of STES unless R&D succeeds in reducing
costs below the $300/m2 range. As prices decrease below that level,
however, market penetration and expected energy cost savings increase rapidly.
The Value of Solar Thermal IPH Systems:
R&D Success vs. Energy Prices
The net present value of STES in IPH applications is summarized in Figure
9 .for three alternative system costs and three energy price scenarios. The
values in this figure are similar to those estimated for electric utility
applications. If R&D success is limited, a small market for cost-effective
installations of STES will exist in the high energy price case only. On the
other hand, successful R&D Will enable STES to penetrate IPH markets in all
three energy price scenarios. The benefits f"m the IPH market, however, are
smaller than those estimated in conjunction with electric utilities, ranging
from zero to $40 billion, depending on the level of 9$1) success and future
energy prices.
While the absolute benefits from solar thermal electric and IPH applica-
tions cannot be directly compared, the IPH values exhibit a pattern similar to
those characterizing the electric utility market. Thus, a similar set of
conclusions can be drawn for STES in IPH applications. In particular, the
analysis indicates that the expected net benefits of developing an STES option,
are significantly gileater than the expected costl of completing the required
R&D. Despite this fact, there is a non-trivial probability that only a
limited market for cost competitive solar thermal IPH systems will exist in
1990. Due to the tendency of private industry to minimize their maximum
Possible losses, the risk of supporting R&D which 'fails to produce an
economzally viable system will dissuade private industry from investing in
STES. Thus, federal participation in the development of STES for IPH appli-
cations is required if this technology is to be available for wide-scale
deployment during this century. Federal support is necessary to ensure that
society avoids the substantial energy coats which would be incurred under the
high energy price scenario in the absence of a STES option.
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STES in Trbansportable, Fuel and. ChemicAl Feedstock Applications
There are three important characteristics of scalar energy which limit its
market potential io electric utility and industrial procees heat applications.
The solar resource is diffuse, intermittent, and site specific in! nature. A
number of technological concepts have been proposed to overcome these limita-
tions. In particular, the development of concentrating collectors is designed
to counteract the diffuse Mature of solar radiation. Similarly, thermal
storage is being developed to address the intermittent availability of insola
tion. Electricity grids are relied on to transport solar thermal electrical
power between the collection and end use sites. Unfortunately, no comparable
mechanism has been devised for Long distance transport of thermal energy.
Fuels and chemicals provide a concentrated form of enemy which can be
transported with relative ease using currently existing systems. Furthermore,
fuels and chemicals can be stored, and are available on demand regardless of
the time of day. Thus, fuels and chemicals can serve many energy consuming
sectors of the U.S., and their use is not limited by the regional or time
dependent nature of solar radiation. As such, the market potential of fuels
and chemicals produced by STES far exceeds that of the electrical and IPH
applications described above.
The development of production processes for transportable fuels and
chemical feedstocks utilizing STES present a number of interesting challenges,
and the potential payoff's are tremendous. Hut, due to the basic state of this
R&D, it is currently impossible to identify the most promising markets or
quantify the potential benefits for this application of STES. As a result,
this analysis will simply mention that this potentially significant market
does exist. No attempt will be made to quantify these benefits. It is
important to note, however, that the nature of basic R&D, which makes it
impossible to quantify the potential benefits, will also limit the level of
private investment in this category of STES R&D. Thus, if progress is to be
made toward developing this important application of STES, federal participa-
tion will be required.
The Social Benefits Attributable to STES
A Qualitative Evaluation
In addition to the private market benefits of STES, as measured by the
value of reductions in energy-related costs, there are -a-variety of important
social benefits as well. These benefits are not reflected in private market
transactions, making estimation of their value very difficult. As a result,
they are frequently excluded from analysis. Two social benefits are depicted
in_ Figures,11 and 12. As discussed previously, the deployment of STES in
electric utility applications will result in the displacement of a variety of
fuel types. Initial STES installations will primarily affect the most expen-
sive fuel types, including petroleum and natural gas, As STES penetration
increases, however, a higher proportion of total fuel displacement will be
accounted for by less expensive fuel types such as coal and nuclear. Figure
11 shows the quantity of each fuel type displaced by STES as market penetration
increases (i.e,., system costs decrease) for three energy price scenorios.
These quantities represent the actual fuel displacements expected for each
combinatiot: of energy prices and STES costs, and Were used in oalculat ng the
r	 marginal value of STES. This information can be used to assess the importance
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of a number of non-market benefits. One such benefit is the reduction in oil
Imports and the corresponding increase in national security attributable to
the development of an STES option. Aa indicated in Figtare 1L, the total
potential life-a ale oil displacement attributable to solar thermal electric
system. inattlled in 1990 will depend on both the fuel price scenario and STES
costs. In particular, for low fuel prices oil displacement will var y from
zero to 11.0 quads; for medium fuel prices the range becomes zero to 9.8 quads*
and with high fuel prices oil displacement ranges between 3.1 and 8.6 quads.
These values correspond to average annual oil displacements )f zero to .37
quads, zero to .33 quads, and 4 10 to .29 quads respectively. In contrast,
NEP-III predicts that total oil imports will vary between 4 and 15 quads per
year in 1990. Oil imports are expected to decrease over time, raging between
zero and 7 quads per year by 2000.
Another social benefit is the environmental impact associated with
increases in the quantity of fossil fuel burned. Figure 12 indicates the
environmental impacts corresponding to the fuel displacements listed in Fi;p re
11. In deriving these values, assumptions must be made regarding the selfir
and heat content of the coal and petroleum being displaced by the solar thermal
systems. Furthermore, these values represent the net improvement in envivon-
mental quality attributable to STES. In other words, it was assumed that the
best available pollution control devices were used in 1990. The values in
Figure 12 indicate the level of pollutants not removed by these pollution
control devices. There are a variety of other significant non-market benefits
which can be qualitatively assessed in a similar manner. Figures 11 and 12-
 merely presented to call attention to these benefits, and illustrate one
manner in which these important considerations can be discussed.
Summar
To summahize t this discussion has established that solar energy systems
complement nuclear and coal technologies as a means of reducing the U.S.
dependence on imported petroleum. Furthermore, STES represents an important
category of solar energy technologies. STES can be utilized in a broad range 	 j
of applications servicing a variety of economic sectors t and they can be
deployed in both near-term and long-term markets. Finally, the net present
value of the energy cost savings attributable to electric utility and !PH
applications of STES were estimated for a variety of future energy cost
scenarios and levels of R&D success. This analysis indicated that the expected
net benefits of developing an STES option are significantly greater than the
expected costs of completing the required R&D-. In addition, transportable
fuels and chemical feedstocks represent a substantial future potential market
for STES. Due to the basic nature of this R&D activity, however, it is
currently impossible to estimate the value of STES in these markets. Despite
this fact, private investment in STES R&D is not anticipated due to the high
level of uncertainty characterizing the expected payoffs, and the non- trivial
probability of realizing a large negative rate of return from these invest-
ments. Thus, federal participation in STES R&D is required if this valuable
solar technology is to be available for deployment during this century.
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SUMMARY 
• SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES 1 INCLUDING STES1 CAN COMPLEMENT 
. . 
COAL AND NUCLEAR SYSTEMS IN ELECTRIC UTILITY APPLICATIONS. 
• STES SERVES A WIDE RANGE OF ENERGY CONSUMERS AND ECONOMIC 
SECTORS. 
• THE EXPECTED NET PRESENT VALUE OF STES IN ELECTRIC UTILITY 
ANC IPH APPLICATIONS EXCEEDS THE COST OF COMPLETING THE 
R&D PROGRAM. (THE BENEFIT/COST RATIO FOR THE FEDERAL STES 
PROGRAM EXCEEDS 30:1.) 
• TRANSPORTABLE FUELS AND CHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS REPRESENT A 
SIGNIFICANT LONG-TERM POTENTIAL MARKET FOR STES. 
• PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN STES R&D IS NOT ANTICIPATED. 
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN STES R&D IS REQUIRED IF THIS VALUABLE 
SOLAR TECHNOLOGY IS TO BE AVAILABLE FOR DEPLOVT1ENT DURING THIS 
CENTURY. 
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OIRIGMAL USING PARABOLIC DISH MODULES*
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4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
Abstract
A configuration tradeoff study has been con-
ducted to determine optimum solar thermal para-
bolic dishower systems for isolated load appli-
cations. Tge specific application of an essen-
tially constant power demand as required for MX
missile shelters is treated. Supplying a con-
tinuous level of power with high reliability is
shown to require a power system comprising mo-
dular parabolic dish power units where the heat
engines of the modular power units can be driven
by fossil fuels as well as solar-derived heat.
Since constraints on reliability result in the
provision of a power generating capability that
exceeds the constant demand level, efficient.
utilization of the power system requires battery
storage. Tradeoffs regarding the optimum size
of storage are investigated as a function of
the number of power modules and the cost of the
fossil fuel which is used to meet the demand
when insolation is unavailable and storage is
depleted.
Introduction
Early opportunities for implementing mo-
dular solar thermal parabolic dish sysems
include isolated load applications(1, 21.
 This
paper investigates configurational tradeoffs
for a particular isolated load application
involving the use of parabolic dish systems to
supply power for MX shelters. The basic con-
figurational layout is shown in Fig. 1. The
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sunlight into the aperture of a cavity receiver
located at the focal point of the dish concen-
trator. The heat created in the receiver is
used by the engine/generator assembly to
produce electricity( 3 9 4 , 5 ), When sunlight is
is available, the electrical energy from the
modules (two are shown in Fig. 1 for illustrative
purposes) is supplied to the MX shelter with
excess energy being stored in batteries. On an
annual basis, a very small amount of the excess
energy is wasted when batteries are fully charged.
The extra cost of batteries to capture the wasted
energy is not cost-effective from an overall
system optimization view-point. When insolation
is unavailable and batteries are depleted, fossil
fuel is used to operate the engine/generator as-
semblies.
iNSOLATION
From the viewpoint of selecting a confi`g-
uration, there are several key tradeoffs asso-
ciated with the arrangement illustrated in Fig.
1. For the high reliability required by the MX
application, use of multiple units or multiple
combinations of units that can meet the load
requirements is considered to be a more practical
and achievable approach than trying to develop a
single unit that, can satisfy the stringent MX
reliability requirements. The multiple unit
approach to reliability results in power genera-
ting capacity that exceeds the load by at least
a factor of two. Effective utilization of this
excess capacity requires electrical energy stor-
age in batteries. Due to the occurence of ex-
tended periods of inclement weather, provision
of a fossil fuel system is needed to meet load
requirements. The alternative of providing a
large solar system with long stg9r ge times is not
considered to be cost effectivel 6l. Given the
need for both battery storage and the ability to
operate from fossil fuels, key configurational
tradeoffs involve the size and number of dish
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power modules, expected reliabilities, and the
a
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split between solar and fossil fuel usage based
BATTERY
	 on economic considerations oriented toward select-
ing the configuration with the lowest life-cycle
cost.
t
FUEL FUEL Insolation characteristics affect the per
TANK TANK formance and economics of solar systems as shown
' POWER FOR in regional studies, where the operation of solar i
{ MX SHELTER plants was investigated over a widg Cange of
f variations in regional
	
insolation 	 The pro-
Figure T
	
Parabolic Dish Power System for MX Shelter posed MX shelter-concept is to be located in the
southwestern United States. 	 For purposes of
t
6	 i
determining first—order trends, the insolation
power module comprises a two-axis tracking from a particular site, namely Barstow, CA, was
parabolic dish concentrator which focuses -- taken to be.representative of the southwestern
*The research described in this paper was
region.'
carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, and was The objectives of this paper are to (1)
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy examine the first-order effects of key configura-
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red the use of solar
power for isol 
a 
ted load applications. In the
following section, key results of the investi.
gation are presented. Then, the three factors
of power system operational modes, economic
scenarios (e.g., fossil fuel price escalation
rates), and solar system performance and costs
are discussed in terms of their influence on
the results. To provide detailed background,
a summary of the analytical basis used in per-
forming tradeoffs is provided. Finally, con-
clusions are drawn regarding the specific MX
application as well as general insights for
isolated load applications.
Key Results
Configurational
paper are based on developmental activities that
are underwly in the DOE-sponsored Parabolic Dish
Program . The baseline dish concentrator has
an 11 meter diameter. An alternative is a small
;z 7 meter diameter dish based on adaptation of
heliostats developed within the Central Receiver
Program for use at the 10 MWe solar plant near
Barstow, CA.
For he imple-
mentationpossi-
bilities include the Rankine, Brayton, and Stirling
cycles. The Brayton engine is considered to be
representative of the level of performance that
could be achieved, and hence , projjc^ed Brayton
cycle performance characteristics 	 are em-
ployed in this paper. The selection of the most
appropriate engine for the MX involves detailed
tradeoff analyses that are beyond the scope of
this paper.
In he mid-eighties, improved
batteries appear to be the most likely candidate
for energy storage. However, DOE-sponsored
advanced battery development activities indicate
that vastly improved batteries could be available
in the 1990-2000 timeframe. Since these advanced
batteries could be available as replacements for
lead-acid batteries during the operational life
of the MX system, both lead acid and advanced
battery system^ ,Ire analyzed. The Iron-Chromium
Redox battery	 being developed at NASA Lewis
Research Center is considered to be representa-
tive of the level of improvement that could be
available. Thus, its projected performance.
characteristics are used in this paper.
cost-effective configurations
supplya large fraction (-0.70)
of the annual energy consumption
from solar energy with the remainder c
» Modulmr power systems are required to
meet high reliability requirements.
Reliability Requirements
Employing characteristics of first
tion parabolic dish systems that are being
developed for use in the mid-eighties to 1990
timeframe of the MX, the rated power output
of the 11-meter dish is 23 kWe at a insolation
level of I kW/m2. The smaller dish.(z7-meter
equivalent diameter) has a output of 10 kWe
under similar conditions. Based on currently
available Information, a single shelter for the
MX missile requires a constant 14.5 kWe on an
essentially non-interrupted basis (24 hours per
day for 365 days per year). Occasional excur-
sions of one-hour duration to a power level of
21 kWe, must also be accommodated. Althcugh
one 11-meter dish or two 7-meter dishes could
approximately meet the peak load requirements,
provision of two 11-meter dishes or three 7-meter
dishes is chosen as the minimum requirement to
torot the 21 kWe peak load with a comfortable
margin of reserve power.
Re liabil ity
increase in the number of dish power modules as
shown in Fig. 2. The reliability requirements
0 RELIABILITY OF
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MX APPLICATION
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will have only a second-order impact on the
results. The reliability of the dish module is
governed by the reliability of the fossil fuel-
fired power conversion system since the failure
of any solar collector component (e.g., tracking
assembly or receiver) can be over-ridden by using
fossil fuels to generate power and meet load
requirements.
Fo r modular dish systems, the uA ability of
power to the load is close to the value for
reliability since maintenance on any given module
can be scheduled to coincide with the period
when that module is normally inoperative. If the
system were not modular, the reliability would
have to be directly reduced by scheduled main-
tenance to determine availability.
The ability to plumb spare engine/generator
assemblies into the fossil fuel line provides an
important degree of freedom in selecting optimal
systems. Front a reliability standpoint, these
engines have the same effect as a solar dish
(nodule. Thus, if the number of power modules
required to satisfy reliability requirements
exceeds the number of solar modules corresponding
to an optimum configuration, the reliability can
be satisfied by plumbing the desired number of
relatively inexpensive engine/generator assemblies
into the fuel line.
Cost-Effective Configurations
Cost effective configurations are defined as
those which produce the required energy at the
LEAD-ACID STORAGE*
SPECIFIC AREA IN m2 PER We
6 10 12	 14	 16	 18
16
14	 `Y
lowest cost per unit ener gy, where cost includes
capital equipment, fuel, and . operation and
maintenance (08M), The dominant cost items are
the capital costs of solar equipment and the
cost of fossil fuel. As the number of solar dish
modules is increased, the capital cost of solar
equipment increases and the fraction of the
energy derived from solar increases. The fuel
costs correspondingly decrease. Thus, by varying
the number of dish modules and the associated
battery storage size, the cost associated with
generating the required energy can be varied
and the configuration with the lowest cost
can be determined.
For the selected operating mode where the
power system does not utilize fossil fuels
until all solar -derived onergy including
energy from storage is depleted, the minimum
energy cost for the fossil fuel hybrid system
occurs wheii the marginal cost of energy
associated with solar operation equals the
marginal cost of energy during operation
using fossil fuels. Defining energy costs
as an annualized cost (associated with both
capital and operation and maintenance) over
the annual energy delivered, the marginal cost
of energy is the incremental change in
annualized cost over the associated incremental
change in annual energy delivery.
The nomograph of Fig. 3 utilizes the
equality of marginal costs of energy for the
solar and fossil-fuel modes of operation to
delineate optimum or cost e ffe ctive hy brid con-
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To obtain a larger solar capacity factor, the this low fuel escalation range for systems using
number of dish modules is increased along with the lead-acid battery storage, there are essentially A
size of the battery. 	 The larger number of modules two solutions involving use of solar energy. M
generates more excess solar-derived energy which First, a single 10 kWpower module with no sto-
is diverted to an enlarged battery storage unit rage can be used.	 The{s unit woOld supply about
for discharge during periods when insolation is 20% of the required annual energy at an energy r:
not available.	 The storage time is a measure of cost of =86 mills/kWe hr.	 The remaining energy
battery storage system size. 	 It represents the would be supplied by fossil -fuels.	 Since the
time period during which a fully charged battery lower-bound energy cost associated with fossil 1
system can supply rated power (in this case, fuel operation at zero real	 fuel escalation
14.5 kWe).	 The optimal storage time for the rate is found to be ml 50 mills/kWe hr, the use
system using lead-acid batteries is about 8 hours of a 10 kWe module is justified from economic
whereas the system employing Redox batteries 'consi derations.	 In fact,, the real	 fuel esca-
requires almost 14 hours, lation rate would have to drop to 	 =-2% beforefuel energy costs would decrease to a level
The specific areiA is defined as the total equal_ to the energy cost from the solar module.
concentrator aperture area over the rated power This solution differs from those of Fig. 3
output of the power system.	 For a fixed power because the power level of a single 10 kWe
rating, this parameter is directly proportional module is less than the system load of 14.5 kWe
to the number of dishes. 	 Since only two dish and must therefore be continuously augmented
sizes of 11-meter and 7-meter equivalent diameter by fossil	 fuel operation.	 Since about 80% of
were selected, it is seen from Fig. 3 that the the energy is supplied by fossil fuels, the solar
optimum configuration generally is not coincident system serves primarily as a fuel saver whereas,
with a finite number of dish modules.	 The selec- for baseline systems in Figs. 3 and 4, the solar
tion of a cost-effective configuration with a system is the primary power source.
finite number of either 11-meter or 7-meter
diameter modules depends on the relative The second solution involves either the use
penalties associated with selecting either the of a single 23 kWe power module or two 10 kWe
lower or higher number of dishes which bracket _modules.	 As seeth from Fig. 3, the optimum solu-
the optimum value. tion employing lead-acid-battery storage results
I
figurations. based on URI data( 9), distillate
fuel prices are $0.26/1_($1/gal) in 1981
and the nominal real fuel escalation is estimated
to be a4% over the long-term interval encom-
passing the thirty year operating period of the
system following startup in 1996. Thus, if one
enters the nomograph at a real fuel escalation
rate of 4%, the marginal cost of energy, number
of dish modules, solar capacity factor, storage
time, and specific area can be read from the
nomograph as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The solar capacity factor is the fraction of
energy derived from insolation. For the system
with lead-acid battery storage, this fraction is
about 0.65 whereas with Redox stora9e a value of
nearly 0.80 is shown to beoptimal. As expected,
use of lower cost, advanced batteries such as
Redox tends to shift the optimum configuration
toward greater solar energy usage. For the
essentially constant-power MX application, the
fraction supplied by fossil fuels is simply
unity minus the fraction from solar energy.
The bottom curves of the nomograph pertain
to fuel-derived energy and are not identical ilor
the lead-acid and Redox charts because the
marginal cost is a function of the fuel capacity
factor and the fuel capacity factor for the
optimum configuration is different for the two
cases. The cost for operation from fossil fuels
includes the additional equipment (combustor,
fuel tank, fuel lines, and fuel pump) to achieve
fossil fuel operation, the 06M associated with
this equipment, additional engine-generator O&M
associated with fossil fuel operation, and fuel
consumed, To determine the energy cost associated
with operation from fossil fuels, these costs are
annualized and divided by the annual energy
generated during fossil fuel operation. Due to
the inclusion of cost items other than fuel,
the energy cost and the associated marginal cost
are functions of capacity factor,
The effect of departing from the optimum
value corresponding to the lowest energy cost
for the hybrid power system is shown in Fig. 4
for both the lead-acid and Redox storage systems.
The term, levelized busbar energy oost,refers to
a specific discounted cash flow procedure for
determining a single value for energy cost that
is representative of the power system over its
operating lifetime (10). For the baseline real
fuel escalation rate of 4%/year, a selection of
two 11-meter dishes or four 7-meter dishes provide
hybrid system energy costs that are very close to
the minimum value for the system using lead-acid
batteries. Use of five 7-meter disheEl result in
only a very slightly greater penalty whereas use
of three 11-meter dishes yields a significant
40% increase in energy cost. For the system
using Redox battery storage, use of five 7-meter
dish modules is very close to the optimum while
the use of either two or three 11-meter dishes
results in a small z4% increase in energy cost.
Referring to Fig. 2, it 12 seen that all of
the systems based on the 4%/year real fuel
escalation rate meet the reliability criteria with
small penalties from the optimum exceptfor the
11-meter lead-acid-storage system which uses two
modules. Since use of three modules to meet
reliability constraints results in a penalty of
--30%, the most cost-effective solution would
appear to be the use of a fossil-fuel-fired engine-
generator unit plumbed into the fuel supply line.
This unit would add only a small increase to the
energy cost of the optimum two-module system
while providing the desired reliability.
For real fuel escalation rates in the range
of 0-4%/year, it is seen from Fig. 3 that optimum
hybrid dish power systems with battery storage
exist when Redox storage is used. For systems
using lead-acid battery storage, solutions in the
range of 0-2.5%/year are not shown since they
represent departures from the ground rules per-
taining to the systems presented in Fig. 3. In
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Figure 4 Energy Costs for Combined Solar/Fossil Power System
in a relatively low storage of ;z 1 hour. For	 and bring the system closer to the optimum.
these low storage times, the elimination of
battery storage results in a significant decrease 	 There are clearly a number ofoptions
in energy costs along with (a r latively small de=	 that can be t^Xercised. The inherent modularity
crease in energy delivery (5,6^. If the costs of	 of dish systems permits the selection of options
battery stoge were 
energy 
cost 
could 
be 
n
	 usin g
 
assumptions 
st be d	 optimum systems
were delivered, the nergy cost could be essen- 	  leaa•acd storage as
s
 dete rmined usin
g
 base-
ti_lly the same as the 10 kWe module,  i 
	
n 	 n e installed in 1986. If
energy cost would be =a86 mills/kWehr. However, 	 fuel escalation rates are found to be higher than
since the power output exceeds the load, energy is 	 the baseline, additional dish modules and
	 i
wasted and the actual energy cost front the solar 	 batteries can be added. Also, when advanced
system is estimated to be v--106  mills/kWehr. This 	 batteries become available, the number of dish
value is below the a 150 mills/kWehr for the zero 	 modules can be increased at the same time that
real fuel escalation rate. Thus, use of either a	 the lead-acid batteries are replaced.
single 23 kWe power module or two 10 kWe modules
is justified on economic grounds. This solution 	 Comparisons with Conventional Systems
differs from those shown by Fig, 3 since it in-
volves a solar configuration that does not operate	 All of the curves in Fig. 4 exhibit a minimum
as stipulated to obtain the optimum solar curve 	 energy cost at a finite storage time except for
presented in that figure.	 the curve corresponding to a zero real fuel
escalation rate for the system using lead-acid
	
l
The baseline case selections and tradeoffs	 battery storage. Those curves which show a
described above are considered to be a subset	 minimum indicate that the hybrid solar/fossil
of the choices facing decision makers. Variations 	 fuel parabolic dish power system will be more
t	 in fuel escalation rates and the anticipated	 economical than a conventional fossil fuel system.
future availability of advanced battery systems	 If the conventional fossil fuel system were less
such as Redox have an interactive influence on	 expensive, the curves would not exhibit a minimum
decisions and strategies. The possibility of	 at a finite storage time but, instead, would
fuel escalationrates that are higher than the 	 have their lowest values at zero storage time.
{;	 baseline and the future availability of ad
vanced batteries bath tend to force decisions	 It is noted that, for baseline conditions of
,"i	 in the direction of higher solar usage than 	 a 4%/year real fuel escalation rate, there is a
indicated for the lead-acid system. if fuel 	 large advantage associated with use of optimum
escalation rates are lower than the baseline,, 	 hybrid systems as compared to conventional sys
t	 the selected baseline lead-acid system wouldL 	 tems, particularly for systems which are based
be off-optimum in the direction of using too 	 on the use of advanced Redox battery storage. The
much solar energy. The future availability of 	 energy cost of conventional fossil fuel systems
advanced batteries would tend to compensate 	 based on a 4%/year real fuel escalation rate is
if	 323
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found to be approximately 275 milts/kWehr, whereas
the optimum hybrid plant with Redox storage has an
energy cost of 170 mills /kWehr as shown on Fig. 4.
Thus, the conventional system will have an energy
cost that is about 60% greater than the optimum
system using Redox batteries.
Selected Operational Modes
When considering a hybrid fossil fuel/solar
power system, there are numerous strategies for
operating the system. For example, the fossil
combustor can be placed in series with the solar
receiver so that the fossil combustor raises the
temperature of the heat transfer medium leaving
the receiver before it enters the engine. This
has the lidvantage of allowing a lower solar
receiver operating temperature with an associated
reduction in reradiation losses while providing
the high temperatures needed for efficient engine
operation, There are also mixed-mode strategies
where the combustor might be used even if battery
storage is not depleted. Tradeoff considerations
would involve factors such as extension of battery
life by limiting charge-discharge cycles.
An investigation to assess optimal hybrid
operating modes is beyond the scope of the present
paper. Since the intent is to gain insight into
the first-order tradeoffs between relative usage
of solar and fossil fuels in the context of em-
ploying battery storage, a simple operating
strategy which decouples the solar and fossil fuel
modes of operation is adopted. This choice simp-
lifies the anall sig by allowing direct use of
previous work 1 +61 wherein the optimum config»
urations for parabolic dish solar power systems
using battery storage were delinated. These
optimum solar systems constitute a baseline
configuration for the solar mode of operation.
For the fossil fuel mode of operation, combustors,
fuel tanks, fuel lines, pumps and associated
controls are added. Since the modes are essen-
tially decoupled, a relatively simple optimization
criterion involving marginal costs for energy,
as described previously, can be derived. Optimi-
zation of mixed-mode operating strategies would
be much more complex.
Table 1. General Economic and Financial Parameters
Description of Parameters Baseline
_Values
General Economic Conditions
Rate of General 	 Inflation, %/year 6(1)
Beal	 Escalation Rate for Capital 0
Costs, %/Year
Real Escalation Rate for Operating 1(2)
and Maintenance Costs,-%/Year 4(3)Real Escalation Rate for Fuel, Wear
Base Year for Costs 1981
Financial Parameters (Government Installation)
Effective Income Tax Rate 0
Annual Miscellaneous Tax Rate and 0
Insurance Premiums as a Fraction of
Capital	 Investment
Internal Rate of Return (Discount Rate), 11(4)
%/Year
First Year of Operation 1986
Plant Construction time, years 1
Economic Life of Plant, years 30
(1) A general inflation rate of 8.5% for 1981 to
1986 and of 6% for 1986 to 2016 have been derived
from DRI''s GNP deflator statisticF (Ref. g).
Since the higher initial rate has a small effect
that is considered to be within the uncertainty
range of the long -term estimate, a nominal value
of 6% is used.
(2) Labor-related operation and maintenance (05M)
costs have historically escalated at a faster
rate that general inflation. Based-on long-
term trends, a value of 1% above the 6% general
inflation rate is assumed.
3) Fuel escalation rates are based on DRI data
Ref. 9) for distillate fuel costs; these costs
indicate higher values than those usually
projected by econometric models, the higher
value of 4% is used.
(4) The rate of return of 1'1% nominal (5% real)
corresponds to an intermediate value that is
Baseline Economic Scenario higher than the long-term trend of about 2%
real escalation but lower than Office of Manage-
The economic scenario assumed for the period went and Budget (OMB) suggestions of a 10% real
from the present through the operating life of the rate.
power system has a strong influence on the optimum
split between the solar and fossil
	
fuel energy
usage of a hybrid power system.
	
Since the rele- It is noted that financial parameters for
vant time period is of the order of thirty years,_ taxes and insurance, premiums are zero for Govern-
it was decided to emphasize the use of nominal ment projects such as the MX power system.	 These
values for economic and financial parameters factors would tend to favor capital intensive
which are predicated on long-term trends. 	 Baseline Government projects fin comparison to the private
values used in this paper are given in Table 1. sector.	 However, recent changes in depreciation
schedules for the private sector tend to offset
One of the most powerful parameters which this effect by similarly shifting the balance in
influences the results of the study is the real favor of capital 	 intensive projects.	 Thus, overall
escalation rate for fuel. 	 Based on a review of trends based on usinsl ffilancial parameters for
historical trends, there is no precedent for a Government projects are expected generally to hold
long-term rate that is as high as 6 1.1/year.	 Thus, hold for the private sector.
this value is used as an upper bound in Figs. 3
and 4.
	
Current trends and projection studiesf	 l Parabolic Dish System Performance and Costsindicate that a value as low as a zero ue
escalation rate is unlikely, particularly over	 The performance and cost characteristics used
the next thirty years. The value of zero fuel 	 for parabolic dish systems in this study are based
escalation rate is therefore used as a lower	 on first generation systems that will be undergoing
bound.	 module development testing (scheduled to start
f	 g	 324
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in the latter part of CY 1981). For the selected
representative module which uses a Brayton engine,
the "11-meter dish produces 23 We at rated con-
ditions of 1 kW/m 2
 of insolotion. Based gin an
effective reflective surface area of 92 m , the
system efficiency is 25%, where this efficiency
is defined as the net electrical energy output
over tho energy incident on the effective reflec-
tive surface. The engine -generator efficiency
is approximately 30%. The system efficiency of
the 7-metier dish is slightly lower (24%) due to
the lower %efficiency of the smaller engine.
Since costs are strongly influenced by pro-
duction volume, thepotential production levels
associated with providing power for MX shelters
is estimated. Based on 4200 shelters and two 11
meter dish modules per shelter, the total number
of dish modules is 8400. Assuming that the
modules are produced during a four-year period
so that the compleft MX shelter system is in
operation by 1990, a production rate of ::e 2000
modules/year is required. For the 7-meter dish
module, the baseline system with lead-acid
battery storage can use either 4 or 5 modules
per shelter. If five modules per shelter are
used, the production rate is ;;4-5000 modules/yea r
using the basis described above.
Using the above production rates, the costs
for the 11-meter and 7-meter dish modules were
estimated. Although the cost breakdowns were
slightly different for the two modules, the
total installed costs normalized to the rated
power output were found to be essentially equal
for both modules. The cost breakdown for the
11-meter dish module is shown in Fig. S. It is
seen that the addition of hybridization equipment
increases the instil *;ed system costs by about
8%.
The most expensive component is the parabolic
dish concentrator which costs $170/m2 in 1981
dollars	 This value is based on cost volume
curves t 5 ) derived from development activities
within the DOE-sponsored parabolic Dish Program
and is consistent with development objectives
f	 f'iti	 t	 C t f	 4-k
• MODULEt 23 We FROM i I m DISH
• PRODUCTION LEVELt h20MttnrluWyew
• HYBRIDIZATION EQUIPMENT INCLUDES (1) COMBUSTOR
SYSTEM AT $323/MODULE, (2) FUEL PUMPS AND FUELLINES AT 5610/MODULE, (3) FUEL TANK OF 12,000 t.
CAPACITY CORRESPONDING TO 30% OF LOAD FROM
FUEL AT $1130
16M HYBRIDIZATION
EQUIPMENT
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receiver and for tare power conversion unit	 (consist-
ing of the engine and alternator) have been deter- Figure 5	 Installed System Cost Breakdown
mined in a similar manner for a production volume for Hybrid Parabolic Dish Hoduie
of = 2000 units.	 In particular, an anal y sis of
engine selling prices as a function of production Indirect costs include 5% for spares, 1.5 01 for
volume( II} was used as the basis for estimating shipping, and 20% for fees and contingencies. 	 It
Brayton engine costs.
	
In all	 rases, costs are is noted that these indirect costs constitute a
expressed in 1981	 dollars. substantial	 increase in installed capital 	 costs
of about 26%.
It is noted that the above capital lost
estimates reflect engine cost information and The cost estimates for hybridization equip-
concentrator mass production trends from recent ment are also based on the cost of standard com'-
studies.
	
Basically these stuldies indicate costs ponents.	 In determining fuel tank costs, it was
lower than those of the earlier data used in assumed that the tank is filled every sill months,
setting project attainability-based goals can be if the tank were to be filled every three months,
achieved, particularly at lower mass-production the tank costs could be halved.	 Since tank co>;ts
volumes,	 For concentrators,, it is believed this are a relatively small item, it is expected tAat
reduction results from a design evolution that other factors related to the logistics Af 	 perat-
was directed 'toward developing systems which ing the shelters will be the dominant consider-
would be more cost effective at lower production ations in determining tank size.
volumes.	 Also, the power system for the MX
application has a lower cost than a power plant for -	 The direct installed capital costs used for 	 » '
utility applications since site preparation and the lead-acid and Redox battery storage systems are
substation costs are obviated. presented in Fig. 6 as a function of storage time.
For the baseline case of 4%/year real fuel esca-
Costs for controls and electrical transport lation rate,	 it is recalled from Fig.
	 3 that the
are predicated on the use of standard components. storage times are 8 hrs and 14 hrs for the optimal
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• INSTALLED DIRECT CAPITAL COSTS NORMALIZED TO RATED PONER
• COSTS AT ZERO STORAGE INCLUDE PONER•RELATED EQUIPMENT SUCH AS
INVERTER/CONVQRTERS AND CELL STACK COSTS FOR THE REDOX SYSTEM
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Figure 6 Direct Capital Casts for
Storage Systems
volume is investigated. In particular, the effect
of reducing production volumes to a level of <600
modules/year, corresponding to a module cost of
approximately 52200/kWe, is shown in Fig.7 for the
LEAD -AC I D STORAGE
1
300
REAL
b FUEL ESCALATION
RATE iN 96 PER YEAR
^C 3^ 250	 /
W
?	 4
200 Oil
systems using lead-acid and Redox batteries, re-
the
it
spectively.	 In this range of storage times,
advanced ltedox battery is two to three times less
costly than the lead-acid system.	 Additionally, _	 6ASELINE	 LIMITED
the Rndox battery is projected to last for the 150 ^	 —.•	 --i	 o	 I	 )	 (—	 1
thirty-year life of the power s ystem, whereas the
lead-acid battery has a 6-year life and will PRODUCTION VOLUME
require four replacements during the life of the IN MODULES/YEARc	 2100	 <500
power system.
	
This further amplifies the cost MODULE COST
differential.	 These factors dominate the compar- IN $AWE	 1600	 2200
ison to such an extent that sli ght differences
in efficiencies and depth of discharge become 1000	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16
1
1
second-order effects. STORAGE TIME IN HOURS
To obtain total	 installed battery costs, in- FUEL COST (1981$): 	 /a^ooI;
*.direct costs, constituting approximately 26% of TION^ 1986FIRST YEAR OF OPERATI -
1 f
the direct costs, are included.	 It is important E
to note that the storage costs are normalized to Figure 7	 Effect of Reduced Module production
the power system output of 14.5 kWe for the MX Volume
4 application, whereas the module cost of Fig. 5 is
normalized to the power output of the module
(23 kWe for the 11-meter dish module). 	 To place system using lead-acid batteries.	 At 4%/year real
f the module costs of a power system on the basis fuel
	
escalation rate, the limited-production-volume j
E of power system output, the normalized module case has an optimum storage time of approximately
cost from Fig. 5 must be multiplied by the power 6 hrs as compared to 8 hrs for the baseline. 	 Thus,
rating of the module and the number of modules even with limited production volumes, hybrid sys-
and then divided by the rating of the power sys- terns are shown to have economic advantages.
tem.	 For a power system with two 11-meter r
modules, the cost of the modules Analytical	 Basis for Configuration Tradeoffs
I
power sys tem output is 
;:05200/kWe .
	
lead-acid
 ofBrsnlThe
` 2U% to the system capital cost. Certain analytical procedures used in the
present papers have not been developed in the cited 1
The operation and maintenance (0&M) costs are references.	 These procedures encompass reliability
r separately estimated for the components comprising assessments, energy cost relations for hybrid sys-
I` the power system( 5 ).The composite effect of the tens, and marginal cost analyses.
	
A brief discuss-
operating costs and different maintenance schedules ion is therefore given to aid in the detailed inter- -
r is found to be approximately 2% of the total power pretation of the results presented in figs.. 2
system and equipment costs (where indirect costs through 4.
are excluded).	 As noted on Table 1, these labor
related charges are assumed to escalate at a real In determining reliability, the role of the
rate of 1% during the operating life of the power storage system was ignored in the interest of
system.
	
This will amplify the effects of O&M on a simplifying the analysis.	 This assumption results,
life-cycle basis; but initial capital 	 expenditures in the underestimation of the actual 	 reliability-
are the dominant factors governing the relative of the system.	 Since each dish has hybrid cap-
' economics of solar-derived power vis-a-vis use of ability, the probability that the dish can deliver
fossil	 fuels, power at any point in time is the probability that
at least the hybrid option can function,
	
The site
3 Since it is of interest to apply the findings is assumed to have an adequate supply of fuel
	
so_
of this study to applications other than MX shel- that the reliability of the system will only
tors, the sensitivity of the results to production depend on the system hardware. I
4
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! To compute the number of units. N", needed Then, if the energy cost expression of Eq (2) is
to achieve a reliability, R, the following steps differentiated and rearranged, it is found that
are taken.	 First, the fewest number of units, N,
to cover the load is calculated. 	 Then, the d(EC)
smallest value of N' which satisfies the following EC'	 EC +CF	 --	 (5)
d(CF)conditional equation is the solution for the
minimum number of power modules required to meet Thus, if the variation of energy cost with capacity
the specified reliability. factor is known, the marginal energy cost can be
evaluated.
N"	 N'
(^( p ) J 	(1-p)N'-J	 > R.	 (l) To use marginal energy costs to determine
axN optimum hybrid plant configurations the basic
hybrid relationship of Eq (3) 	 is minimized (i.e.,
y
The parameter p refers to the reliability of an d(EC)/d(CF)s
	
O .	 This minimization yields,
individual	 unit and the independence of unit
failures is assumed so that the above binomial
s distribution is the appropriate model. ECs'	 _	 ECf'	 (6)
r	 { The levelized energy cost M of a hybrid This is the basic result which allowed the con-
power plant is tho annualized cost AC over the struction of the nomograph chart of Fig. 3.
annual energy delivered E, i.e.,
Conclusions
AC	 AC+ ABC
E^- 	T11—;
 
Ef	 ,	 (2) Conclusions are drawn concerning the
+. feasibility of using parabolic dish systems to
where 6ubscr pts s and f refer to solar and fuel supply power for MX shelters and the potential
operation,	 respectively.
	
The term ACs is the of these systems to penetrate other remote power
annualized cost of solar equipment and its markets.	 It is concluded that the use of para-
corresponding O&M while ACf is the annualized bolic dish systems is economically justified over
cost of fossil
	
fuel equipment zknd the additional a wide range of real fuel escalation rates
U&M associated with operation osin 	 fossil	 fuels. (covering
	
what is believed to be a reasonable p
The annual energy delivered duO ng gthe solar and ,ain
	
band) and that hybrid parabolic dish
fossil modes of operation are E	 and E	 , respect-P	 s	 f	 P s Z,,ems having both battery storage and the
ively. viable
forasupplying^power4toiMXfshelters.a Giveneconomic i
Defining capacity factors for solar and fossil parameters in the ranges considered here, the hybrid
modes of operation as U s Es/Emax and CF f = Ef/ system can (1) substantially reduce costs com-
Emax+ where Emax is the maximum amount of energy pared to conventional fossil 	 fuel	 systems,	 (2)
that the power plant could deliver if it were to decrease dependence on critical petroleum-based
operate continuously at rated power, it is found fuels,, and (3) provide high reliability meeting
trom rearrangement of Eq (2) that or exceeding MX requirements.
CF	 CF
L',	
° 
n	
+ GF +	 EC	 (CFs + CFf +	 (3 )k sFF
Based on the specific case study of MX
shelters, the	 of hybrid dish systemspotential
to penetrate remote non-grid-connected power
Here, rUs - AC S/Es and Etrf m ACf/Ef are recognized markets has been clearly delineated. 	 The high
as energy costs pertaining to the solar and fossil efficiency and inherent modularity of parabolic
modes of operation,
	
respectively.
	 Also,	 it ti dish systems are key characteristics.	 Efficient a
noted that,	 for the MX-application involving two-axis tracking provides dish systems with the
1
essentially continuous delivery of rated power, potential to generate powerfrom solar in a
the energy delivery E=Emax and Us + CFf = 1. more cost effective manner than conventional
fossil fuel systems which useetroleum=based
The separation of the energy cost for a fuels that are projected to escalate at a real
I
hybrid power system into solar energy and fossil rate of 41-'/Year on a long term basis.	 Modularity r
fuel contributions is readily accomplished for allows the system to be optimally configured to
the selected operating strategy involving meet widely varying application requirements as
decoupled solar energy and fossil fuel modes of demonstrated by the range of possibilities
operation.	 It is seen from Eq (3) that the ' examined for the MX application. Also, modularity
' energy cost of the hybrid power plant is simply permits the implementation of strategies that:
the weighted average of the energy cost during minimize risk, i.e., as suggested for the MX
solar operation and the energy cost during
-application, the solar energy to fossil
	 fuel mix
operation using fossil	 fuels.	 The weighting can be varied by adding modules in such a manner
factor is the fraction of energy delivered in that investment risks are minimized.
each mode as given by the respective capacity
factors. Acknowledgements i
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AN ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF SOLAR ENERGY
"'	 a	 ORIGINAL PA
OF POOR QUALITY
An Economic Evaluation of Solar Energy
i	 Abstract}
t
If a solar collector collects $1,000, worth of energy per year
1
rf
and lasts 20 yoars it is not worth $20,000. The monetary value
^1
of the energy must be discounted to reflect Investment alternatives
Y
for energy. Energy price changes must also be accounted-for.
Consumer costs and new energy costs are losing their disparity
with the deregulation of energy prices. The solar dish on
Fox Island is a model of solar economics. In average U.S, climate a
the dish will deliver 250 MBTU per year at temperatures up to ?50° F'.
In single present worth terms the dish system cost is about $15,000
(1980$) including maintenance. The system energy value exceeds $30,000.
If the money is not discounted then the energy value would exceed -
;63, 000. The dish approach has economic advantegaas over other
generic solar collectors. International consumer interests
indicate opertunities for further development and production
of solar collecting systems.
,,	
l
This presentation was prepared by Doug Mood,
September 9, 1981, for	 Energy Efficient
'technologies For Local Government".
Reference i "Principles of Economics Applied to
Investments in Energy Systems", Marshall, Ruegg
reproduced by Kreith, 'Nest, Economics of Solar
Ener	 and Conservation Systems,	 to	 ,,CRC Press, Inc.
Boca Raton, Florida, 1 98 0. 
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How much is a $10,000 solar collector worth? If you
deposited $10,000 in an account that paid 10% interest per
year, you could withdraw $1,060.70 per year for 30 years to
buy energy, But, as the cost of energy increases, $10060.79
would buy less energy each consecutive year. If energy costs
increase 5% per year then you could withdraw $633 the first
year, $664.65 the second year, $697.88 the third year, etc.$
and be able to buy the same amount of energy each year from
the 30 year account. In other words, assuming energy inflates
5% per year (before inflation), and your money is discounted
10% (before inflation), then a $10,000 solar collector must
deliver $633 worth of energy the first year and last 30 years
to break even with investment alternatives. But, if you expect
energy costs to rise 10% per year, then the collector only needs
to be worth $334 the first year to break even. A solar collector
is worth as much as the energy it produces in its lifetime. The
precise economic figure is dependent on how much you expect
worth in your
`Y
values. The
Ions, and the
electricity
3
n	 in the Northwest and $1.36 per gallon of gaso i,ne are examples
L	 l
of consumer costs. The other value of energy is often denoted
{
	 i` as mar 	 costs. , replacement . .costs,or new energy costs. This	 }F 	 i
xt
,r	
i
energy to rise in price and how much your money is
investment alternatives.
To complicate matters further, energy has two
consumer cost of energy ignores subsidies, regulat;
mixing of new power with old power. $0.02/kwh for
1.
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figure represents the cost of finding additional energy and
addresses the iss4es of balance of payments, inflation, and
alternatives. $0.10/kwh for nuclear electricity, $40 per barrel
of oil, and $7.50 per million British Thermal Units (MBTU) for
deregulated natural gas represent actual social costs of energy
expansion. Under Reagan's policy of deregulation consumers will
be paying replacement costs for energy (excepting nuclear energy).
The current retail cost of solar collectors does not h
indicate the future cost of solar collectorF, When mass produced
in a competative market.
	 A general method of collector cost
4
evaluation assumes that labor costs equal material costs for -
custom construction.	 Labor costs add only 33^ to material costs
for mass production predictions,
For ease in comparing energy systems all economic figures r
should be translated into .single present worth 	 (SPW) dollars.
With money discounted 10$ per year the SPW of $633 the first
year is $5 75. 45-.	 The SPW of $664.65 the second year is $549, 2 9,
The SPW of $697.88 the third year is $524.33, etc. 	 The sum total
SPW of a system which deliverad $633 worth of energy the first
year, with energy prices escalating % per year, with money value
discounted 10 0, and with an economic life of 30 years, would come-
"	 to $10 0 000 (SPW)
in another example, suppose an energy system needed a
i
$3,00 0 overhaul after 10 -years use.	 Deposit $1,156.63 in an
account bearing 10% interest and in io years $3i000 would be
available for repairs.	 The SPW of a $3,000 -expense in 10 years
y
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is $1,156 , 63 and would be added to the system cost.
	 If a
r; system has a salvage valueof $2,000 after 30 years use, then
the SPW salvage value (discounted 10&) is $114.62 and is
subtracted from system cost.
Using the above evaluation criteria the following sensitivity
analysis is possible for the solar dish concentrator on Fox Island.
The figures are estimated to be 75% accurate in 1980 dollars.
Materials (mass produced):
Dish
structural tubes 600' $	 700
hubs 27 9 1.5lbs each 450
aluminum skin . 030_, 1,300 sq. ft. 6o0
` glass mirrors 1,000 sq. ft. 1,200
fastners 500
4
boiler and plumbing 500
controls and electronics 300
$4,250
Dish support carriage:
t post $	 600
2 Endless wenches 500
F{
cable 250
j` cable rigging
l
200
counter weight support 500`
fastners 150
a
$z,600
a
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4
t
Total materials $ 6,850
u
`y
33^ for labor 2, 26 0
installation labor at site 2,000
Total installed cost $110110
F
Collecting area 610 sgare feet
z
Efficiency 80J
Thermal peak power 46 kw(t) Thermal`
r
or 160,000 BTU/hour
Annual energy value
g
Seattle, `ALA 50,000 kwh('t) or 1?0 MBTU
Yuma, A2 100,000 kwh(t) or 340 MBTU
i
U.S. Average Climate 75, 000 kwh('t) or 256 MBTU
y
Concentration ratio 1 120 to 1 E
maximum efficient temperature)	 ?50OF
Annual maintenance cosh $300
Overhaul every 11 yearst $3,000 t:
Lifetimet 30 years r
Salvage value $2,000
Land requirements (stowage), 900 sq, ft.(Parking Lots offer dual. purpose)
i
I
,F
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First solution is SPW dollarao
Discount rate: 10%
Energy escalations 50
First cost (before tax incentves)i $110110a;
Energy prices $7.,,50/MBTU
System cost (SPW) o $150243.48
t System energy value (SPW)i $30033.37
s
E (U.S-. average climate)
f
Second, solutions
Changes o	 energy price $0.02,/kwh
energy escalation 10;116
' System cosh $159243.47
System valuer $45000
,s
Third solutions
Changest	 tax incentives reduce
collector costs .40,0
economic life reduced too 20 years
r
t
6
System costs $9,974.26
F
System value $300000,
f
Fourth solutions
Discounted payback periods 5 years(The year total energy delivered
exceeds system cost)
335
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Dish concentrators are known as point-focus concentrators,
This is the only generic solar collector which does not suffer
from cosine loses, i.e. dishes always face directly towards the
sun. Central receivers (power towers) surroundedby acres of
heliostats (mirrors) are limited by size and have costs
associated with pointing error and mirror surface error. Line
focus solar concentrators have been the most popular solar
generic concentrator approach over the last 80 years. Line
focus collectors are similar in scale and materials to point
focus collectors. Line focus concentrators are trough collectors.
They generally have long rectangular curved mirrors- reflecting
sunlight onto a long black pipe. This approach does have cosine
loses and cannot get as hot as point focus. This is because line
focus geometry is 10 times more critical than point focus
geometry. Concentrators are not affected much by cold climate.
Most concentrators are cheaper (material vs. energy) than non-
concentrating collectors (flat plate collectors). Compare a
600 square foot concentrator to a 1800 square foot flat plate
collector.
The generic dish will capture a significant portion of the
1	 k t	 t `11 1	 k t	 h' heAist ng so ar mar e T	 VW	 V 	 new mar e s w 	 k.; 	 I
demand high temperatures and/or electricity.
The .-e are only a
4
handful of large dish collectors in the
world.	 The Fox Island dish was the largest in the U.S. in
1979 and is still one of the cheapest prototypes in existance
gg
d
i
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(materials vs. energy).
	 The project experienced wide media
exposure followed by a strong market response. 	 The government
of India wants two million, 24 foot diameter $ electrical
producing dishes in lieu of 2 nuclear power plants planned for
southern India.	 India lacks a transmission grid.	 Saudi Arabia
wants the dish to desalinate sea water $ Sweden and Canada want
the dish for district heating projects with seasonal storage.
Whole towns are powered 100; year round with solar concentrators
and huge underground storage tanks of water heated to 2120F.
Austrailia would like the dish for isolated power production.
isreal wants to produce the dish.	 In the U.S. I have been	 1
approached by housing project contractotsp public businesses,
farmers (irrigation pumping and crop drying), alcohol producers#
industry, and research facilities all of whom wish to purchase
the technology,
The Fox Island dish has features which distinguish it from
other large dishes
1.	 The dish forms compound curves by bendin
.,g flat triangle
glass mirrors into a multiplex of simple curves with
stress screws.
2.	 The dish has a geodesic superstructure which formed an
accurate shell and eliminated the need for optical adjustments.
The dish has tubes spanning the aperature.
4.	 The receiver (boiler) is externally irradiated.
5.	 The dish rotates up-side -down at night.	 (The next dish will 	
k
also travel down to coin the ground for further protection.
r
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But the next dish, a new industry, and a new source of
energy will become available only if the local government and
the private sector work together on the research and development
of new technology.	 Otherwise, this technology, and other like
it, will simply cease to exist. 	 The need is real.	 The U.S. w
t,
imports 7 million barrels of oil per day costing the U.S. $90
billion per year.	 Sustained solar manufacturing with gross
} sales of $20 billion per year would deliver the equivalent
energy as imported oil and would employ 200,000 full time solar
i
workers.
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BYRON WASHJM:
I have arbitrarily reduced the number of speakers so that we could
spend more time to focus in on what I regard as the absolute critical
issues. I think that with cry co-panel members today we will, in fact,
aoccmplish that. So we delve into a little bit of the details as to
the agonies of the past and the ,prospects for the future for, not only
this parabolic dish technology, but the industry as a whole. To begin
with, I would like to have a show of hands so we could calibrate, so to
speak, the audience that we have. If you are a member of private
industry manufacturing or service mode, would you please raise your
hand. OK, And if you are a DOE, Lab personnel or university employee,
would you please raise your hand. OK, thank you. And if you are a
member of the user community, please raise your hand. OK. As a result
of roughly I'd say 65-35 percent in two hands of the user oemmunity, I
think that's valuable that we know whether we're preaching to the choir
as to these ills or whether we're speaking to the congregation. Each
member of today's audience, I'm sure, is aware of the fundamental
change that is occurring in regarding the speed and leadership that
this nation is developing solar energy. Since our last meeting, the
Administration members have expressed their varying views and, as of
last Friday, the FY--82 Budget issue came to what I call an interim
conclusion when President Reagan signed the Energy and Water
Development Appropriations Bill. I used the term "interim conclusion"
for the last inning in this FY-82
-
budget   is definitely not yet over:
For a recision and a deferral pacag e can still be sent to Congress any
time, I believe, between the dates of December 15 and January 20.
Today they announced that the worsening budget deficit by the
Administration could amount to as much as one-hundred-and-nine billion
dollars, approximately twice that of the original estimate of the
present Administration.. This extreme budgetary pressure will bring
what I regard as new pressures upon the bill that has not been signed.
As most of you know, the President's original request for solar thermal
in March was forty--four million dollars; it was revised downward to
thirty-two million dollars in September, but Congress went ahead and
allocated - as you heard this morning from Gerry Braun- fifty-nine
million dollars. So to say that there's a contention between the
Administration's position and the Ccngressim is very valid. Thus, it
is premature to positively conclude that efforts in Congress to balance
or amend the Administration's position has been successful. But we can
cxxiclude the following: First, to give credit where credit's due,
OMB's_ positioning, strategy, and persuasive influence over Congress
will probably be regarded in history as me of the most powerful first
year of any modern president. in spite of Mr. Stockman's recent public
and indiscrete comments in the Atlantic Monthly, OMB will, I believe,
continue to weld the sane power and by no means have they exhausted
their arsenal of strategic moves. Congress has continued to be and
will continue to be solar energy's greatest supporter. There was an
unholy alliance that was created this year unlike any other previous
years. That unholy alliance was largely a credit to the Renewable
Energy Institute which you'll hear from later. Eut it was an unholy
,alliance from the Wind Energy Association, the Photovoltaics people,
the small 'hydro-electric, the alcohol fue'-. solar thermal, and on dawn
340
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the list- where, for the first tune, we realized that we had a greater
strength individually of grouping together than trying to rob Peter to
pay Paul in regards to the budget. And, finally, it was reassuring to
heal; from Gerry Braun this mc)rning that within the Solar Thermal budget
that the parabolic dish program for the first time will receive a
parity with the central receiver technology development program.
Because this is actually what could be regarded as a gracious move by
Gerry Braun, and. the fact that we dial have a very serious and
successful effort within the U.S. Senate to raise the-appropriations
bill for paLabolic dishes in the PY 82 budget to 7.9 million dollars.
I regret to report that in conference committee that Senate amendment
did not carry and so that the consequential appropriations for dishes
was reduced to the President's original request for 3.1. Now that I
have your sober attention, I would like to look forward as to what we
can now discern from the forthcoming budget picture as well as future.
Administration policies.
One of the major thrusts of the Administration's solar energy policy
was to vest the burden of research, development and demonstration in 	 3
private industry and to take the remaining residual basic research and
vest that into the Federal budget. The lack of a clear delineation as
to where one ends and the other begins has created a chasm that I am 	 j
'	 unsure is manageable in absence of a higher authority like DOE of
building the bridges between basic research and technology
development. Today we will hear about three of the dilemmas that
private industry faces, and what is needed to correct them. our first
speaker this morning will be John Wilson from the Renewable Energy
Institute; he will followed by Dan Shine from Sanders Associates and I
will provide the coam ►ents that Art Shoemaker from Corning Glass Works
has provided us. John Wilson is the Acting Director of the Renewable
Energy Institute (REI) which is a Washington-based research institute
focusing on the development of energy from solar, wind, hydro and other
,F	 renewable sources. Prior to joining the Institute, he served as a
t;	 legislative coordinator for the solar lobby where he directed the
Washington lobbying efforts for the national membership organization
focusing on renewable energy and energy conservation. Wilson's
lobbying activities were a logistical extension of his policy and
administrative responsibilities at Center for Renewable Resources and
his active service as a key aLae with the two U.S. C=jressmen. Before
I turn the microphone over to 'him and he discusses REI and various
programs, let me make one important statement: I believe the Renewable
Energy Institute and John Wilson and his colleagues, are probably the
most important corner stones to the success of solar energy in this
country, and so I ask you to bear that in mind as you hear his comments.
JOHN WILSON
Byron is a hard act to follow. We are going to do a little back
slapping. I want to thank Byron for the invitation to cane down here
today; I don't think as many of you realize how well known he is
becoming in certain circles up on Capitol Hill. Some positive, some
negative, its a difficult thing to develop that give and take attitude
and he is done it in at level that is of speed and accuracy that many
zof us that have been in Washington for five to eight years have really
marveled at. This is a meeting of people who are mainly engineers and
are in the business and I'm a mechanic. I follow mechanics of Capital
Hill and the Administration, Wall. Street and places that make this
industry move. To date you _gave programs that have been based largely {
on. government programs, received your for4ing for this that and the
other, and you've gone oat and cogxted for awards under a certain
structure. I don't think that I'm here to tell you that's changed. It
changed quite a while ago and now you're trying to adjust. What I do
want to tell you is that the climate that's changing is not the same
everywhere. Particularly important is the fact that the climate in
Congress has not change significantly at all since the 70's when your
budget is going up highly. In fact, in irony cases mainly in the
administration you've got staff and political folks as well as career
officials: people out at the Dabs who have climate that they would to
retain the same way that they had years before. The only place that
the climate has really changed is in the carper pinnacles of the
administration, you've got a new group of people in our office, you got
a new group of people running the agencies and a new group of people
giving out the orders. That's where you got to sPend your time; and
that's sort of why I'm.here today to talk to you about the change.
Interestingly enough, Wall Street is about the same. Just before I got'
on the plane this morning I had to return a call to New Ycrk, it was 6
O'clock in the morning; it was an investment banker who was about to
give a speerch to 64 people on Wall Street to talk about renewable
energy. Fie wanted to check a couple of things &A he called me at hone
and woke me 'up at 6 1 0 clack. That's not unusual, there's a lot of
intresting areas and 'they are still putting out money. I've seen a lot
of private work. going on and I think that is going to continue. The
administration changes haven't increased that at all and private
industries are moving faster, I don't think, its just slugging along.
I think thats something you need: to take account of and to work with to'
try to see bow you can work with them to move those things in the right.
direction. I told Bryon I would give you a quick overview of three
different areas, sort of looking into the crystal ball, telling you
where some things that I think are important to you.are going to be
over the next couple of years: the budget, tax credits, and the Public
Utilities Regulartory Policy Act (PURPA). I will stnrt with the latter
which is probably the most arcane to all of them.
Many of you are aware that there was a law passed by Congress which
basically deregulated the small power producer and allowed you to be
able to have a deal with your utility, if you will, so you can buy and
sell power at reasonable rates. This law is called PURPA; It was
challenged in Mississippi; A rather ornery Judge delt a fairly serious
blow to the law and its been appealed to the Supreme Court. Oral
arguments will be given around February at the earliest, and a decision
will be registered somewhere around May at the earliest. This is what
we've learned at the last few 	 from an attorney cn my staff who
came from a Federal Fnery 
Reg 
ulator Cemnissicn who is really
knowledgeable about PURPA. He indicates that a couple of recent court
decisions relating to states-rights have changed the legal atmosphere
T
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nsurrounding PLRPA and its becoming pretty high Trolling game. Nobody
really knows which way the court is going to go, largely becaause it
doesn't rotate around energy issues; ,it rotates around the
states-rights and issues that all of us involved in solar don't really
know that much about. I've got about 10 different law firms that
circulate awrwnd our office looks for information, giving it back and
forth;an y°3p, if any of you are particulary interested in PWA # Section
210 or whatever, please feel free to give me a call and w• will try to
get you same information. One final note on that, no matter what
happens with court case on RWA,, rant all the attorneyB agreed that
one section of the act will probably be upheld; and, that is the
section that effectively deregul,atvs the small power producer. And
that is at one point that PERPA will have accomplished whether or not 	 F.
the rest of the act is ruled unconstitutional. That basically says
that you don't have to worry if you are trying to sell some gear that
the guy that buys it is going to have to end up being regulated by
state PLC's.
Second, the budget. I don't think it is of any news to any of you that
OIL wants solar and conservation to go to zero in 1983. The Washington
Post clearly recounted an article this weekend showing all the
numbers. I've had numerous conservations with people within CM for
the past four or five years and am on pretty good working term with
some of them. The fact of the matter is that they have a jab to do and
they have to find some money and you've got a little pittance, but it
adds qp, and you kraw which way the numbers have beer, going over the
last couple years. I think what you need to pay some attention too, is
the fact that Congress hasn't really followed that lead everytime and
I'll get back to that in a second.
On tht: tax credits; many of you may be aware on September 24 when the
President did.his speech on another round of budget cuts and the new
revenue enhancement, one of the thingsthat was lasted in the fact
sheet that accompanied that speech and was being targeted for review by
the Treasury is the energy tax credit. This may not be as important to
all of you as to some particular Wes who are trying to actually market
some gear. But to anybody who is trying to sell something with 10%
basic investment tax credit and with 15% energy investment tax credit
it's awfully important. We spend a lot of time working with people who
were involved, like Byron and others who are putting togpf-her deals in
one industry or another. We spend even more time with lawyers and
CPA's who are packaging these deals,. and- with their investors. And we
scurried around and pulled together a fairly effective coalition, T
think; in about 10 days we had 300 signatures on two resolutions, me 	 -
on the Senate side and one on the House side saying don't do it. In
fact it is kind of Lunny to note, I had two-thirds of the Senate on
record and I only have one-half of the House. May be that's because we
started with conservative Senators first; we got people in like Senator
Wallop, we've got Senators like Senator Doyle who isn't on there, but
his stance has been an awful help. We've done quite well, largely
because of your efforts. It's intresting to note that the chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee has a solar thermal project going up in
F	 ,
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Xhis back yard.	 I happen to know the man who owns that Concrete plant,
he's very intrested in Senator Doyle, and those connections get made.
I think we all need to keep jlotes of,those things those, grass roots
politics are very important.	 Of immediate importantance, we were able
to stave off the Treasury making formal announcements and going after
the tax credits.	 We had meetings with Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Assistant Secretary, couple of people went into the White House one
time, and Presidents of some firms represented here went into the White
House several times with myself and with others, &-4 had some very good
heart-to-heart talks about the fact that there were some pretty big
Canpanies involved in solar and they were tried of being the whipping aboy all the time; particulary on the tax credit side. 	 The message got
`	 heard; there were some promises made and to date, they have been kept.
Unfortunately, the Treasury staff is just as ornery and stubborn as
they were originally, they still think the tax credits are not good
sound policy.
	
I have it on very good authority that a decisim has
been made at an interim staff level S.&Aeti,ng to proceed with elimating s
tax credit at Treasury.	 That decision obviously will be reviewed by
the	 Cabinet
Council	 omic Advisors;and, ofalong 	 and the 	 Econ 
4	 course, that means Jim Baker and that crew sit-in.	 What I expect to
have happen is we will get caught up in a, larger wave and we'll ,t exec" a
lot of money and frankly the energy tax credits are a few billions
do?lars that show up on their charts, so it's not over.
The last thing I would like to touch on real fast is the fact that in
this problem, you've got an opportunity because we'venever before had
the kind coalition that we have has been able to pull together
recently.	 I've got president's and vice presidents of large cca aanies,
Fortunes 100 1 s, oin 	 into the White House saying things. 	 We've got
corporate jets caningback and forth on the issue of solar.	 This is
the first time I've seen it. 	 When I worked at Solar Lobby we managed
to add a pittence of 49 million dollars to 'the approporation bill over
the objections of the Chairman of the Housc: Subcommittee; 	 and I
remember we sort of did it with some blue smoking mirrors, this time
we've been able to get some real big companies involved and that has
impressed the White House.	 And frankly, you got to look to the R
audience and figure what you can do with them, because it doesn't
matter what you think, or what you want, or what your audience cares
about; and as far as the White House is concerned they really want to p
hear from those larger companies. 	 They had no idea you Caere involved
in solar, they didn't know you had a business investment and that you
had been in it for years.
	 If I have any message to give you — it's
that you are to increase those communications in what ever way you see
fit, and get in there.
	 To give you an idea of some of the companies
that went in:	 President of Boeing Engineering and Construction,
President of Acurex, Sr. Vice President of Atlantic Richfield, who is 3	 a
the President of ARJD Solar Industries and also sits on my board went
in	 people from the utility industries; Texaco, talking about Alcohol
Yfuels; a good range companies; and the	 listen, and the 	 heard.	 Now,
what bothers me the most about this coming session this Spring is
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	 things are going to fly real fast and furious. Tax measures will be on
top of the list because they got to raise a lot of money and Senator
Doyle has said very specifically he doesn't h ke-all the bickering over
this little thing and that little thing and trying to cane up with alot of money that way, it just won't work. You are talking 100 million
dollars. And Congress is more worried about the deficit that the
President is, because the House particularly, has to run for
re-election every two years. The point is that the Senators and the
Senate Finance committee will be looking at ways of ra'
	 large
amounts of money. The two ideas that this top staff thi,_ing about
r
	that really amount to anything are windfall profit tax on natural gas
r deregulation and an old idea that has kicking around and the staff
E
	
	 rewrote it the other day. It's a Btu taut on energy. I sat dcy4n with
the staff and talked in great length about what they were planning to
do with the Btu tax; they really weren't sure yet. We got a lot of
work to do, because there are different ways of crafting such a tax
that could kill solar, and ways it could really enhance it, it's
relative merits versus conventional fuels; and what you need to be
certainly aware of, and I think that most of your are is that the other
fuels have a very well healed organizations and lobbys in Washington
and they will do their best to make sure they stay on the relative
merits of their case and keep it on the top of the heap. So, I'm
suggesting to you, with your companies and organizations within your
relationships and within your associations, do the same.
Lastly, I like to raise a point. My organization is relatively new.
We opened our doors in March and we have hit the floor running. We are
the people who brought you the at-risk tax ammendment this summer.
Somebody brought it to us at the last minute, we did a little quick wind
dirty work on it, and got up there and we put up an ammendment offered
by a Democrat on the Senate floor and it passed 97 to nothing. On the
economic recovery tax I had Senator Doyle, and I had the Administration
backing the thing; it.took a lot of work and we had a lot of good
E	 people working with it on it. But that's the kind of work that we like
f	
to do. On this tax credit issue I think we have a healthy coalition
K
	
	 put together with Price-Waterhouse and all the big accounting firms,
some of the best energy tax lawyers in the country, the guy that wrote
McGraw-Hills new energy tax service, and my right hand lawyer who works
with us on a daily basis. What I would suggest to you is that if you
are intrested in this area you contact and spend some time with us and
we'll give as much advice as we can. I also suggest to you that you
k
	
	
consider getting involved in a project we are gearing up on, its an on
going tax policy project. We're a little concern that as we are moving
out of this budget area which clearly isn't shrinking-up, we've got to
quickly examine our options on the tax side. The oil industry isn't
what it is today simply because there was a lot of oil in the ground.
There is a fine Network of taxing incentives that were develop over the
years and enhanced the ability of those companies to go out there and
locate, drill and bring it up, and transport it and burn it. One of
the thing in solar comnunity or renewable energy community have to look
at is how can we look like that industry. How can we design a series
z
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of tax incentives that are a range or basket-full of subsidies if you
will, that will help us just as much as oil got; 1 ,,,Nt beginning
boot-strap. There 's nothing magical about oil, ^ t^,;F'i we are replacing
other fuels and that fuel replaced other fuels and sa on. our point is
we've got to do just as good a job as they did in their early formative
days, and I think we've got a couple of ingredients, but we need you.
If there is anything you can do to cane along side us, we will be real
grateful. Thank you.
BYRON WASHCM
Thank you John.
The next gentleman, Dan Shine needs very little introduction to this
community. As most of you know he's Program Development Manager at the
Energy Systems Center for Sanders Associates. Since 1974, They have
been involved in a variety of high temperature receivers for both
central receiver and parabolic dish programs as well as the heat
storage system technologies. Sanders serves as systems integrator for
the Brayton dish experiment. Most notable to his introduction today is
just recently, at the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) annual
meeting, Dan was elected Chairman of the Parabolic Dish catmitee of the
Solar Thermal Division.
DAN SHINE
The first note that I would make, I think you all owe John (Wilson) a
note of thanks, he just got three graduate credits in political science.
Byron asked me to run through one ccmpany's experience over the past
several years in solar thermal with the stress of the past year and a
half. What I will do is run through what our program history is been
at Sanders, recognizing that many of you people in industry in the
audience have been through the same thing over the past several years.
My point in doing vi, is to try to highlite for you the fact that a lot
of education has to be done picking up John theme at the grass roots
level. It seem to be an attitude within the adiminstration, roost
prominently publicized by Mr. Stockman and CMB, that the solar industry
and I suppose also the solar thermal industry is at the point where
market forces will take over. That simply is not true; in certain
aspects of it, you heard sane presentations, this morning, such as the
PKI presentation that would indicate that are certain technologies that
are just about there, but there are severl other technologies that
still need a boost. I wish Gerry were here because I wanted to pick up
on something that he said this morning, that I would take issue with,
and I think we all should take issue with. In part of his presentation
this morning he made the statement that the goverment has in effect
carried the ball for the past six or seven years. I think that is
reflective of an attitude, again on the part of those people now at the
top of the heap in Washington; that is a misconception. Anyone who is
	 If
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involved in a company that has been inw" ved solar thermal over the
past five years has put some of its own descreticnary resources to work
in this field. in our instance it probably amounts to about 20%, itsit the public record. We've probably had between 5 and 6 million
collars worth of contract work with JPL, DOE or DOE San Francisco, but
government money. The = pany, my compmiy has also put in about 1.2
million of its own descretionary resources to carry this technology
forward. And again I think that our experience has been repeated by
most industries involved. I don't think that; the Stockman's the
Cm's, the people in the administration realize that, they don't
understand that, and its up to each Company through its Congressman or
through whatever means it chooses, to get that message across. Uncle
Sam, this is not been a welfare society, we've been doing our part.
Cost sharing, is at 50%? is it at 207: 1 don't know, but we have done
our part to this point. And the misconception is that Uncle Sam has
been paying from dollar one to bring this technology to a certain
point. And that is not true. And it is a misconception because we
have not done our jobs in educating either our Congressman or through
the Parties, the Admi.nistraticn, as to what the realities are. In
going through what our exlxrienco has been, we began in 1974 with an
internally fundeC. program. We went through a series of receivers: a 10
kilowatt thermal receiver which we tested in 1976 at White,Sands, then
a 250 kilowatt thermal receiver tested on the tower down here at
Georgia Tech. Then, in the i°'':,er im, between the 1 76 and the 1 78 test
we became involved with the dPL people. We became involved in high
temperature storage research and high temperature receiver research.
We also built same systems; we became involved in what has been known
by four different names called a parabolic dish module experiment, a
military module experiment, the Yuma experiment, and Engineering
Experiment 2a. Whatever you cal]. it we have been involved. Now I site	 {
that history because I know that JTPL has gone through the same agony
that we've gone through. Those proposals were submitted in December
1979; the contract awards out-lasted the prisoners in Tran. It was 462
days between the time that proposals were submitted and the contract
award was made. That was not in the control of the people who were
bidding it, and it was not in the control of JPL. It was in the
control, of forces outside the principle parties involved. it is simply
an illustration of what has happended in this technology, or in the
attempt to develop this technology. Fortunately, for us, in keeping
cur system alive, or our program alive, Vince and his people managed to
dig up same money to get us started in the high temperature receiver
program. It was not part of the main-line program, but somehow some
money was dug up. We got started and you'll hear -a report on that
project tomorrow. So there have been ways, but these fits and starts
have hurt us and they have hunt the technology, and again, I'm sure
that the experience has been repeated in any number of companies that
have been involved in this program since 1976 or 1977. On our
particular experience, when we first came on to contract in 1975 to the
then ERDA we huilt-up to a point at 1 76 when we had t0 full time
professionals on the project. Through 1 79 we mana9ed to keep between 6
and 10 'people involved. As of today we have 2 people full--time and 3
or `4 part time. You loose a technology) You loose engineers to other
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iprojectsd That is happening in our instance and that is happening in
other caraanies. You can't keep people on the dole. What is not
known, perhaps, ghat is not known by OMB and on the hill is that it
cost industry about a hundred thousand dollars a year in contracts to
keep a senior engineer employed. Exclusive of hardware it cost you
about a hundred thousand dollars to keep an engineer employed. And if
you are going along at a hundred thousand dollars a year, it doesn't
take long to figure out you're not going to get very far. The
technology suffers, not one company, the technology and the Country
suffer. I would hope that the message could be passed through to DOE
management to OMB, again through whatever means you choose to do so,
the program continuity in building on an industrial base is absoluetly
essential.. Once you loose a team, once you break up a team, you don't
reestablish it. You can bring the same bodies back, but if there have
been months hiatus in the program you just don't recover that ground.
You can bring the same people back but you don't recover the ground
that you lost from when the program was shut down. I know that the
Labs understand that, but I'm not quite sure that everyone in DOE
understands that, and I know that OMB does not understand that. Again,
our mission is to educate. The message simply, sparatic funding kills
industrial organizations interest in keeping a program going. You can
only go to the well so often. You have a program thats going on,
you're on a growth curve you're doing well, you're progressing
technically, the funding shuts off you go to management saying you need
a half million dollars over the next six months to keep my engineers
going. Management says to you: Whats thats going to get me? If your
answer is I don't know, or I think it could get us something in 1983,
you're not going to get your money. And in most instances, with all
due respects taking issue with what I assume was Gerry's point this
morning, most of us in the industry have gaze to the weld,, and probably
can't go back again with the atmosphere being what it is There was a
statement made that small and medium size firms were willing to take a
risk that there is something mag:.cal out there in that suspected market
that's going to draw all these firms. I would suggest that you are not
going to find a whole lot of venture capital firms that are going to
want to invest money in solar thermal today, because of the status of
the technology. We have brought the technology to certain point, but
its not at the point where you can go off on your own and say I'm going
to 'sell a hundred systems. There may be sane exceptions, again PKI
made a very good case this morning. I hope it does work out for=them.
But I don't think the technology and the rest of solar thermal is at
the point where we can talk about a market that we're going to realize
within the next two years.
One of the issues that we have discussed in the solar thermal division
of SEIA is introducing a legislative initiative. Ocean thermal managed
f ood in the st9 • pa
couple of years. We thought that was a solutiat, it may still be a
solution. But there is no solar thermal legislative initiative and
that's one thing that we should talk about as an industry. Perhaps
there must be a mandate for solar thermal. There is not one for solar
applications for industry. Maybe there should be something called R
to et one it didn't seem to An them a wholelot e% 9
solar thermal projects or a solar thermal initiative and some enabling
legislation. That is lacking at the present time. Again a point that
Gerry made this morning that I will take issue with personally, and I'm
sure we could get involved in a debate in this ? Gerry thought that the
major market for parabolic dish systems would be in the small community
applications. I disagree with that. I know that the people at JPL
have funded a lot of studies, and we funded one on our own, that kind
of said that the first market is going to be remote site power of one,
two, or three systems. It's not going to be small communities. We
could be wrong. But I would like to debate that kind of issue with
Gerry, I don't agree with his conclusion. That may be so with the
first demonstration. Demonstration is a bad word, but the first time
that several units have put together, put out a :hundred kilowatts or
something like that may be the first time that you will see it done.
But I don't think that you are going to go out and sell to a world
paver company a hundred kilowatts unit. I think you are going to sell
ones's and two's for the first S bo 10 years for remote sitepower and
remote site thermal applications. My final point, and thats a point
I've made and several other people have made at these kinds of meetings
severzll times in the past, is that none of us are ever going to get
anywhere until there is a working system in the field; that the tires
can be kicked, and we can watch the mirrors crack, and we can watch the
engines break-down. Until we understand how the whole system works, we
are not going to sell any to anybody. That's another point that has to
be made. Demonstration may be a dirty word, I'll have to cane up with
a dirty word, we'll have to cane with a different word. But thats what
you have to do. You have to initiate a program that is going to have
you run a full-up system not for two weeks ? not for 23 days, but for a
year. What happens to it for over-a year? What's happening now, these
two weeks demonstrations are all we can afford. You need a full up
system to see how it works.
BYRON WASHaM
our final, input this afternoon will be from Art Shoemaker, from Corning
Glass Works, who regrets that he could not be with us today, but he
asked that I pass on his comments to you. I will make them brief so
that I can conclude the panel, then maybe open it up to the floor for
some questions and interaction.
	
ART SHJDMM (via Byron Washcm) 	 -
There is a serious issue within the parabolic dish and the solar
thermal. ccnm= ity as a whole for that matter. And that is the
availability of a domestic source of thin solar glass for reflective
surfaces. I beleive this morning we saw on (Bob Ponds') in ford
Aerospace and Cc municatiens Corporations paper that their system
4:4:1 %. 	 the	 is Rankine unit with lass was 20$ and withoute iciency or	 organ	 g
glass, or an alternate to glass was 16%, or approximately 20% system
efficiencydifference. So the importance of using glass until we have
a good alternative to glass that is law cost is very critical to the
overall mystems efficiency. Acurex, in their presentation this
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(	 morning, I beleive, mentioned a European source of glass.	 Corning is a
US manufacture of domestic glass, they have been involived in the solar
program and the solar thermal program for a period of time.	 They to
have suffered the same gyrations and ups and downs that Dann has just
mentioned.	 And they have come to thesame essential position that
E	 represents a delamma or option for US manufactures of solar thermal
systems.	 They have, in essence, said to the solar thermal community:
before we can dedicate one weeks production of a plant, we will need a
bulk order of 1.5 million square feet of glass.	 For concentrators of
about a thousand square feet, you can do the division as well as I can
to calculate the number of dishes this represents. 	 This would mean
roughly one or two re-powering projects, two to three minor projects
and a major effort in parabolic dishes.	 So the ability under the
financial forecast to raise 1.5 million square feet of glass reflective
surfaces yearly for the solar business looks remote. 	 The other option
that we have is that there is a new glass being developed, they call
them "codes" at Corning, which will have chemically strengthen
properties which are needed for our applications. 	 But this glass is }
being developed for an alternative use
	 a non-energy use.	 And it is
only under this situation that we may, luckily, achieve a domestic u
source of solar glass.	 So the point being is that, granted that there
are system integrators who are having there ups and down as Dan has
mentioned, but there also these subsystems suppliers who the volume of
our solar business is less than one one-hundredth of one percent of
their total business; and they will not make major investments until we
can either a) acctzaulate an oral . , or b) by some goal fortune we became
a secondary product of one of their existing product lines.
	 The
foreigne 	 glass;
tforeign tsourcesnof	 hcost,ntheingagai st gla s ©her than the shipping
insurance cost and the 17% import duty on glass as it enters the U.S.
So this is the nature of commercializing this technology. 	 We have to
•	 look-out, not only for the system integrator, who is responsible for k
putting it all together, but also these creditable subsystems
suppliers, these caTponent suppliers.
	 Without their participation and
availability, we might be, as is the case of the organic Rankine
system„ facing a 16% system efficiency rather that 20%.
	 I hope I did
justice to Art's comments for this meeting.
BYFM WASHJM
To conclude our formal couments 1 would like to make 6 points and 2
i	 invitations.
First, as a group, and the group .1 refer to is industry, Iabs and
university peopler we must maintain a momentum within the private
sector that is stimulated by commercial rewards within a reasonable
time period.	 The budget reductions may cause the premature elimination
of one or more of the less promising technical parallel paths; but, it
must be recognized that market-place would have d,me this in the future
anyway.
E
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T )# we must maintain a cadre of expertise at JPL during the transition
period by which the Administration seeks to change the solar industry,
and maintain this expertise into the forseeable future.	 institutional,
shifts and programmatic authority does not guarantee that technology
G
transfer will be accomplished ever, let al.aneisimutaneously.
	 Alreadq
we have witnessed a loss to the program of JPL employees that x had the
greatest respect for as to the contributions to this technology.
has asked'	 industryextremely well whenThird, Congress has responded 	 ^
for an advocate of the technology rather than a referee amongst
i bickering and arguing factions within the solar energy field. 	 I think
` John (W lson ! s) presentation today is 'a good exanple of that.
	
This
+wi^l eventually show up into our own budget therefore we must continue
to strengthen our aliances with other energy technologies.
	 Four, we
` must pay equal attention to tax policy aspects of solar energy if we
are ever to finance this technology in a private sector with venture
capital..
Five, our technical accomplishments, particurily are field experiments,
must be actively and effectively publicized. 	 Most recently I've
noticed with interest, an article on PKI, and I beleive it was in the
r, N.Y. Times that the chairman of my	 xboard sent to me, United Stirling
recently was on ABC television, and I beleive John will be quoted in
the Wall Street Journal within in the next couple of days. 	 This type
Of publicity not only addsto our delemma but also to-cur technical
	 J
accomplishments and should continue to be actively publized. 	 The final
point (six) is that dealing with leadership, which must be like a
vector, I beleive, whose courses unwavering in the face of increasing
obstacles.
	 our problems this year or next are not technical., but
political.	 Fundamentally we have not confronted technical obstructions
to our progress, they have been politicsl.'our continued leadership and
our pursuit of this technological option that is capable of national
energy supply, I think
	 will became more appreciated in the future
`	 particularly at the next energy supply disruption which I beleive is
i
	
	 inevitable. How we can seek to implement these six different point is
the subject of a meeting following this panel in the Blue Ridge A
conference room. It is a Solar Thermal Industry Association meeting
and no means do you need to be a member of SETA to attend. I invite
all of you; we will not be handing out membership forms, so I'm not
going to put the arm you as well. We do ask to limit the,,,neeting to
industry members since we have some agenda items that need to be
discussed. on your left, my right, you will see two documents, one is
by SETA on solar thermal technologies and another document is by the
's
	
	
Renewable Energy Institute. I invite you to pick up both Fran the 	 {
meeting this afternoon, and I guarantee you we will adjorn by the
`
	
	
cocktail hour, we will be providing feedback to JPL in the morning with
some of our decisions and resolutions'frcm this meeting, which l -
beleive; is a very real time response.
So, finally, let me conclude with somewhat of a joke that deals with,
after all this sobering news that I've given to you, its somewhat like
Custar when informed he was ccmpletly surrounded by Indians, he said: 	 -
"good, now we can attack in any direction"a
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Let's open the floor, if you will, if there are some short comwnts or
questions that any individuals might want to respond to.
G
QUESTION
Please discuss the recent Congressional hearing held at UCLA last week.
JOHN WILSON
5
Let we make some general comments: I don't know how many of you voted
for Reagan, I suspect if you're real industry, 80% of you did; Those
of you are sort of peripheral probably not, but, solar has
traditionally been supported very heavily by the liberal side. I, in
fact, one time worked for a California Congressman who was considered
very far on the left-wing on the rtpectrum by most industries that I
Just happened to think it was a little closer to the middle, but that's
a basic argument. The bottom line is that the old time supporters of
solar, like (Congressmen) Dick Ottinger and Ed Markey, whom I both
consider very close personal friends, can't carry the ball in this
current climate. And what you need to do is supplement them with other
support, particularly the (Senator) Doyle's, particularly the
(Senator) Wallop's; I consider it a major feat to get Wallops to
finally support our little resolution, because he didn't want to be on
there at first because he th ht nna be the administration would ety
-	 ^	 mad at him.
	 We've got: to overca
rcc
 me it on that side, I'm very glad to
see Dick Ottinger out there having those field hearings. 	 The trouble
is right now the Democrats are having field hearings around the y.	 I
country.	 It's a larger political issue, for God's sake we've got to r
keep it a bi-partisan issue, and if we keep it a bi-partisan issue, we
won't run into the same problems as some of the other social issues
will run into in the budget.	 Our problem is we've got to distance
ourselves from some things, if we want to survive.
QUESTION -	 Discuss the public popularity of solar programs
JOHN WILSON
That's a point that's going to play in our favor if we know how to work
it.	 And that is it's solar in general, renewable energy in genera.,,
happens to be one of those popular things like apple pie and
motherhood.	 One of things that we've not yet done is gotten a good
handle on that, because to translate popularity into either sales or
political power or clout is an art and we don't know enough about what
we don't know; we're starting an effort that will generate some
information but it's going to take about a gar to do it.	 But just
what different decision makers, whether it t _the public at large,
people who buy energy in large amounts, think of different technologies
and why they think what they think, what are their biases; and what are
the barriers that are incorporated into those biases, and how do we get J
around them.
	
And I think your points are very strong;	 advertising
appeals, particularly in California, is bizarre for solar.
}
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We .seem to be having a lot of problems in industry, at least, that's
the impression and there's got to be scmethinglmore basic than just
"the President doesn't care" or "Congress wants to abdicate" or
something else. I'd like to know, from this grotip, whether or not in
general we would have been better off without developing this whole
industry.
WRSHJM:
He's opened it to the floor.
A@UT M SPEAKER FF M THE FMOR ANSWERS:
It kind of fits in with the comments I wanted to make anyway, so
I'll make them. I'd like to make some assertions that you could agree
with or not agree with and then I'd like to try to answer your
question, if I may. First, I believe that pure market forces alone
will never make a solar energy industry. Just as one piece of
evidence, Alexander built and demonstrated the steam engine in the year
100 A.D. and that didn't mean that people ran off to buy steam engines
to replace their slaves. It's on a whole cultural context. However,
pure market forces will kill it; it's necessary, but not sufficient. I
think that in the current climate that the tax incentives became
absolutely crucial because to Any would-be buyer that means that in the
short-term for him, yes, it's worth buying or, w, it isn't. So I see
that as a pre-requisite. If pure market forces only will not do it,
then what does do it? The funny thing is, it was one of the biggest
liberals of all, Hubert Humphrey, that kind of got this whole thing
rolling back in 1976 with the photovoltaic initiative; that you may
remember, led to the photovoltaic FPUP, whatever that stood for, to buy
photovoltaics for the Department of Defense. Why? No logistic
problems, no fuel to feed 	 into the engines that could go to the jets
and the ships and the tanks and everything else that keeps it all
running; in other words, solar started out as the moral equivalent of
war mmng liberals. It was a way, nonetheless, of beginning to provide
energy independence. And here's where I tie it into the answer to your
question. I think if this initiative had not been started in this
overall cultural climate by the fact that the OPOC hand was on the
spigot of oil, and thus the government answered. We would never be
where we are today and I tiAnk if we are going to succeed in the more
conservative ,political climate, that it becomes necessary to remind
those conservative Senators and Congressmen who are especially
interested in issues of security, that in a very real way, the
development of solar thermal technologies are an alternative to (a) the
cutoff of energy supplies from foreign sources to which Bryon referred
and (b) the depletion, which will ultimately be the case, of those
supplies. There is the key and maybe something that can be exploited.
We would be nowhere if the government had not first become involved.
(The remainder of the question and answer period was i
recorded and could not be transcribed).	
ndequately
(Panel concluded)
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